PA-1958-04
Designers and builders of fine structures such as this $20-million lightweight concrete skyscraper employ POZZOLITH to obtain unmatched performance and lowest cost-in-place concrete.

Here the use of POZZOLITH overcame the harshness and bleeding ordinarily associated with lightweight aggregate concrete—in this case concrete weighed not more than 102 lbs. per cu. ft. Compressive strength averaged 3750 psi with 6 sacks of cement per cu. yd.

POZZOLITH improves concrete quality and reduces the cost of concrete in place by providing three basic controls: control of water content—makes possible lowest water content for a given workability, control of entrained air, and control of rate of hardening.

Any one of our more than 100 skilled fieldmen will be glad to discuss and demonstrate the benefits of these POZZOLITH controls for your projects.

Illuminating Building, Cleveland, Ohio. In-construction and completed views.
Architects: Carson & Lundin, New York City.
Engineers: McGeorge-Hargett & Assoc., Cleveland.
Contractor: George A. Fuller Co., New York City.
Pozzolith Ready-Mixed Concrete—Cleveland Builders Supply Co.

*POZZOLITH is a registered trademark of The Master Builders Co.
There is no "or equal" when you specify this flooring

When you specify Goodyear true Vinyl Flooring, your choice cannot fail to reflect credit on your judgment.

For with this finest of vinyls you gain an array of advantages unmatched in the flooring field.

First of all, there's its priceless freedom from care. Goodyear marbleized true Vinyl needs no waxing. The usual commercial cleaning and buffing will keep it radiantly new-looking. (In countless applications, this flooring has actually paid for itself in maintenance savings alone.)

Then there is the superb beauty of this one, true Vinyl. It comes in a wide range of color patterns—marbleized and solid colors, and lighter, brighter shades as well.

You can specify this incomparable flooring both in Custom grade and DeLuxe (homogeneous construction). It comes in tiles and full 45" rolls and in 3 service gauges. Before you write the flooring specs on that next job—get the story on Goodyear Vinyl. Just drop a card to Goodyear, Flooring Dept. P-8125, Akron 16, Ohio, for complete material.

GOOD/YEAR

Vinyl Flooring

For Floors • Walls • Counter Tops • By tile or yard
When to specify


Rotary Oildraulic
Passenger and freight—the modern
a Rotary Oildraulic® Elevator

CHECK LIST OF THE ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN SELECTING ELEVATORS FOR BUILDINGS YOU DESIGN

When you want to eliminate the elevator penthouse
Rotary Oildraulic elevators are pushed up from below, not pulled from above. There’s no overhead machinery, no need for an unsightly elevator penthouse. You can design buildings with cleaner, uncluttered rooflines.

When the building is not over six stories
Oildraulic elevators are most practical and economical for rises to 65 feet. Speeds available as required for any type of service.

When you must economize on construction costs
Since Rotary Oildraulic Elevators are supported entirely by an oil-hydraulic plunger, not by the building structure, lighter, less expensive elevator shaft sidewalls are possible. Further economies result from elimination of the elevator penthouse.

When space is at a premium
No special machine room is required for a Rotary Oildraulic Elevator. The compact power unit can be located below, above or to the side of the elevator shaftway... often in an area that might otherwise be wasted space.

When very great capacity is required
Hydraulic elevator operation is efficient throughout the entire load range from 1000 lbs. up, and practically a “must” for capacities of 75,000 to 100,000 lbs. or more.

WHAT “ROTARY-OILDRAULIC” MEANS TO YOU
The name “Rotary Oildraulic” on your specifications assures your clients of the most modern and dependable hydraulic elevator made. With more experience, superior manufacturing facilities, and a nationwide installation and service organization, Rotary Lift Company is first in the hydraulic elevator field.

For more information mail coupon or look for “Rotary Oildraulic” under “Elevators” in the yellow pages of your phone book.

ROTARY LIFT CO.
Division of Dover Corporation
Memphis, Tenn.—Chatham, Ont.
First name in oil-hydraulic passenger and freight elevators—industrial lifting devices—auto lifts.

MAIL FOR DATA FILE
Rotary Lift Company
1108 Kentucky, Memphis 2, Tenn.
Please send data file on elevators for freight service □; passenger service □

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
withstands most corrosive forces!

Duriron pipe is high silicon iron *throughout* the thickness of the pipe wall. It's highly corrosion resistant; more than that, it generally outlasts the building itself. For these reasons, and because it can be installed by ordinary plumbing methods, Duriron is the *one* permanent piping specified for corrosive waste disposal systems by architects and engineers for more than 30 years. Insist on Duriron.

Duriron pipe and fittings are available from stock through leading plumbing jobbers in principal cities.

**DURIRON® CORROSION RESISTING DRAIN PIPE**

THE DURIRON COMPANY, Inc.
Dayton, Ohio
Satisfaction Was Specified
UALCO Was Chosen...

For Florida's Largest Hotel, Luxurious Carillon

Keynote, elegance throughout; and elegance combines with practicality, as witness the windows. The Carillon's thousands of Ualco Aluminum Double Hungs have effective weatherstripping... tubular ventilator sections for rigidity... frame corners swedged and welded... integral installation fin. And Ualco Windows give satisfaction... enrich the design, work smoothly, close tightly. Complete planning service at your service.

World's Largest Manufacturer of Aluminum Windows

SOUTHERN SASH SALES & SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Sheffield, Montgomery, Ala.; Van Nuys, San Leandro, Calif.; Hialeah, Tampa, Fla.; Elizabeth, N. J.; Canton, O.
Recently I was fortunate in participating in two highly successful programs conducted in states as far apart as New Jersey and California. Though as far apart in content as they were geographically, they had in common the fact that they were progressive, constructive, and forward looking.

The California meeting was a Seminar Day entitled “Operation Retread” conducted by Southern California Chapter, AIA, at University of Southern California. This was an impressively serious day devoted to re-examination of both technical and business aspects of architecture, not in the often casual manner of an evening after-dinner meeting, but in a high-level, day-long Seminar.

At this meeting, Julian E. Garnsey, color expert of Princeton, New Jersey, spoke on fundamentals of color selection; Robert B. Newman, of the firm of Bolt, Baranek & Newman, Boston, Massachusetts, analyzed forms in architecture resulting from acoustic studies; Jesse W. Tapp, Chairman of the Board, Bank of America, discussed aspects of construction financing; and I was asked to speak on architectural, engineering, and construction law—to an extent and at a depth greater than I usually have that opportunity except in classroom lectures. This seemed to me a serious-minded and worthwhile program for practicing architects.

The other meeting, I felt, was equally constructive, though for a different reason—the fact that another profession was brought together with architects for joint discussion. The Architects League of Northern New Jersey sponsored an experiment which too few professional organizations have undertaken in the past. The League invited members of another professional group to join its members at a meeting for their joint enlightenment and benefit.

“The occasion was a talk given by Bernard Tomson, a recognized authority on construction contracts and architectural law.

“Mr. Tomson, who has been speaking before architects and lawyers for years, said this was the first time he had ever addressed an audience comprising members of both professions.

“Mr. Tomson’s advocacy of more inter-professional co-operation was supported by Paul T. Huckin, president of the Bergen County Bar Association, and Albert H. Kreamer, president-elect of the Passaic County Bar Association, both of whom were guests at the meeting.

“The unusual joint meeting came about in this fashion: After Mr. Tomson accepted an invitation to address a meeting of the League, the members decided his talk might be of interest to members of the legal profession in the Northern New Jersey area.

“A committee formed to investigate this possibility contacted officers of the bar associations to find out if they thought their members wanted to hear Mr. Tomson speak.

“The officers of the bar association co-operated by providing the League with their member mailing lists.

“The response of the invitations was gratifying. More than 100 architects and attorneys attended the dinner-meeting at the Hackensack Golf Club.

“At the conclusion of the meeting, lawyers and architects agreed it had been a most worthwhile session. Why? Because they all learned something about architectural law and—more important—because they learned something about each other. As Mr. Tomson pointed out, architecture is a little-understood profession. The general public is not very aware of what function the architect performs. By the same token, architects are frequently unaware of how important a role the attorney can play in the preparation of construction contracts.

“There is a clannishness among professionals which makes this kind of exchange of ideas difficult. By and large, an attorney knows attorneys, a doctor knows doctors and an architect knows architects.

“Inter-professional co-operation offers an opportunity to overcome this clannishness. Furthermore, it presents the professional with an opportunity to broaden his cultural base by a better understanding of the people with whom he deals. Finally, it benefits the general public because co-operation between professionals inevitably leads to better service of the public.

“The meeting of minds and exchange of ideas that took place when the architects and attorneys dined together and heard Mr. Tomson speak was a good omen. It is hoped by many of those who attended the joint meeting that there will be other such sessions with other professional groups on topics of joint interest. It is also hoped that these other groups will in turn invite the architects to their meetings when a subject is on the agenda which would appeal to architects.

“Mr. Huckin told the group that the Bergen County Bar Association is contemplating the organization of an inter-professional council for Bergen County’s doctors, lawyers, architects, engineers and other professionals.

“This is a move which should be greeted with enthusiasm by all professionals.

“This joint meeting of architects and lawyers is only a beginning, but all things must have a beginning. The trail has been blazed. The long-range value of such a move can only be measured by what will follow tomorrow.”
Ask Your Nearby Norman Representative For Complete Information on all Norman Quality Heating and Ventilating Products.

Alabama, Birmingham
Snowden-Walters Co.
209 19th Street, South

Arizona, Phoenix
Tenace, Inc.
1079 North First Street

Arkansas, Little Rock
Taylor Sales Co.
1405 West Roosevelt

California, Los Angeles
Harry F. Haldeman, Inc.
2401 South Hill Street

California, Walnut Creek
The Lillard Company
1249 Boulevard Way

Colorado, Denver
Andrews Sales Eng. Agency
1140 Grant St.

Connecticut, Avon
Robert Pat Avery
Post Office Box 381

Florida, Clearwater
Associated Sales Engineers
Post Office Box 526.

Georgia, Atlanta
Dealers Supply Co.
362 Fair St., S.W.

Illinois, Chicago
C. A. Perry Company
221 South Rockwell Street

Massachusetts, Newtonville
R. E. Walker Associates
246 Walnut Street

Minnesota, Minneapolis
Englund Sales Co.
314 West 38th Street

Missouri, Kansas City
Roy P. Johnson
8112 Meadow Lane

Missouri, St. Louis
B & V Sales Company
7203 Natural Bridge Road

Montana, Butte
Muenier Eng. Co.
109 East Second Street

Nebraska, Omaha
Norris Blanchard Co., Inc.
W. O. W. Building

New York, Brooklyn
Bellson Associates, Inc.
1133 East 39th Street

New York, Syracuse
The Herb Gallin Co.
1301 Nvice Street

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City
Bryan Cavan
1023 Cravens Building

Pennsylvania, Bethlehem
The Lange Company
Post Office Box 105

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh
L. E. Boone Company
3090 West Liberty Avenue

Texas, Houston
L. E. Minn & Co.
2301 Calhoun Ave.

Utah, Salt Lake City
Rock P. Robinson
147 South 17th East

Utah, Salt Lake City
Refrigeration Dists., Corp.
224 West 1300 South (10)

Alberta, Lethbridge
A. D. Palmer Products Ltd.
156 11th St.

Ontario, Port Credit
A. D. Palmer Products Co.
Box 35, R.R. #2

PATENTED NORMAN SEALED COMBUSTION

Norman Three Sixty®
Gas-Fired UNIT HEATERS answers more jobs better

Operating completely independent of room air, Norman Three-Sixty Unit Heaters can be installed in many applications where other unit heaters may fail.

They are especially suitable for super markets, bakeries, restaurants, meat shops, candy stores and other locations where combustion products entering the room threaten contamination.

Norman Three-Sixty Unit Heaters are particularly adaptable to drug stores, variety stores, dry cleaners or wherever exhaust fans create a negative pressure that may cause pilot outage.

Two Types, Two Sizes
Radial-Flo units gently distribute a complete circle of warm air downward and outward. Down-Blow units provide direct, spot heating from high ceilings—excellent for blanketing vestibules, lobbies and doorways of garages, repair shops, warehouses and other entries exposed frequently to the outside weather.

Both Radial-Flo and Down-Blow models available in 85,000 or 115,000 BTU/hr. inputs.

WRITE US TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

NORMAN PRODUCTS CO.
154 Chesapeake Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio
We want to learn more about Norman Three Sixty Unit Heaters.

NAME_________________________
COMPANY NAME_________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY________________ZONESTATE________________

See Sweet's Arch. File 30C/No. American Sch. and Univ. Annual C-1/No
P/A Office Practice column on mechanical and electrical design and equipment, devoted this month to the effects of thermal planning on school building costs.

School construction comprises a large part of our present building activity. The average citizen has a great interest in this kind of public building, because it directly affects the children of his community. Unlike some types of investment building where first cost is of primary concern, a school must show a good cost-and-operating statement over a period of 30 years, the average term of school bonds. Roofs and walls represent a large part of the total construction cost and their thermal qualities affect the cost of heating and cooling over the years.

Two architects—Wayne Farland Koppes and John Hancek Callender—have recently completed an exhaustive study of the effects of insulation on the cost and qualities of numerous roofs and walls. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, as sponsor of the research, has published a part of their report relating to seven roof types and seven wall types typical of these elements of school construction throughout the country. Koppes and Callender traveled widely to inspect schools and to interview school boards as well as school architects. They retained a panel of 14 specialists to advise them on such items as the unit costs of construction, of heating, and of cooling. The collation of their interviews and their own broad research experience lends considerable weight to the results.

Reference to the data tabulated (right) and the comparative graphs (see chart following) will provide a general concept of the work. (This data is for one of the seven roofs. Some of the other types studied were wood-deck on steel joists, wood-frame construction, steel-deck on steel joists, poured-gypsum on light-steel beams, and structural-concrete slabs.) Each of the cost graphs includes basic unit construction costs (vertical hatching), and financing over 30 years (horizontal hatching). To these have been added—for one sq ft of surface—the 30-yr unit cost of fuel to make up the heat loss (solid black); 30-yr unit cost for cooling within the months of the current school year (dotted area); and the 30-yr unit cost of possible cooling during the additional summer months for 12-month school use (diagonal hatching). EX represents the basic example of uninsulated construction; and A through E, the effects of various insulations on the same structure. The maximum saving, which is for 6 in. of insulation, is quoted (bottom of chart) and comparisons can be made of the relative savings in the use of insulations of other thicknesses and types. It is evident in all cases that the increase in first cost by the use of any insulation is well repaid in savings over the 30-yr period. The variations due to zones are of interest. Savings in heat are greatest in the cool Zone 1, and in savings in cooling are mostly in the moderate Zone 2. Reason why cooling has already been tried in schools in Zone 3 is found in the fact that 62% of the annual cooling degree-days are within the present school year.

Comfort and the minimizing of condensation on ceilings are matters of great importance, entirely aside from savings. In the graphs headed “Deg F Ceiling Temperature,” the temperatures of ceiling surfaces are given for the several zones when the outside temperatures are: Zone 1, —20 F; Zone 2, zero F; and Zone 3, 10 F. Many discussions about radiant heating and cooling have made us very conscious of the desirability of warm walls in winter and cool walls in summer. The graphs show that good insulation can effect a temperature of 74 F instead of 68 F in winter, and 76 F instead of 81 F in summer. These comparisons are with uninsulated construction. A reasonable relative humidity in schools is desirable for health. Certainly 20% is a minimum. An uninsulated ceiling in Zone 1 would not tolerate even this low humidity without condensation. A relative humidity of 40% would not be excessive and case A, which has minimum insulation, would have some condensation in Zone 1. In the section, an arrow indicates the vapor barrier between plaster and insulation where this condensation would occur.

Sun effect on roofs is so much greater than upon walls that only roofs were considered in the comparison of savings in cooling expense. Walls, however, deserve special attention from another aspect. Just as roofs almost always have some insulation, so walls almost consistently have none. A number of technical difficulties have retarded the use of insulation in walls of masonry and of other fireproof materials. Even a little insulation in walls will effect great savings.

This kind of independent study by experts is fast becoming the most effective form of technical communications between manufacturer and planner. (For comparison chart, see page 11.)

**Mechanical Engineering Critique** by William J. McGuinness

**Basic Data for Cost-Comfort Comparison Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation</th>
<th>Noise reduction coefficient, %</th>
<th>Cost per sq ft net avg. $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EX* none</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 1½ in.</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 3 in.</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 2 in. (foil enclosed)</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 3 in. (foil enclosed)</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E 6 in.</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*EX* = Example of basic construction: steel-bar joists, poured-gypsum deck, and organic acoustical tile on wood furring: unvented air space.
RIO DE JANEIRO is known as the "Cidade Maravilhosa" (Marvelous City). It has enhanced its natural beauty with a distinguished Brazilian style of modern architecture that has aroused world-wide admiration. It is interesting to observe how Brazil judges the quality of a building. The proud slogan "Aqui ha Otis" (Otis is here) displayed on a building is accepted as meaning that everything else in the building is also of the highest standard. This tribute to our local company ELEVADORES OTIS S. A. and our modern plant at Santo André proclaims once again that OTIS is the world's word for elevator quality.
COMPARISON CHART

RECOMMENDED CONSTRUCTION

E - ALL
3-Ply FiberGlAs BUILT-UP ROOF WITH SLag OR GRAVEl
2" Poured Gypsum Deck, REINFORCED,
ON 1/4" x 1/4" x 1/4" TEES 32 lbs. O.C.
4" Gypsum Form Board
BAR JOISTS, SJ 145 7#, 3'-0" O.C.
6" FiberGlAs Roll Blanket Insulation
(2 PIECES: 1 @ 15º; 1 @ 25º)
4" Metal Z Splines 24" O.G.
3/4" FiberGlAs Acoustical Tile, Tyle 24" x 24" Suspended

COST PER SQ. FT.

COMMENTS: Thermal properties are greatly improved, resulting in heating and cooling economies, as well as increased comfort. Resistance to vapor condensation is much higher also. Fire resistance is improved by incombustible construction throughout. The improved construction costs 10% more at first, but saves 21% over 30 years in Zone 1.
This is Terrazzo Chip...
in KENTILE® Solid Vinyl Tile

... the only resilient tile flooring that
captures the monolithic character of
troweled-on Terrazzo. In rich, matched
pairs for contrast and harmony.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SIZE:
9" x 9"

THICKNESSES:
.080", 1/8"

COLORS:
(In the order shown)
Tennessee
Dark Tennessee
Dark Sandstone
Sandstone
Dark Granite
Granite

available in Solid Vinyl, Vinyl Asbestos, Cushion-back Vinyl,
Asphalt, Cork and Rubber Tile... over 175 decorator colors!
More on the "or equal" Clause

P/A Office Practice article continuing discussion of the "or equal" method of specifying products.

Harold J. Rosen's SPECIFICATIONS CLINIC column in October 1957 P/A, entitled, "Let's Omit 'or equal,'" has stirred a great deal of interest among both architectural and engineering specification writers and manufacturers of specified products. Not only have there been many "letters to the editor," commenting on Rosen's points, but in addition a number of requests for reprints of the article have been received, and the topic has become a popular agenda item for professional-society meetings. For example, the New York Chapter, CSI, has devoted one evening meeting to the subject, and the continued interest, unsatisfied by that session, has resulted in the planning of a second.

Among letters received which have not yet been published on the views page, three seem to make interesting, rather different points. One is from a manufacturer's representative in the heating and air-conditioning field, who wants his name withheld because he is "too well known among consulting engineers to get mixed up in any controversy on this subject." Discussing the "or equal" matter from the point of view of engineering specifications, he suggests an appended list of approved proprietary products, rather than the two or three names usually considered desirable. In certain areas of mechanical engineering, he says, only performance specifications are required, but in others there may be "good, bad, and indifferent" products.

"How many names does Mr. Rosen recommend?" he asks. "The paragraph quoted from the Building Research Institute Specification Workshop refers to 'two or more.' Mr. Rosen cites Federal Government Specifications as naming at least three manufacturers. But very often there are many more manufacturers whose products are fully equal to the two or three Mr. Rosen might select. How do they feel about it? I can assure you they are not happy. If an engineer continues to specify the same three names on job after job, year after year, the others will finally quit calling on him and may resort to the undesirable tactic of trying to break the specification with the help of a friendly contractor. From another angle, many sales engineers not only have a superior product but are good engineers themselves and are able to pass on information of value, so if they quit calling on a specification writer both parties suffer."

"It is my conviction that specifications should be definite as to what is wanted and a list of approved manufacturers should be given to the bidding contractors. This may seem like a monumental undertaking, but actually it isn't. Architects and engineers usually have had some years of experience in which to discover the 'approved' manufacturers and all that is required is to start listing these names. These lists may be short, at first, but requests for approval from unlisted manufacturers can be acted on in a more leisurely manner than if such requests are reviewed under pressure at the time of bidding or awarding a contract. Nor does it follow that all manufacturers of a given item would eventually be included in this list. Capacity, construction, appearance and other factors enter into the picture and provide the engineer with sound reasons for withholding approval. Names do not need to be added except on request and can later be removed if the product gives trouble, which is good protection for both engineer and owner.

"For some items a 'flat' one-name specification with no 'or equal' clause is justified, such as for items covered by patents or which give a result not obtainable from others.

"Yes, by all means kick out that nuisance 'or equal' clause, but keep the specifications reasonably open to the manufacturers of sound products, not restricted to just two or three of them."

Another letter, from Herbert R. Spencer, of The Erie Enameling Company, points to the real loss in prestige the architect suffers when he resorts to the "or equal" expedient. Spencer suggests that the title of Rosen's column (which he applauds) might have been "The Architect Has Lost His Job."

"The architect wants to build as he knows it ought to be done," the letter goes on, "with materials in which he has confidence. The contractor, having bid the job at as low a price as he dares, must manage the job so as to make a reasonable profit, and will build in such a way that he will."

"A contractor can always deceive an architect, if he finds it necessary to do so. After material is in place in a building, it is often impossible to check it; for example, if 1/4" glass is specified and 3/16" is used, after it is hedged in putty it is pretty hard to see the difference. Very few architects visit a job early in the morning."

"Apparently the architect is expected to know everything about everything, which is impossible."

"In Europe, the system of bidding is different. The architect specifies exactly what he wants, naming names and quoting qualities; the owner chooses half a dozen (or less) contractors, who are then invited to bid and who are paid for the preparation of their bids, each of them. The successful contractor can talk about substitute materials only after he is awarded the contract, and not before.

"This whole question is distantly related to the question which the public today is asking: 'Do I need an architect?' Or, to put it another way, has the contractor usurped the architect's function?"

Finally, in this roundup of points of view, it is interesting to hear the official position of the United States General Accounting Office. A letter to Harold Rosen from J. E. Welch, Associate General Counsel, makes these points:

"Under laws requiring advertisement for bids and the letting of contracts to the lowest responsible bidder, there must be offered to all bidders a definite basis for competition. Hence, the specifications must define the product being procured in terms sufficiently definite to assure that every bid made in compliance therewith will be for substantially the same product.

"In soliciting competitive bids the naming of a particular brand of material is justified only when an adequate specification is not available, and cannot be developed in time for use, or if the administrative expense of such development is not justified by the value of the contemplated procurement.

"The accounting officers have held that the naming of a particular brand in an advertisement for proposals to the exclusion of all others of similar or equal make or quality is not a compliance with the provisions of the formal advertising statutes. Thus, when it is necessary to name the make of a particular product, it should be followed by the qualifying phrase "or equal." See 5 Comp. Gen. 555, 10 Comp. Gen. 537, 53 Comp. Gen. 584."

Obviously, there will be further discussion of this problem before a widely accepted answer is reached. P/A will continue, from time to time, to report developments.
Because this type of corrugation is stronger...

than this type...

STANDARD CORRUFORM, for floor spans up to 3½ feet, is available in

Granco brings you a new

A totally new steel centering! A striking new angular pattern! Corruform looks stronger. Corruform is stronger! Granco has re-designed it to increase sheet strength 50 percent. Yet, there's no increase in price! Here's what this means to you: A stronger steel base for concrete floor slabs means safer construction...

savings in framing and concrete... easier-to-finish floors... faster job completion. You stay on schedule! Tenants move in sooner! Today, "new pattern" Corruform is available from coast to coast. For more information, consult your nearest Granco district office, or mail the coupon at lower right.

STRONGER. Corruform is 100,000-psi tough-temper steel with section modulus increased 50 percent. In place, it provides a safer work platform and a tighter solid base for concrete.

SAME WEIGHT. New Corruform strength results from better design. No increase in weight means no increase in price! Light-weight Corruform sheets are easy to handle.

LESS FRAMING. Stronger sheets require less support, fewer joists. Result: More economy per floor. Rigid Corruform permits slab to be cast and finished in one easy operation.
lengths up to 12 feet 3 inches. For spans from 3½ feet to 5 feet, **HEAVY-DUTY CORRUFORM** is available in lengths up to 18 feet 4 inches.

**Corruform® base for floor slabs**

See our new catalogs in Sweets!

**CUTS COST.** Corruform reduces framing. Wide selection of gages and standard or special lengths minimize end laps. Strong rigid sheets won’t sag, save concrete.

**TWO FINISHES.** 1. Uncoated Corruform for unexposed application with suspended ceilings. 2. Galvanized Corruform for exposed ceilings—needs no field painting.

**GRANCO®**

GRANCO STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
6506 N. BROADWAY, ST. LOUIS 15, MO.

A Subsidiary of
GRANITE CITY STEEL CO.,
Granite City, Illinois
Granite Distributors
in 80 Principal Cities

Free Corruform Product Manual!
Contains description, advantages, uses, specifications, details and selection data on “new pattern” Corruform. Mail coupon to Granco address shown above. Attention: Dept. P-84.
Desirable

Quiet or Light is desirable

New ARROW AH HART

Quiette TAP ACTION SWITCHES and LOUVRE-PILOT LIGHT COMBINATIONS

For any location requiring both light and quiet. A touch of fingertip, hand or elbow on button turns incandescent or fluorescent lights and appliances on or off. Costs no more than toggle-type switches. Lifetime service. In attractive brown or ivory. Fits any standard toggle wall plate. H&H Specification Grade. 15 and 20 amps., 120-277 volts, ac only.

For subdued illumination that will bring peace of mind by lighting the way to safety wherever darkness is dangerous. Each combination supplied with own switch or controlled from wall switch. Fits any standard wall box . . . ideal for re-modernizing. Line includes models available with attractive brush brass, stainless steel, brown or ivory plates, brown or ivory handles.


ARROW AH HART

Quality since 1890

WIRING DEVICES • MOTOR CONTROLS • ENCLOSED SWITCHES • APPLIANCE SWITCHES
stimulus to the mind

Dear Editor: I have very carefully read November 1957 P/A, concerning the subject of Modular Assembly. To say the least, I was more than pleased with not only the content, but also the approach to the subject.

I have been a long-term subscriber to your magazine, and I find it to be one of the most informative in the architectural profession. Your approach to the subject of Modular Assembly has certainly maintained your lead.

Magazines such as Progressive Architecture have a real responsibility to the architectural profession, not only from the standpoint of current information, but as a stimulus to the architectural mind. This, I believe to be the true value of communication.

H. H. Charles, Director
Architectural Research & Development
Reynolds Metals Company
Louisville, Ky.

no stock sizes

Dear Editor: We all appreciated and enjoyed your handsome article describing our Tecfab factory (November 1957 P/A). Two points regarding our panel, however, should be made clear. There are no stock size panels—we let the architect choose his own module. The other point is that our panel is dense faced on the exterior with exposed aggregate or tile or just plain hard concrete.

Tecfab, Inc.
Belleville, Md.

using modular system

Dear Editor: I have had occasion to leaf through your November 1957 P/A, devoted to Modular Drafting and Design. I had no time to study the issue in detail, but I was struck by the scope and detail treatment of the subject. Our office has started to use the modular system in its latest jobs. We have already turned out one job, a motel, using the modular system of draughting. We do, however, from time to time run into problems, due to our inexperience in using the modular system.

It seems to me that your November 1957 P/A is the best piece of literature on the subject of modular draughting and design that I have ever come across.

Charles Klement
Fehrbo & Townend, Architects
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

designers explain

Dear Editor: In your P.S. (November 1957 P/A) there appeared a series of questions which we, as consulting industrial designers, viewed with great satisfaction. It may be said that we certainly can’t answer them. However, some of our experiences may be worthwhile to relate in pointing out the necessity for the asking and the answering of those questions. For instance, “What sort of design talent does—or should—the producer use . . . .” Part of an answer here appears to be: Who feels himself qualified to convince the manufacturer of his capability with the assignment? An answer to that is: almost anyone who, with some sort of credible design background, displays an attitude to perform an arbitrary or highly compromised function within stringent cost restrictions. It is not felt that many manufacturers categorize their design needs so that a particular specialty may be given the opportunity to fulfill those needs optimally. As to “What are the criteria that are used in design . . . .”, a notable exception in your article’s answers is the maximum economic advantage. We feel that in any true product design, this consideration is at the threshold of accomplishment.

Further on, a reference is made to the producer’s determining aesthetic-functional co-ordination. Our re-
This is the new, portable Paraltilt Drawing Unit for engineers and draftsmen. It is especially suitable for field use and for "after hours" projects at home.

A new portable drawing unit

The Paraltilt is a portable drawing board and straight edge combination for engineers and draftsmen. This unit is designed for use in the field, and for home use as well.

The unit has a beautifully finished maple straight edge with absolutely clear transparent edges. This straight edge is so made that it will not slip or get out of line. It is firmly attached to a satin-finished drawing board. Two self-locking retractable metal leg supports permit use at a choice of angles. The Paraltilt is lightweight and has a formed metal handle for convenient carrying. Paraltilt also offers a handy pencil ledge located right on the straight edge as an added convenience.

Full 1/4 inch clearance eliminates smearing and permits drawing on cardboard and metal.

With a Paraltilt Drawing Unit there is complete action over the whole drawing area—the user has finger-tip control of this well crafted drawing unit. The Paraltilt is available in a wide variety of sizes.

POST'S specialized woodworking facilities

The Paraltilt Unit is made in POST's own extensive woodworking plant in Owen, Wisconsin. POST's comprehensive line of T-squares, straight edges, drawing boards, triangles, curves, etc., are produced at this plant. Each Paraltilt Drawing Unit is precision made and carefully inspected.

For further information on Paraltilt write Frederick Post Company, 3642 N. Avondale Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

co-ordination needed

Dear Editor: I have been reading your P.S., "Who Designs Building Products?" (November 1957 P/A), with great interest, inasmuch as I have felt since a long time, that before designing buildings, architects should design, or at least contribute to the design of the component parts of buildings, just as they did in the past, when architect, builder, and craftsman were working close together as a team.

The architect's imagination and overall knowledge of building qualify him best to advise manufacturers of building materials and products, beginning with programming and following through all phases of product development.

This is the age of specialists. Marvelous things can be created if the work of different specialists, including specialists in creative thinking, is properly co-ordinated.

Time saving tips WANTED!

POST periodically publishes a handbook of timesaving methods and ideas of engineers and draftsmen. This "Time Saving Tips" booklet is distributed free of charge to all companies and individuals who request it. We would like to enlist your help in compiling material for an entirely new edition now being planned for future publication. Our current book has four sections: Drafting Shortcuts, Engineering Data Tips, Board Timesavers, and Calculating Ideas. If you have a "pet" method of shortcut, we would certainly appreciate receiving your submission.

E. PAUL MEYLAN, Project Director
Industrial Design Consultants, Inc.
Los Angeles, Calif.
LOWER LIGHTING COSTS
with fluorescent fixtures using
CERTIFIED CBM BALLASTS

UP TO 2500 HOURS MORE LAMP LIFE in fixtures using Certified CBM Ballasts. And rated light output, too. That's what tests by fluorescent lamp makers show.

TROUBLE-FREE SERVICE . . . for Certified CBM Ballasts provide assured ballast life . . . quiet operation . . . minimize replacements and repairs.

MADE TO EXACTING SPECIFICATIONS for performance by 8 leading ballast manufacturers, CBM Ballasts are checked and certified by ETL. And they're UL listed, also.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET "Why High Power Factor Ballasts cut your lighting costs"

NO POWER FACTOR PENALTY on lighting bills because Certified CBM Ballasts are High Power Factor. (Saves on installation costs, too!)

Eight leading manufacturers now make up
CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS
2116 KEITH BUILDING • CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
Participation in CBM is open to any manufacturer who wishes to qualify.
involved work too often in opposite directions. Manufacturers with large research and development facilities believe generally that their organization is self-sufficient, which places their valuable specialists in a vacuum. Smaller companies, using more often outside help, remain generally in closer contact with the activities of other specialists, including architects. Both large and small companies are generally lacking imaginative advice on programming their product research, which is the real cause for the slow progress of building technology. I have seen (especially in the chemical industry) extraordinary discoveries of new materials shelved in laboratories or misused, because the specialists who discovered these materials could not possibly know enough about building and its needs, and the architect, who could have told them, knew nothing about these discoveries.

One of the most important points overlooked by manufacturers, is that the process of building is indivisible. Almost any new material or product proposed to go into a building has far-reaching repercussions on other materials made by other manufacturers. Who but an architect, seeing the building as an organic entity, can point out to the manufacturer the interrelationship of parts of different make, and the needs and obsolescence created by progress.

Example 1 Structures with concrete shell roofs in intricate shape with irregular roof lines require different wall materials from a structure of regular shape with conventional roof framing. What have manufacturers of wall materials done about it?

Example 2 In metal curtain-wall construction, the window is an integral part of the over-all design. The other day, a manufacturer of a formerly well accepted window complained to me about the lack of business. He was just discovering the existence of metal curtain walls.

During the past twelve years I worked with a few manufacturers on product programming, research, development, design, and presentation and I found this work most challenging and the results so promising that I am presently extending this consulting service to a greater number of manufacturers.

GUY G. ROTHENSTEIN
New York, N. Y.

alternative wording

Dear Editor: This is to commend Harold Rosen’s article relative to omitting the “or equal” clause from specifications (OCTOBER 1957 P/A) and to suggest an alternative that our organization has found fully effective and satisfactory.

In the first place the words “or
*lighting for nearly every requirement*

Whether you are looking for a high styled decorative lighting fixture for an exclusive dining room or a modular functional unit for a hospital corridor, look to Lightolier as the single source that can best fill your needs. You can choose general lighting devices to illuminate a spacious office area or specific lighting to bring a merchandise display to sparkling life. Each of the illustrated fixtures represents an entire line...

A  CIRCULITE...a completely new form; a softly sculptured styrene diffuser fully encloses two Circline fluorescent lamps. This economical unit has a built-in look.

B  PORTFOLIO...more than 50 dramatic decorative designs...this one has 12 pendants in red, black and white mounted at random lengths from a brass canopy. Also available with glass and metal mesh pendants.

C  OPTIPLEX...surface and recessed from 2’x2’ to 4’x4’, fully diffused wide-area fluorescent lighting for office, school, hospital, store. Formed plexiglas diffuser has crisp form.

D  LYTELINE...four foot fluorescent wall units that can be butted end to end, decorative and functional, both up and downlight. Three attractive finishes: bone white, satin brass, walnut veneer. Ideal for over a desk or table; corridors, lobbies...motels, dormitories, offices, homes.

E  CALCULITE®...a wide range of recessed incandescent units for decorative and functional accent lighting. Full Alizak reflector assures maximum light output, exclusive Colorvue® lenses eliminates glare. Torsion-type springs offer positive, safe hinging and automatic levelling.

*One of five good reasons for specifying LIGHTOLIER.
*4 a trusted name in lighting*

Each fixture in Lightolier's wide range of public area, residential and commercial designs is backed with fifty-four years of lighting leadership. America's top designers and illuminating engineers collaborate with master craftsmen at Lightolier to create sparkling new designs, new lighting concepts, new lighting efficiency. The Lightolier name is your assurance of highest quality and permanent good taste.

**a wide network of trained distributors**

These authorized Lightolier distributors can assist you with your lighting problems.
It's colorful!
It's complementary!
It's Ceramic Veneer!

No matter how unusual or challenging your design project, the creative use of Ceramic Veneer can help you define character and utilize color within budget limitations. With Ceramic Veneer you have a choice of colors and textures that rivals the imagination. You can specify massive ornamentation or delicate sculpture, plain surfaces or polychrome panels. The versatility of Ceramic Veneer is unequaled. Every unit, large or small, is custom-made to your precise specifications by Federal Seaboard craftsmen. Whether you design complete facings, or impressive combinations with other materials, Ceramic Veneer assures lasting color and beauty with a minimum of maintenance. And you will be surprised at the low initial cost. Without charge we will gladly furnish construction detail, data, color samples, and advice on preliminary sketches involving use of Ceramic Veneer.

FELINE HOUSE, GRANT PARK ZOO
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Tucker & Howell—Architects
Julian Hoke Harris—Sculptor
ABCO Builders—Contractors

Polychrome Ceramic Veneer was specified for dramatic panel over main entrance. Size of panel 4'6" x 9'.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION
10 EAST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. • PLANT AT PERTH AMBOY, N. J.
approved substitute” are used, and in the General Conditions these words are particularly defined to mean anything that in the opinion of the Engineers is the equivalent of that specified. But: Approval of anything offered in substitution must be obtained in writing at least 10 days before the date set for reception of bids, and after which date no substitutes at all will be considered unless the items specified become totally unavailable.

Now the great advantages of this solution to the perennial problem are these:

Since the ultimate aim is the greatest value for the client at the lowest possible cost, if a bidder offers something for approval in the stipulated time that actually is the equal (and lower in cost) then not only is it approved (in writing) but, simultaneously, every other bidder is so notified so that he, too, can base his bid on the substitution. Actually, certain contractors can obtain better prices than others, so no unfairness to the party initiating the request results—and the Owner benefits by the lower bid most always.

Since another aim is impartiality in dealing with bidders, with the methods suggested, no bidder can claim (particularly in public work) favoritism . . . each has the opportunity to figure on the substitution.

Dear Editor: For at least 22 centuries, many men of courageous action, intelligence, and taste have called themselves engineers, architects, or master builders—depending on the age, the nation, or the circumstances surrounding their education.

Only in this country, in recent times, have some people felt it desirable to draw lines of distinction between the professions of architecture and engineering. And here, apparently, the desirability is felt mainly by some members of the profession of architecture, which according to Bernard Tomson (AUGUST 1957 P/A) should seek protection—from encroachment by engineers.

To the apparent dismay of Tomson, the courts seem to recognize better than he that engineers and architects possess a common background. Also, they are primarily designers; both groups use science as well as art in their designs, and they share similar aspirations and inspirations.

The modern effort to divide groups is not widespread. In some countries, chiefly those European nations whose heritage of art is of long duration and distinguished charac-
Fresh Today...Tomorrow...and in 2008!

Tile is impressive—not only in the foyer, but also on exterior walls, facade, planting boxes, columns, and elsewhere on the beautiful new Hallmark Building.

The tile areas will look as fresh and lovely in 2008 as they do today—a pleasant thought for those who designed the building, a lifetime of satisfaction for those who occupy it.

Our Design Department at Olean is experienced in developing details for special tile treatments, in conjunction with the architect's plans. We will be glad to assist you on your next project.
ter, there is still little distinction between the groups or jealousy among the professionals.

In our own country, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE and progressive engineers and architects have long paid tribute to the architectural (as well as the structural) merit of the works of great engineers. Tomson surely would not wish to disclaim the works of such engineers as Roebling, Eads, Nervi, Maillart, or Steinman. These men and their colleagues are members of a profession which operated on the principle that "form follows function" centuries before the phrase became artistic dogma. As a result, engineers have produced some of America's proudest architectural achievements: the great arch and suspension bridges, designed by engineers, appear to have inspired more appreciative emotions among painters, poets, and others sensitive to artistic merit than any other architectural forms save those of nature herself.

Even the skyscraper owes much of its concept to the engineer, whose early designs for tall buildings gave us the metal frame and the curtain wall (which has since become standard even for shorter buildings) and has made possible the economic and esthetic enclosure of space that characterizes modern buildings.

It would appear that engineers as well as architects can possess good taste. As for considering "what steps" the architectural profession "must take to protect itself and the public" from the "gradual encroachment by engineers on the practice of architecture," Tomson is ill-advised. The shoe is on the other foot. A century ago, many of our most distinguished public buildings were planned entirely by engineers, and many of these are regarded as architectural milestones. Today, the engineer rarely plans buildings, despite the recognition by the courts of his legal privilege to do so, and despite the proof by centuries of precedent that he is capable of doing so.

In any case, what "protection" is needed? Certainly public safety is not in question, for the engineer without doubt is, and should be, responsible for the structural integrity of a design. Is it that Tomson wants to protect the public against alleged "poor taste"? If so, the campaign should be based on the review of individual designs of engineers and architects rather than on the professional classification of the designer. To emasculate engineering by unduly restricting its practice would render its mate, architecture, barren also, if past history can be a guide.

After all, if it were true that engineers, as a group, possessed demonstrably poor taste, then the public

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS? ... with special hollow metal frame units.

solution with the fastest delivery . . .

INTEGRATED SUB-ASSEMBLIES

- Transoms, sidelights and borrowed lights present a critical problem in hollow metal delivery to the job. Dusing and Hunt Sub-Assemblies in standardized components and sizes are available for delivery as needed . . . from Distributors' stocks, strategically located throughout the country. Consult the Yellow Pages of your phone book.

Request Catalog DHS-2458 for Typical Elevations, cross sections and details.

DUSING and HUNT, INC.
61 LAKE STREET \* LEROY, N. Y.

Typical Installation Tuckasegee School Mecklenburg County, N. C. Walter Hook & Associates, Architects Charlotte, N. C.

DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS? (Continued on page 33)
For lighting equipment that matches the beauty of a handsome interior, choose luminaires incorporating Plexiglas® acrylic plastic. Then you can be sure of clean, uncluttered appearance, and highest efficiency in transmission and diffusion. You can also be sure these advantages will last, because Plexiglas has freedom from discoloration, resists breakage, is a rigid material with a smooth, easily cleaned surface.

We will be glad to send you white translucent samples and a copy of our brochure, "Architectural Lighting with Plexiglas".

Plexiglas...
...for lighting that stands out and stands up!

Chemicals for Industry

ROHM & HAAS COMPANY
WASHINGTON SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.
Representatives in principal foreign countries

Canadian Distributor: Crystal Glass & Plastics, Ltd., 130 Queen's Quay East, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
only "PM offers all of the features necessary to provide a true, impermeable vapor seal against moisture migration.

COMPARE the permeance ratings ... for on this point alone, "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" stands head and shoulders above all other, so-called, vapor barriers on the market. In fact, as you will see by the chart below "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" is over 16 times more impermeable than the next ranking material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>WATER VAPOR TRANSMISSION (in perms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealight &quot;PREMOULDED MEMBRANE&quot;</td>
<td>.0066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyethylene Film (.004 in. thick)</td>
<td>.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-pound roll roofing</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex paper (coated both sides—reflectors material, reinforced)</td>
<td>.304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PERMS—grains per square foot per hour per inch of mercury difference in vapor pressure at standard test condition.
COMPARE the strength... "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" is strong enough to maintain its permeance rating after it has been subjected to the pouring of aggregate, trundling of wheelbarrows and installation foot traffic. Resists rupturing and tearing. How many other materials will perform like this under the above circumstances?

COMPARE the ease and speed of providing a permanent installation... "PM" may be laid directly over the tamped grade or fill... joints are then efficiently sealed with Sealtight Catalytic (non-setting) Asphalt, thereby providing a monolithic vapor seal with mechanically sealed joints, that will expand and contract with the concrete slab above, without breaking the bond.

vapor seal on the market!

COMPARE before you specify or install your next vapor seal... don't risk your reputation by using an inferior "so called" vapor barrier. "PM," the industry's only true, impermeable vapor seal, is actually the most economical vapor seal on the market when you consider the reduced maintenance and redecorating costs realized through the complete elimination of moisture migration into the structure. When specifying or installing your next vapor seal be sure it meets these Sealtight standards of quality:

permeance rating of only .0066 grains per square foot... resistant to rot, mold and termites... strong enough to resist tearing and puncturing... expandable... quickly, easily and permanently installed—only "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" meets them all.

We sincerely advise and invite your comparison of "PM" against all other vapor barrier products... we're sure that once you do you will also agree that there's only one true, impermeable vapor seal on the market... Sealtight "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE."

*Premoulded Membrane

the industry's only TRUE, impermeable vapor seal

ideal for all types of construction

Installation of "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" completely isolates slab from any moisture originating in the site and Sealtight Corklite perimeter insulation effectively insulates edge of the slab, thereby eliminating heat loss through the slab perimeter.

The proper installation of "PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" and Corklite removes all danger of moisture migration, condensation and oxidation of metal installations in the crawl-space area... eliminates need for ventilation.

"PREMOULDED MEMBRANE" properly applied to the exterior of the basement walls as well as beneath the floor slab insures a warm, dry, liveable basement. Prevents any movement of vapor or capillary movement of free water.

W. R. MEADOWS, INC.

Gentlemen:

Please send, without obligation:

☐ "DESIGN PRACTICES" Manual
☐ "TECH-TIP" Series
☐ Have representative call.

NAME: ____________________________ TITLE: ____________________________ FIRM: ____________________________ ADDRESS: __________ CITY: __________ STATE: __________

WRITE TODAY for complete information including our Design Manual and series of "TECH-TIPS."

9 KIMBALL STREET • ELGIN, ILLINOIS
This Ketchum, Gíná & Sharp design for a college campus is a striking example of modern architecture's mating of beauty and function . . . with broad walks and an open feeling for the dignified handling of today's thronging student bodies. Ceramic tile in varied colors and units helped the architects achieve permanent, uniquely designed exterior surfaces.

Ketchum, Gíná & Sharp wove flexible ceramic tile into areas where handsome focal points were indicated . . . flat planes or columns where subdued, one-tone colors were needed . . . and walks where sturdy ceramic tile units paved the surfaces and topped the copings.

Any educational institution would be glad to get ceramic tile's other long-range benefits, too: walls needing no upkeep or replacement, walks which will stand up indefinitely under heavy student traffic, and fireproof surfaces wherever ceramic tile is used.
The multiple benefits of ceramic tile will pay off handsomely for yourself and your client on any residential, institutional or commercial project you undertake. See your local tile contractor for up-to-date information—including all the details on the new lower-cost installation methods and the new dry-curing, thin-setting bed mortars.

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

American Encaustic Tiling Co., Inc.
Atlantic Tile Mfg. Co.
Carlyle Tile Co.
General Tile Co.
Gladding, McBean & Co.
Jordan Tile Mfg. Co.
Lone Star Ceramics Co.
Monarch Tile Mfg. Inc.
Mosaic Tile Co.
Murray Tile Co., Inc.
National Tile & Mfg. Co.
Olean Tile Co.
Pacific Tile and Porcelain Co.
Pomona Tile Mfg. Co.
Ridgeway Tile Co.
Robertson Mfg. Co.
Sparta Ceramic Co.
Stylon Corp.
Stylon Southern Corp.
Summitville Tiles, Inc.
Texeramics, Inc.
United States Ceramic Tile Co.
Wenzel Tile Co.
Winburn Tile Mfg. Co.

TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA, INC.
800 Second Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Room 933, 727 West Seventh St.,
Los Angeles 14, Calif.
Room 220, 3409 Oak Lawn Avenue,
Dallas, Texas

p/a views

(Continued from page 98)

would be told, and the practice of architecture would prosper by contrast. If it were not true, the public needs no protection. The conclusion is inescapable that if the public needs “protection” the architectural profession does not, and vice versa.

In closing, at the risk of taking advantage of his unintended grammatical slip, I will quote Tomson himself: “If this distinction is to be maintained, the architectural profession must consider what steps can and should be taken to protect itself and the public.”

ERIC TREBLE
College, Alaska

educational aids

Dear Editor: Compliments and thanks for the DESIGN AWARDS SEMI-
NAR series. I cannot think of any other feature in an architectural magazine that could be of greater help to our thesis candidates. American students suffer from a lack of articulateness that frequently makes a thesis presentation a painful experience for both applicant and jurors. By studying the question-and-answer game on the highest level of their profession, young architects might learn how to counter intelligent objections and defend their ideas with precision and without the stammering insecurity that now so often prevails.

Since we are at praising, let me add one more note of greatest appreciation. This one for Ada Louise Huxtable’s intelligent, well chosen, and well written series, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA. Every presentation has been of great value to our Architectural History classes.

SIBYL MOHOLY-NAGY
Pratt Institute
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Will “or equal” specifications add to your reputation?

You spend countless hours creating fresh, functional designs and carefully detailed plans. But what happens when your specifications are written? Are some items specified by habit, merely as “Whatzit, or equal”? When you do this, can you be sure that the contractor’s idea of “or equal” will satisfy your client or do your reputation any good?

Caldwell HELIX sash balances were specified and used throughout the new TOLEDO HOSPITAL at Toledo, Ohio, ELLERBE & CO., Architects.

You know, just as we do, that all spiral sash balances are not the same. And, we sincerely believe that if you will take time to compare, you will be convinced that there is no complete equal to the Caldwell SPIREX and heavy-duty HELIX. Why not review the advantages of SPIREX and HELIX before writing your next window specifications.

Our representatives are always ready to give you a demonstration—and to help you with specific problems, too. See our catalog in Sweets (File No. 18a/Ca) or write to:

Caldwell Manufacturing Co.
71 Commercial Street
Rochester 14, New York

ASSOCIATE MEMBER: A.W.M.A. AND A.A.W.

Caldwell Sash Balances
ROCHESTER, N.Y. • JACKSON, MISS.
Now you can see why only leads & pencils give you perfect

YOU ALWAYS GET PROVEN QUALITY FROM TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS AND PENCILS

PROVEN GRADING - 17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect— from every pencil, every time.

PROVEN DURABILITY — Because compact lead structure gives off no chunks of useless "dust" to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly.

PROVEN NEEDLE-POINT STRENGTH — as electron photomicrograph shows, Turquoise lead structure is finer—and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width.
Eagle Turquoise reproduction

Relatively large, irregular particles of graphite make a rough-edged line with gaps that permit the passage of light. Prints will be inferior.

...AND MARKS LIKE THIS

Tiny, more uniform particles deposit as a clean-edged, solid opaque line that blocks the light and reproduces to perfection.

...AND MARKS LIKE THIS

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE DEMONSTRATION KIT (including Turquoise wood pencil, Turquoise lead, and Turquoise "skeleton" lead) naming this magazine. Eagle Pencil Company, 703 East 13th Street, New York, N. Y.

EAGLE TURQUOISE
PENCILS AND LEADS are the largest-selling in the United States!
Shaughnessy, Bower & Grimaldi, A.I.A.
design a
150-bed community hospital

During 1957, the value of construction-contracts* for hospital buildings in the U.S. reached an all-time high. In fact, the percentage gain in hospital building over 1956 was greater than any other commercial or institutional building type.

In their design study, Shaughnessy, Bower & Grimaldi have given today's community hospital a bright, new personality. Maximum use of natural lighting, the inclusion of exterior walkways and open courts, a unique solution to traffic flow and parking—all have helped replace the typical "assembly line" atmosphere with new-found comfort and convenience.

We believe you'll find these design ideas both practical and appealing. Plan and detail sheets showing the wide variety of Carey products that could be used in this 150-bed hospital are also available. Just clip and mail the coupon.

*Source: F. W. Dodge Corp.
Section and isometric of bronze extrusions used in wall at right. A metal sub-frame made possible perfect alignment of the shapes. All fastenings are concealed. This special shape was designed and detailed by the architects and the architectural metal fabricator.

Remodeled Broad St. entrance of Land Title Bldg., Philadelphia, above. Bronze sheet and strip frame vestibules and door openings with warm, golden color to complement tans and browns of floor and marble veneer. Dark, closed-in original entrance, left.

Below: Interlocking bronze extrusions with 3” exposed surfaces form smart, trim panels from floor to ceiling in the main lobby. See diagram below, left. Right: The same area as it looked before modernization.

Architects: Thalheimer & Weitz, Philadelphia.
Metal Fabricators: John G. Lehen Metal Works, Philadelphia.
Elevator Entrances: W. S. Tyler Company, Cleveland.
Exterior Doors: Revolving Door and Entrance Division of International Steel Company, Evansville, Indiana.
MODERNIZATION THAT GIVES CHARACTER TO A BUILDING REQUIRES GOOD DESIGN AND THE BEST MATERIAL

VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE

A highly favorable reception to the modernized entry is reported by Albert M. Greenfield & Co., rental agents, who write: "We are most pleased with the results achieved in architectural beauty, durability, and low material cost. All of this without impairing the exterior architecture of this long-famous landmark in the heart of Philadelphia." For information on Anaconda Architectural Metals address: Architectural Service, The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn.

ANAconda® ARCHITECTURAL METALS

made by
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

Facade at Broad Street entrance, above, was opened and simplified. Bronze sheets surround new door openings, offering an interesting contrast in color and texture with granite masonry. Left: The original facade.

Below: In the elevator lobby, ceiling was lowered, details simplified. Wall paneling of interlocking bronze extrusions matches in color the bronze elevator doors. Right: Original lobby as it appeared just before modernization work started.
Physical education and athletic authorities all approve floors of Northern Hard Maple. Few of them will accord even reluctant acceptance to any other kind of floor. That's a documented fact.*

And the reasons voiced aren't whims, but expert judgment that demands the respect of school building committees.

Certainly, genuine MFMA-millmarked Northern Hard Maple, properly laid, costs a bit more than splintering woods or makeshift synthetics. But it's enormously better—more enduring, more resilient, brighter, tighter, warmer, more pleasant to walk on, stand on, run on, jump on, dance on and, if need be, to fall on!

It's backed by many thousands of dollars spent for research to improve manufacturing, uniformity of design and dimension and proper kiln drying. MFMA educational work on waterproofing and trouble-free installation methods is available in free booklets, pamphlets and technical research papers. See Sweet's 13j-MA.

*Ask for Coaches' Survey Summary, available to all Architectural and School people.

where wordless "welcome" softly glows . . . you'll find

NORTHERN HARD MAPLE
BEECH and BIRCH

MAPLE FLOORING
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
383 Pure Oil Building • 35 E. Wacker Drive
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

the finest floor that grows

40 Progressive Architecture
Introducing the slender, sleek Smithcraft SLENDEX. A unique, practical answer to the absolute minimum cavity—low ceiling conditions dictated so often by today’s construction economies. Recesses only 1½”... less than the depth of most ceiling supporting members... eliminates cost of cutting these members. One-man installation. Goes in FLAT, requires no extra depth for tilting. Adapts to most of today’s common ceilings. 1’ x 4’ units for 2 Rapid-Start Lamps or 2’ x 4’ units for 4 Rapid-Start Lamps. Here is a clean, smoothly-styled lighting answer to a common contemporary building problem... simple, efficient and pleasing!

SLENDEX Surface Units are shallow, too. Slim, trim and clean, with no light leaks, and with no dark center streak. Fixture depth 1⅝” — overall depth, including shielding, only 3½”.

SLENDEX

SMITHCRAFT

LIGHTING

CHELSEA 50, MASS.

PLEASE ATTACH TO YOUR BUSINESS LETTERHEAD and mail to

SMITHCRAFT LIGHTING, CHELSEA 50, MASS.

NAME__________________________CO.__________________________

ADDRESS________________________CITY________________________STATE________________________

☐ Please send me the monthly publication, “Light Side of the News”, so that I can keep in touch with the latest trends in lighting.

☐ Please send me catalog information on the NEW Smithcraft SLENDEX.

☐ Please send me the complete SMITHCRAFT CATALOG, containing data on America’s Finest Fluorescent Equipment.
bright future

Buildings constructed and decorated with Stainless Steel are cleaner, more attractive places to work and live. When you're planning a building... design it, improve it and protect it with McLouth Stainless Steel.

specify

McLouth Stainless Steel
HIGH QUALITY SHEET AND STRIP
for architecture

McLouth Steel Corporation    DETROIT, MICHIGAN
MANUFACTURERS OF STAINLESS AND CARBON STEELS
masonry-insulation-plaster

new method of using Styrofoam substantially reduces costs in commercial and residential construction. Next 3 pages tell how.
New insulation-plaster base

The new insulation-plaster base method is catching on fast in commercial as well as residential construction. With this method, a fully insulated masonry structure can be built for about the same cost as an identical frame siding structure!

The principle of the new method is simple: A masonry wall is erected in the usual manner. Next, Styrofoam* is adhered to the wall with a thin layer of cement mortar. Plaster is then applied directly over the Styrofoam. The noninterconnecting cells

Styrofoam® offers proved, permanent, insulating efficiency

A permanent low thermal conductivity and unyielding resistance to water and water vapor combine to give Styrofoam lifetime insulating efficiency. Its lightness, new large sizes and rigidity permit remarkable ease of handling, cutting and applying. Other outstanding properties, such as high compressive strength and resistance to attack by rot and mold help make up the unmatched combination of advantages that are exclusive with Styrofoam. (See complete list of Styrofoam sizes, properties and insulation values at right.)

Styrofoam has been tested and proved by more than a decade of commercial use. A Michigan cold storage plant with a twelve-year-old installation has yet to spend its first maintenance dollar on Styrofoam. Thousands of similar installations in plants, warehouses, schools, churches and homes have proved that Styrofoam costs the least per year of service of any insulation.

Moisture doesn't penetrate. In this moisture-absorption demonstration, Styrofoam and two other commonly used insulations are being tested. Water is heated directly under the test sample. The vapor produced must pass through the test sample in order to reach the inside of the glass bell. Note that the bell over the test sample of Styrofoam is clear although the other two bells are filled with condensation. Even after hours of continuous testing, there is no evidence of moisture penetrating the sample of Styrofoam!
eliminates framing, lathing

on the surface of Styrofoam make an excellent base for plaster, but do not allow passage of moisture. The finished wall is strong, sound and unusually well insulated.

The insulation-plaster base method reduces labor and material costs because neither studs nor lath are needed. And mortgage loan commitments have been increased on homes in which this method is used. Specific cost figures derived from actual use in residential construction are available on request.

Easy to install. Handsaws and other common tools readily cut a board of Styrofoam sharp and clean. Or, Styrofoam can be scored with a jackknife and snapped off to any desired size. Easy to apply to any masonry surface with Portland cement mortar or other recommended adhesives.

**STYROFOAM is a registered trademark of The Dow Chemical Company**
Panels are hoisted into position from street level and secured to the steel skeleton. The 13' x 5' panels are faced with stainless steel and contain Styrofoam, the insulation with lifetime insulating efficiency. Architects-Engineers: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

Styrofoam ® selected for panels of new Inland Steel Building

A newcomer with a shiny face has taken its place in Chicago's bustling loop. It's the 19-story Inland Steel Building and it utilizes the most modern materials in its starkly simple design.

Supplementing the office building is a 25-story service tower which houses restrooms, lounges, elevators, stairways, heating and air-conditioning equipment and other services. The tower is a structural steel skeleton covered by 13' x 5' fully insulated panels.

The panels consist of two 1/4" slabs of reinforced concrete and 1½" of Styrofoam® with a 1/16" stainless steel facing on the exterior side. The inside concrete surface can be finished if desired. These panels provide a strong curtain wall that can be erected quickly and economically and will require practically no maintenance.

The use of Styrofoam insures permanent insulation. Reasons: Millions of tiny, independent dead air cells provide excellent insulating efficiency. Styrofoam has unyielding resistance to moisture, will not rot, mold, deteriorate or "shake down". Also, Styrofoam is lightweight, clean and easy to handle. It adds little weight in the construction of curtain wall panels. For more information about Styrofoam, write to us today, THE Dow CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Plastics Sales Dept. 1927F.

*STYROFOAM is a registered trademark of The Dow Chemical Company

YOU CAN DEPEND ON DOW
CRA MEMBER MILLS:

Georgia-Pacific Corporation
(Hammond-California Redwood Division)
Holmes Eureka Lumber Company
Redwood Sales Co., Eastern Distributor
The Pacific Lumber Company
The Pacific Coast Company
Simpson Redwood Company
Union Lumber Company
Willits Redwood Products Company
Hobbs-Wall Lumber Co., Sales Agent
Arcata Redwood Company

THE REDWOOD MOTEL invites the passing motorist...

its warmth of color and texture promises a restful home away from home.
Motel of redwood from coast to coast beckon the traveler... motels built
with CRA Certified Kiln Dried redwood... graded, milled
and seasoned by the member mills of the
THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE NATION'S FINE BUILDINGS ARE SLOAN EQUIPPED

NEW HOME OFFICE OF THE FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY

• The new home office of the Fireman's Fund Insurance Company is a beautiful example of pre-construction planning. Months of study by the architect of the peculiarities of the insurance business resulted in a building designed from the inside out for the maximum in paperwork efficiency. The building is set in a parc-like ten-acre site overlooking San Francisco and the Bay, permitting a low-level construction that is amenable to the flow of work.

Outstanding features include: a central service core in the main wing; cantilevered support for the floors; exterior walls of aluminum-trimmed plate glass with ceramic coloring fused onto the glass spandrels; complete climate control plus a 600-speaker sound system; a unique new lighting system designed by the architect featuring a combination of fluorescent tubing and translucent plastic panels that virtually eliminates glare. The plumbing also reflects this detailed planning for efficiency—the flush valves, of course, are Sloan.

SLOAN Flush VALVES
FAMOUS FOR EFFICIENCY, DURABILITY, ECONOMY

Another achievement in efficiency, endurance and economy is the Sloan Act-O-Matic shower head, which is automatically self-cleaning each time it is used! No clogging. No dripping. Architects specify, and Wholesalers and Master Plumbers recommend the Act-O-Matic—the better shower head for better bathing.

Write for completely descriptive folder

Edward B. Page, architect
R. Rolleston West
MacDonald, Young
& Nelson, Inc.

Western Plumbing & Heating Co.
P. E. O'Hair Company

American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp.
EXPANSIVE?—YES . . . EXPENSIVE?—NO

Spring Rains Can't Stop Ceco Steeldome Concrete Joist Construction

Today's emphasis on economy calls for careful control of costs. By choosing Ceco Steeldomes for waffle floor slabs, you can avoid money-consuming delays caused by rain. For Ceco Steeldomes are impervious to the elements . . . never get soggy, limp or distorted. Also, it costs less to place rebars on a rigid Steeldome deck. And Steeldomes are easily removed . . . no costly clean-up. To speed building and to keep expenses down, specify Ceco Steeldomes—the best way to form expansive two-way dome construction. Ceco Steel Products Corporation—General offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois. Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities.

IN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CECO ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE
Steelforms / Concrete Reinforcing / Steel Joists / Metal Roof Deck / Windows, Screens, Doors
Cecoframe Buildings / Metal Lath

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois
Please send new catalog No. 4007 covering Ceco Steeldome construction.

Name ________________________________
Firm ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ______________________ Zone State ______________________

PA
New! The Andersen Strutwall...  

a modular component that joins window and wall!

Factory assembly gives tighter, trouble-free fit; saves labor; simplifies and speeds construction!

Here's a great advance in fenestration. A new building component that makes a quality window an integral part of the house frame. Offers tremendous advantages to architects everywhere.

Precision factory assembly of load-bearing side struts, nailers and lower jack studs gives the new Andersen Strutwall unusual resistance to racking. Provides the tightest possible joining of window and wall. Cuts framing and installation two-thirds—from around 22 steps to 7.

To install the new Strutwall, the two load-bearing struts are cut to fit the header construction used. The component is nailed to adjacent studs, tilted up with the wall. Such simplicity practically eliminates the chance of carpentry errors—and callbacks.

There are even bigger advantages in mullions and larger openings. New Strutwalls are simply butted against each other. Because there's structural support at 4-foot intervals, nothing heavier than two 2 x 6 headers are needed in single story construction.

The new Andersen Strutwall fits any type of frame construction—including panel systems. It's been perfected and proved by field tests all over the country.

The Strutwall is sold throughout the United States and Canada. For more information or specification data, write Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota.

Available in 7 sizes, 2 styles! Andersen makes seven sizes of the new Strutwalls, two sizes of Strutwall door frames. Window components include both famous Beauty-Line® and Flexivent® styles.

*Patent pending.
Simple, error-proof construction! Just cut two load-bearing struts to fit header construction. Nail Strutwall to adjacent studs, tilt up with the wall. This cuts installation steps two-thirds. Practically eliminates chance of carpentry errors and callbacks.

Saves materials, costs less installed! New Andersen Strutwall eliminates the two long cripples on the left, requires two 2x6's instead of heavier headers in multiple openings. Builders report a good saving in total installed costs—even when figured against inferior conventional windows.

Fits tighter, looks better! Because all parts of the Strutwall are nailed and glued at the factory, you get unusual resistance to racking—the tightest possible joining of window and wall. Famous Beauty-Line and Flexivent styles add beauty and sales appeal to your homes.
During 1957, plants of these leading U.S. Corporations were among the hundreds roofed with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Whirlpool Corporation</th>
<th>I. B. M.</th>
<th>Firestone Tire &amp; Rubber Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois Bell Telephone Co.</td>
<td>Standard Oil Company (Ohio)</td>
<td>LeTourneau-Westinghouse Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft Foods Company</td>
<td>Sears, Roebuck &amp; Company</td>
<td>General Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Foods Corporation</td>
<td>Chrysler Corporation</td>
<td>Westinghouse Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvania Electric Products Inc.</td>
<td>Caterpillar Tractor Co.</td>
<td>Goodyear Tire &amp; Rubber Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
<td>Pepsi-Cola Company</td>
<td>Clark Equipment Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. E. SCHUNDLER & COMPANY, Inc.
504 RAILROAD STREET • JOLIET, ILLINOIS
Eastern Office: Chatham Phenix Bldg., 29-28 41st Ave., Long Island City, N.Y.

RATED FIREPROOF MATERIALS-Acoustical & Insulating

Manufacturer of today's finest roof insulation board
Builder Dale J. Bellamah (right) discusses the location of a telephone outlet with J. P. McBurney of Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company.

"Concealed telephone wiring helps me merchandise my homes"

—says Mr. Dale J. Bellamah, Builder, of Albuquerque, New Mexico

"Right now I'm building a community of some 2000 homes," says Mr. Bellamah. "And in every home we're putting concealed telephone wiring.

"It's a real sales aid. It helps me merchandise my homes. We list it in our advertisements, and we point to it as an example of what we mean by our slogan, 'First in size—first in new ideas.'

"If you're in the business of building modern homes for people with modern ideas, you can't expose the telephone wiring any more than you can expose the plumbing!"

Mr. Bellamah is the biggest builder in New Mexico. During the past ten years he has built upwards of 5000 homes. He has been on the Executive Committee of NAHB among many other positions he has held in that Association, and in 1956 he was National Chairman of the Military Housing Committee. Mr. Bellamah is one of many trend-minded builders throughout the country who are convinced that concealed telephone wiring is a modern feature that helps them sell their homes in today's highly competitive market.

* * *

Your local Bell Telephone Business Office will be glad to help you with concealed wiring plans. For details on home telephone wiring, see Sweet's Light Construction File, 8i/Be. For commercial installations, Sweet's Architectural File, 32a/Be.
WHEN YOU PLAN GYMNASIUMS... REMEMBER...
THE FINEST GYMNASIUM EQUIPMENT IN THE INDUSTRY
IS SURPRISINGLY COMPETITIVE IN PRICE.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGS ON...

WAYNE
WAYNE IRON WORKS
149 N. PEMBROKE AVENUE, WAYNE, PENNSYLVANIA
FOR EXTRA QUIET, UNDERFOOT COMFORT,

This cross-section photograph shows how the layer of foam in Armstrong Cushion-Eze Underlayment adds extra "give" to resilient floors... makes them luxuriously quiet and comfortable underfoot.
AND EASE OF MAINTENANCE

the flooring spec: Armstrong Floors
(Tile or Sheet Form)

with new CUSHION-EZE
FOAM UNDERLAYMENT

Here's a new product developed by Armstrong that enables you to add the underfoot luxury of foam cushioning to resilient floors—both sheet and tile form. Cushion-Eze Underlayment is a thick springy layer of foam bonded to felt. It gives resilient floors unusual comfort and quiet, as well as simplifying maintenance. You can specify it with Armstrong floors of Linoleum . . . Linoleum Tile . . . inlaid vinyl sheet Corlon . . . and Linotile. The results are revolutionary.

EXTRA QUIET

Cushion-Eze Underlayment lets the flooring surface "give" gently underfoot. This cushioning action greatly reduces the sound of footsteps, rolling carts and equipment, and dropped objects. In residential and other light construction, it also helps sound condition interiors by reducing noise transmitted through the floor and ceiling to areas below.

EXTRA COMFORT

The springiness of Armstrong floors with this new underlayment luxuriously cushions every footstep. Intriguingly comfortable and relaxing, resilient floors with Cushion-Eze Underlayment effectively reduce fatigue for people on their feet all day.

EXTRA EASE OF MAINTENANCE

The accented resiliency of floors with Cushion-Eze Underlayment helps prevent dirt and grit from being ground into flooring surfaces. Thus, resilient floors become easier to clean than ever, more resistant to scratches and marring.

EXTRA EASE OF INSTALLATION

Very light and flexible, Cushion-Eze Underlayment can be easily and quickly installed. It can be used over almost every kind of suspended subfloor. The foam construction absorbs floor-board movement and conceals minor subfloor irregularities.

FOR REMODELING PROJECTS

Cushion-Eze Underlayment can be used right over most old resilient floors—an important factor in residential and commercial remodeling. It makes replacing resilient floors faster, less costly and inconvenient than by traditional methods of ripping up the old floor, sanding the subfloor, or nailing down hardboard.

COST

The use of Cushion-Eze Underlayment adds relatively little to the cost of the resilient floor installation. For its extra advantages—increased comfort and quietness, lower maintenance costs—it's an exceptional value. In remodeling, it can mean a real saving where the old resilient flooring need not be removed.

For free samples of Cushion-Eze Underlayment, complete specifications and other relevant data, call the Armstrong Architectural-Builder Consultant at the nearest Armstrong District Office. Or write direct to Armstrong Cork Company, 1404 Watson Street, Lancaster, Pa. Armstrong Architectural-Builder Consultants are at your service to help you select the resilient floors best suited to any need. Armstrong makes all types of resilient floors, so "ABC" Consultants can make unbiased recommendations. And they can call in the Armstrong Bureau of Interior Decoration for design assistance; the Research and Development Center on technical problems.

Armstrong FLOORS
new low cost Hauserman Walls meet space division requirements handsomely

Low initial cost, streamlined appearance, complete re-usability and easy access to utilities...these are outstanding features of the newest addition to HAUSERMAN'S complete line of movable interior walls.

This entirely new wall system presents a perfectly flush appearance with thin single-line joints between panels. Its beauty is enhanced by trim 3" thickness, proportioned 4" base and slim 2½" posts between glass lites. You have your choice of baked-enamel colors, as well as clear and obscure glass patterns.

Precision engineering and manufacturing insure complete re-usability when new floor plans are desired. Rapid delivery to your job site with fast installation by expert HAUSERMAN erection crews insures early occupancy.

Consult your nearby HAUSERMAN representative for the complete story on this new low-cost wall system. He's listed in the Yellow Pages (under PARTITIONS).
Fuel Savings alone pay back its cost
plus COMFORT for Teachers and Students

Powers DAY-NIGHT Thermostats accurately maintain set temperatures. They need no frequent checking or readjustment.

Powers PACKLESS Control Valves are labor savers. They prevent water leakage, banish packing maintenance and give better control due to reduced valve stem friction.

Good School Planning now includes Powers DAY-NIGHT Thermostats. They stop fuel losses due to wasted heat in unoccupied rooms and prevent OVER-heating in occupied rooms. Each Thermostat is adjustable for normal temperatures during occupancy and lower economical temperatures during unoccupied periods.

Low Cost Maintenance—Simplicity and reliable year after year operation with little attention, is characteristic of Powers Control. Each installation is individually engineered to give top-quality performance.

Prompt Service—if required, by skilled Powers engineers and mechanics.

Planning a New School? To get the biggest return on the investment in the heating and ventilating system ask your architect or engineer to include a Powers DAY-NIGHT Control System. For further information call our nearest office or write us direct.
Poured roofs need no double-pouring, with

ONE MAN quickly lifts, carries, places panels up to 12' lengths

Primed ceiling surfaces

Quick, simple single pour with either gypsum or concrete decks
additional insulation, Insulite Form Boards

Strong, light panels, in lengths to 12 feet, carry heavier loads with less deflection

For poured-in-place roof decks, it is not necessary today to sacrifice strength for insulation . . . or fine appearance for speed . . . or economy for quality. You can have all these advantages together, by the use of Insulite Roof Form Board.

Strength? Yes. Along with its excellent insulating value, Insulite Form Board has exceptional strength. No scratch coat is needed . . . yet even with rapid single pour, minimum deflection is assured.

Economy? Yes. Insulite weighs one-third less than some types of boards; so two man handling is never needed. Even more important, no additional roof insulation is needed — a major cost-reducing factor.

Speed? Yes. Every piece is precision cut for quick, perfect fitting between the sub-purlins. With lengths to 12 feet, workmen can speedily place Insulite Roof Form Board with all end joints falling on the joists.

For absolute safety and satisfaction, Insulite also gives you: primed ceiling surfaces, with high light reflection . . . good acoustical properties . . . moisture and fungi resistance . . . and excellent porosity, to assist rapid drying of the deck.

Want complete information on Insulite Roof Form Board? Write us—Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

Choose from these 4 types:

Insulite’s four versatile Roof Form Boards are made from three basic materials—Graylite, Ins-Lite and Fiberlite. All are composed of hardy Northern wood fibers. Thicknesses are 1” and 1 1/2”. Graylite is asphalt impregnated, for special strength and moisture resistance; color is gray-brown. Ins-Lite is similar to Graylite, does not have asphalt treatment, is light in color. Fiberlite resembles Ins-Lite, but has coarser fiber, lower density, and therefore better insulating and acoustical properties. Both Ins-Lite and Fiberlite may be ordered with or without primed ceiling surfaces. Either may be ordered in combination with Graylite, as shown at right. Drawing below shows typical section of poured roof deck with Insulite Roof Form Board. Note that intermediate cross tees are not needed.

build better, save labor, with

Insulite, made of hardy Northern wood. Insulite Division of Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
MOST FOR YOUR MONEY! Republic Steel Kitchens complete your client's home Ec Department. At minimum cost. Blend with all latest appliances. Easy to install, easy to maintain, built to serve. Wide choice of styles and sizes for design flexibility. Cabinet sinks, wall, base and special-purpose cabinets including built-in range and oven cabinets. White, Yellow, Turquoise, Pink. Send coupon.

THE BEST COSTS LESS INSTALLED. That's the capsule story of Republic ELECTRUNITE® E.M.T.—the original lightweight threadless rigid steel electrical raceway. Easiest of all the install. Adequate-size ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. means electrical flexibility—a pull-in, pull-out wiring system that can be expanded as future electrical requirements, and circuits, grow larger . . . without costly remodeling. Send coupon for facts. Photo: 3/4-inch and 1-inch ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. in Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. Robert & Co. Associates, architect and engineer.
BEST VALUE PER CONSTRUCTION DOLLAR

10 Reasons Why!

• BONDERIZED! Exclusive Republic feature. Provides superior base for enamel. Protects against rust, corrosion. Protects locker against damage due to bumps, scratches, abrasion.

• BAKED ENAMEL! Over clean, cold rolled Bonderized Steel. Sprayed on with latest electrostatic equipment. No dust. No dirt. In green, grey, beige, and special colors.

• WIDEST CHOICE OF TYPES AND SIZES! You name it. Republic’s Berger Division makes it. Ten standard types may be grouped in various ways to meet your exact requirements. Space-saving, functional sizes. For corridors, classrooms, gymnasiums, auditoriums, laboratories, field houses, everywhere.

• THREE LOCKING METHODS! Specify standard flat key lock, padlock attachment, or exclusive Key-Control in which the key is the handle.

• ACCESSORIES! To meet your needs. Legs for free-standing installation. Sloping tops. “See-through” doors. Basket racks, basket trucks, baskets.

• PLANNING AND ENGINEERING SERVICE! Takes the whole job off your hands. Recommends the right lockers for your needs and for future needs.

• RESPONSIBILITY FOR INSTALLATION! Right down to tightening of the final bolt. Straight line, single source savings.

• ON-SCHEDULE DELIVERY! The leader in lockers delivers as-promised. General contractor schedules locker installations to conform with masons, plasterers, carpenters.

• MASS-PRODUCTION ECONOMIES! Republic’s Berger Division is leading producer of locker equipment, geared to big volume runs. Your client saves.

• MOST EXPERIENCED! No other manufacturer can approach Republic’s Berger Division in number of locker installations made. No other manufacturer knows this specialized business so well.

Specify Republic Steel Lockers and get most for your money.

LOWEST COST PER CLASSROOM made possible with Truscon Vision-Vent® Window Walls. Here’s a completely factory-assembled curtain wall with window and insulated panel. Vision-Vent gives you all the mass-production and installation economies of standard steel windows. Designed, built and pioneered by Republic’s Truscon Steel Division. Send coupon. Photo: Ludlow School, Ludlow, Ky., Potter, Tyler, Martin and Roth, architects.

REPUBLIC STEEL

World’s Widest Range of Standard Steels and Steel Products
"First and Only Choice of the Allentown, Pa. School District"

... says Mr. Paul J. Fink, Assistant to the Superintendent of Schools

"There is no substitute for the real thing! Nothing is easier on a child's eyes than the contrast of white chalk against a slate chalkboard. Words stand out crisp and clear... are quickly read by all."

"We have found Pennsylvania slate to be practically indestructible as we're still using some of the original slate boards in one of our recently renovated schools... boards installed when the school was built in 1886! After close to 70 years, these boards are still ably serving our students and teachers. What's more, they fit in perfectly with their new, modern surroundings. No wonder we are sold on slate and specify it in all our schools."

That's the feeling of Mr. Paul J. Fink of the Allentown School District. And the facts bear it out. Since 1950, this district has renovated or built additions to 7 elementary schools, built 2 new elementary schools and a junior high school, added a vocational annex to the senior high school, and construction is now under way for another new junior high school. In each case, natural slate chalkboards were specified.

Why not investigate slate chalkboards for your classrooms? You'll find for contrast, durability, easy maintenance... and timeless good looks... there is just no substitute for slate!

Inquiries welcomed on specific properties of slate. Write:

NATURAL SLATE BLACKBOARD CO.
THE STRUCTURAL SLATE CO. - pen aryl, pennsylvania
for your protection, insist on slate quarried in Pennsylvania

natural slate...500 million years in the making
When you want sheer luxury (the ultimate in practicality, too) you want new B. F. Goodrich “Corinthian” Floor Tile. An exclusive process gives this translucent vinyl tile a marble veining of incomparable 3-dimensional beauty.

Corinthian will outwear any other flooring, yet is amazingly resilient and quiet underfoot. Its glistening slip-proof sheen is built in. Stains, oils, grease and detergents can’t harm it! Use on or above grade. Tiles ¼” thickness, 9”x9”, also 36”x36” untrimmed. For further information, write:

Consider Corrulux for your next school project. For sidewall glazing, covered walkways, patio covers, room dividers and many other applications, Corrulux is without equal.

This colorful translucent paneling goes up fast, can be sawed, nailed or drilled; installation cost is low, maintenance cost is nil. Corrulux transmits abundant daylight, cuts glare. Because it is shatterproof, Corrulux can be used with perfect safety anywhere.

Send for Corrulux samples and literature. Available in various corrugations and sheet sizes; smooth or resin-rich Granitized surface. Write Dept. 35.
G-E silicones help new houses look better, sell sooner

Masonry water repellents made with General Electric silicones are quick and easy to apply. They penetrate deep into the capillary pores of masonry, forming an invisible water-repellent shield. This eliminates those ugly stains caused by rain-splashed mud or by dust and dirt on the masonry surface. Rain runs right off, carrying dirt with it.

But that's just the beginning! Silicone water repellents help prevent surface salt deposits; retard chipping and cracking; minimize water penetration and resulting freeze-thaw damage. They keep moisture out, yet permit masonry to breathe—thus protecting interior surfaces against peeling and flaking.

A recent survey shows that home buyers expect to pay far more for this protection than the actual cost to you. Find out more about G-E silicones and what they can do for your new homes— in appearance, protection and sales! Mail the coupon today.

Eliminate ugly stains from rain-splashed mud.

Keep moisture out, but permit masonry to breathe.

Create an invisible, water-repellent shield.

Retard chipping and cracking.

Look for this label!
General Electric does not market masonry water repellents—it supplies silicones to formulators. This label is your assurance of getting the very finest masonry protection obtainable.

Progress is Our Most Important Product

General Electric Company, Silicone Products Department, Section M454, Waterford, N. Y.

Please send me all the facts on the application and performance of masonry water repellents made with G-E silicones, and a list of suppliers.

[ ] For immediate application [ ] For reference only

Name
Company
Address
City Zone State
This distinctive ashlar-parquet ceiling design was achieved with 24" x 24" Armstrong Crestone installed in a four-sides-exposed grid system. Dumbarton Junior High School, Towson, Maryland.

Registered trade-mark of the Champion Paper and Fibre Company, one of many distinctive custom designs possible with Armstrong Crestone.

Design 021
Armstrong Crestone provides unlimited freedom in ceiling design

No longer is the ceiling the forgotten element of interior design. The growing use of attractive new acoustical materials has brought the ceiling forward as a design element to be seen and admired.

No other acoustical material offers you greater design freedom than Armstrong Crestone. Crestone is striated—grooved—to create a textured surface of contemporary beauty. The ridges and valleys form strong directional lines of high light and shadow that can be used in an unlimited number of combinations to create truly distinctive ceilings.

Mineral-fiber Crestone is rated Class A (Incombustible) under Federal Specification SS-A-118b. It carries the Underwriters' Label. Finished with a washable white paint, Crestone can be easily cleaned and, when necessary, can be repainted without appreciably affecting its sound-absorbing qualities.

For full details and samples, call your nearest Armstrong District Office, your Armstrong Acoustical Contractor, or write the Armstrong Cork Company, 4204 Watson Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
New Jamison Electroglide* Power Door speeds traffic, saves refrigeration automatically!

EXCLUSIVE CAMLOK COMPRESSION SEAL—Jamison Camlok cams doors "in" against frame and "down" against floor at all points.

These other exclusive features mean dependable, smooth operation.

SHOCK ABSORBER CHAIN LINK—reduces wear and tear

SPRING LOADED SUSPENSION—minimizes power requirements

IMPROVED SAFETY EDGE—sensitive full height and full travel of door

SEALED-IN-OIL REDUCTION GEAR—trouble-free operation, minimum maintenance

Electroglide offers famous Jamison Cold Storage Door quality and performance plus a completely new design for power operation. Both bi-parting and single leaf Electroglides are available to meet all job requirements.

High volume traffic can now speed on its way in busy cooler and freezer operations with minimum loss of refrigeration. Electroglide is specifically designed to accelerate truck movement with its instant automatic opening and closing.

Rapid smooth opening—Spring suspension helps doors open easily and smoothly. Doors move "out" and "up", riding on level tracks with gaskets clear of sill and frame.

Electroglide is made for both cooler and freezer use. Write today for new Electroglide bulletin to Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.
"Personally, I always specify Lewin-Mathes Copper Tube"


We welcome stiff-necked specifications.
We meet them ... because the copper we form into tube is first refined by us in our own plant.
We meet them ... because Lewin-Mathes' completely integrated operation permits a standard of quality control—from raw material to packaged tube—that is unsurpassed anywhere in the industry.
As refiners, we know the copper going into Lewin-Mathes Tube is pure. As fabricators, we painstakingly control every physical and chemical property of the finished product. And as integrated specialists, we take pride in delivering every foot of Lewin-Mathes Copper Tube uniform and perfect ... to meet your most exacting requirements.
In Tallahassee... Texas... or Timbuktu...

Curtain-Walls by WARE

ARE CUSTOM-DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS

Would you like a copy of our new Curtain Wall brochure? Write Dept. PA-4

Aluminum WARE Windows

Ware Laboratories, Inc., 3700 N.W. 25th St., Miami, Florida
TOMORROW'S BRIDGE: giant spans of concrete

"These twin spans of prestressed concrete carry a thruway across a river at minimum cost, eliminating piers, reducing weight, keeping thruway lanes separated. Construction is simplified, since a single set of forms can be used to cast concrete for both spans. And for a large-scale highway program, bridge sections can be mass-produced for any number of bridges. Spans as long as one-fifth of a mile can be supported by the arches wedged within the river banks. Such practical, economical designs can now be realized in adaptable concrete."

DESIGNERS: MYRON GOLDSMITH & JAMES D. FERRIS—Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects and Engineers
CONSULTANT: PROF. T. Y. LIN—University of California

One of a series of advertisements being presented in national magazines by Universal Atlas—to promote interest in architectural contributions for a greater America through the medium of concrete.
NOW... ADD INDIVIDUALITY AND CHARACTER TO OFFICES AND CONFERENCE ROOMS

with LUXWOOD

*IL FIXTURES BY MOE LIGHT... real cabinet wood fixtures, translucent when lighted, with striking polished brass trim accents. For that extra decorator touch to blend or contrast with furniture, textures and tone.

Five matching fixtures include appealing 3-light cluster and versatile pull-down, together with single pendant and close-to-ceiling pieces in 18¼" and 12¼" diameters. Ideal for homes, offices, conference rooms, hotels and specialty shops.

With LUXWOOD fixtures you can add dramatic individuality and a smartly “tailored” appearance that comes from the imaginative use of well-designed decorative appointments.

*Inspiration-Lighting for distinctive commercial applications by Moe Light.

FREE! IL Lighting Booklet for Professionals

MOE LIGHT’S new commercial lighting catalog. A manual of creative ideas showing a special selection of lighting fixtures for office, hotels, stores and restaurants. Prepared with the Professional in mind. Attach this ad to your letterhead and send to Thomas Industries Inc., Louisville.

THOMAS INDUSTRIES INC.
LIGHTING FIXTURE DIVISION
Executive Offices: 410 S. Third St., Louisville 2, Ky., Dept. PA-4
Leaders in Creative Lighting
FLOORS WITH TRUSCON AGGREGATE

BUILT-IN COLOR! Yes, built right into the concrete, forming an integral part of it, giving you a beautifully colored floor . . rather than plain, drab concrete. Both colors, Tile Red and Spanish Green, have depth and brilliance. Each Art-Roc color offers its own pleasing effect—Tile Red radiates warmth—Spanish Green provides a soothing, cooling motif.

BUILT-IN HARDNESS! Concrete floors protected with Art-Roc are actually twice as hard as iron, can last up to twice as long as ordinary concrete. Art-Roc floors resist many cleansers, alkalis and rust . . as well as physical abuse.

BUILT-IN PLEASURE! Color pleases. Color sells. Color makes everyone react favorably . . provides tremendous contrast to lackluster, plain, neutral surfaces.

AND SINCE ART-ROC is so low in cost—and so easy to apply—it's a real pleasure to use, as well as to behold!

TRUSCON Laboratories
Division of Devoe & Reynolds Co., Inc.

Send coupon today

*Also used in walks, driveways, salesrooms, factories, laundries and all types of institutions, commercial buildings and residences.
The stonelike texture of Permacoustic ceiling tile harmonizes with virtually any building material.

The Permacoustic ceiling in the auditorium of the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company’s home office building assures correct hearing conditions, enhances architectural beauty.

ARCHITECT:
Eggers & Higgins,
New York, N.Y.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE installed Johns-Manville Permacoustic Ceilings

J-M Permacoustic panels assure quieter working conditions. Made of noncombustible mineral wool fibers, Permacoustic ceilings reduce fire hazard. They help safeguard building investment costs.

Johns-Manville’s staff of acoustical engineers, located in principal cities, will gladly make analyses and give recommendations on your acoustical problems.

For a free copy of booklet “Sound Control,” write Johns-Manville, Box 158, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada, write 565 Lakeshore Road East, Port Credit, Ontario.
it's NEW...

it's WIDE...

it's BRIGHT

MicroRold®
STAINLESS
SHEET

Type 430 Bright Finish

up to 48'' WIDE

BRIGHTER THAN EVER!—MicroRold stainless steel Type 430 in the NEW Bright Finish is now immediately available in sheets up to 48'' wide offering new usefulness and economy in stainless fabrication. Produced with the same micro-accuracy of gauge for which MicroRold 36'' is well known, Type 430 Bright up to 48'' wide gives greater latitude in applications for quality stainless steel.

MicroRold 430 is also available in the regular commercial finishes and MicroRold stainless in other grades are now produced up to 48'' wide. Complete details sent on request.

Washington Steel Corporation
WOOLAND AVENUE  WASHINGTON, PA.
HOW

962 BECAME ONE

962 slim one-story Brown & Grist panels blanket the Pennsylvania Railroad Building in Pittsburgh. Yet the effect is harmonious oneness. Gleaming aluminum mullions lead the eye vertically, while B & G windows and colorful panels give a horizontal unity.

HOW

OUTSIDE WALLS—INSIDE JOB

Just a few men made quick work of assembling light-weight Brown & Grist panel units from the inside. Window glazing was an inside job too! B & G expansion joints are built-in to vertical and floor-line mullions. And B & G panels were factory installed to close weather-tight tolerances.

WHY

BROWN & GRIST

From the time the first line was drawn, B & G Window Walls were an important part of the plans. That's because the architect was primarily interested in a quality wall at a quantity price, and knew from past experience that Brown & Grist could give him what he wanted.


BROWN & GRIST, INC.
NEW BEAUTYWARE BRASS FITTINGS
—a new and different concept in plumbingware fittings with smooth sculptured lines in gleaming chrome-plate. If desired, interchangeable color inserts can be matched to any of the Briggs colors. A complete line of plumbing fixtures for residential, commercial, and industrial buildings.

Briggs ideas that help sell more homes

An Early American bathroom achieved with contemporary materials

Imaginative use of modern materials can make your home a “stand-out”! This Briggs Beautyware bathroom, for instance, combines modern wall paneling, tiles and flooring to create an eye-catching Early American effect. And, of course, the key to this design is Briggs Beautyware—as contemporary as the materials used. Smoothly contoured lines, newly-designed brass fittings and six compatible colors—Sky Blue, Sea Green, Coral, Sandstone, Pearl Gray and new Autumn Yellow—allow full freedom of expression. Give your homes added appeal, added distinction. Build with Briggs Beautyware.

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY • WARREN, MICH.

BRIGGS
BEAUTYWARE
This addition to the St. Johnsbury Trucking Company in Portland, Maine is another outstanding example of the ever-increasing use of Raynor overhead doors in commercial installations. In planning the addition, St. Johnsbury management specified that the 5 loading platform doors be "easy to operate, yet wide enough to accommodate two trucks at a time." The Raynor doors installed are over 20 feet wide...they lift easily, will never sag due to the special center support design. The next time your job calls for sturdy and dependable door installations, specify RAYNOR...BUILDERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF WOOD SECTIONAL OVERHEAD DOORS.

ONLY RAYNOR OFFERS:
* finest quality construction
* long, dependable performance
* complete selection of designs

RAYNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dixon, Illinois
AS MODERN AS TOMORROW WITH VAMPCO ALUMINUM CURTAIN WALLS...

The beautiful new Charlotte Public Library, Charlotte, N. C. pictured above has used Vampco 200 series Aluminum Curtain Walls with 5" I Beam most effectively to provide full natural lighting and structural strength as well as to accentuate the modern lines of the building itself. A. G. Odell, Jr., Architect, has done an outstanding design job in this new building that is receiving widespread attention in the architectural field. Note the marked contrast in design to the many older buildings in the surrounding area. Vampco Aluminum Windows are available for every type of construction. They include: casement, combination casement, awning, intermediate projected, window wall of varying sizes and thicknesses, heavy construction, glass block and custom-designed types. Find out how VAMPCO's special designing service can help you solve your unusual building problems most economically and efficiently... mail coupon below today!

VALLEY METAL PRODUCTS CO.
PLAINWELL, MICHIGAN

See Complete File in Your Current Sweet's Catalog

A NAME THAT MEANS THE
VERY FINEST IN LIFELONG ALUMINUM WINDOWS
It may be LATER than You Realize!

Completion dates ARE vital. The earlier you can get your window supplier's counsel, the better service he can render in helping you meet those dates. This is more true today than ever! Windows and prefabricated curtain walls are of major importance and of increased complexity in today's buildings. Because of this, Bayley considers sound engineering service rendered to you—early—the essence of a successful contract.

- It results in a sound wall.
- It allows individualized treatments.
- It saves designers' time.
- It eliminates re-work time.
- It effects increased economies.
- It permits earlier approvals.

Bayley has had years of experience in originating and designing many of today's most important developments in both steel and aluminum windows and curtain-walls. So, when you call Bayley, you are placing your requirements in "experienced hands".

As shown by the available catalogs illustrated below, Bayley can work with you on both steel or aluminum windows and curtain wall systems for all classes of buildings. These catalogs are filed in Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Construction Files...and separate file-copies will be gladly sent upon request. Call or phone your local Bayley Representative for counsel. No obligation!
"I'm telling America 100,000,000 times!"

Beauty in the bathroom begins with Eljer

Swing to Eljer fixtures for beauty in the bathrooms of the '58 homes you're planning now. You'll find they catch more eyes, win more acceptance, sell faster! Reason? A record-breaking sales promotion that has made Eljer bathrooms the dream of all America.

Timed to hit your markets with 100 million messages at the peak of the selling season, this Eljer drive splashes glowing colors across the pages of top Sunday magazines — *This Week* and *Parade*—and the unchallenged leaders in the shelter book field—*Better Homes & Gardens* and *The American Home*. There can only be one result—a wave of popularity that makes Eljer bathrooms a powerful stimulus to sales of the homes you design.

Make this $1,000,000 sales effort work for you. Ask your Eljer representative for a firsthand look at the complete line of fixtures, the range of decorator-tested colors, the prices to suit every style of home. Or write Eljer Co., 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
Modern building design requires that structural members combine great strength and rigidity with ease of erection—at low cost. More and more designers and engineers are specifying fabricated structural steel to meet these important requirements.

Ingalls is a specialist in fabricating structural steel. With facilities to meet every modern requirement for fabricated structural steel, long experience, and a proven record of service, Ingalls stands ready to serve you.

If your company is planning a building which must combine strength, beauty and economy, Ingalls can serve you. Your inquiry is invited.
Amorphous phosphate coatings as applied to aluminum in the ACP Decorative Alodine chemical conversion processes perform three major functions. One, they improve the natural corrosion resistance of aluminum. Two, they produce an attractive, durable and sunfast green color. Three, they materially reduce the reflectivity of the metal. And they do all these things more economically than other commercial processes.

**Grades of Decorative Alodine**

ACP Decorative Alodine is presently available in three grades: Architectural, Commercial and Industrial. Each is discussed in some detail herewith.

**Architectural.** This grade, with established standards for controlling the shades, offers the widest choice of matched colors. Finishes range from a colorless coating (Standard No. 1) to a maximum depth green coating (Standard No. 4). Since these standards are set up as color reference points only, intermediate colors within the established range may be obtained at the discretion of the processor. The immersion process by which it is applied includes etching, the Decorative Alodine treatment, and lacquering. The Architectural grade coating provides a pleasing matte finish with low glare properties; good self-washing characteristics due to the lacquer coating; optimum corrosion resistance; good abrasion resistance; effective color match on shades represented by the standard green colors; protection against mortar damage, no staining or pitting of the metal; a parting layer which permits forming of the aluminum after treatment.

Typical applications of the Architectural grade include banks, museums, institutional and commercial installations of aluminum.

**Commercial.** This grade provides the same service life and protective characteristics as the Architectural grade. The only differences between the two are that the aluminum is not etched prior to the Alodine treatment, and that the color selection is limited. The range of color and the coating weight (min. 250 mg/sq. ft.) are determined by mutual agreement between the buyer and the seller. The coating can be applied by either spray or immersion processes. In either case the Decorative Alodine color coating is given a finishing coat of lacquer. Commercial grade coatings provide good corrosion resistance; good self-washing characteristics; good abrasion resistance; protection against mortar damage, no staining or pitting of the metal; a parting layer which permits forming of the aluminum after treatment.

Typical applications of the Commercial grade include industrial and institutional buildings.

Both grades on embossed sheets meet the reflectivity requirements of Corps of Engineers Specification CE-222.01.

**Industrial.** This grade consists of the Decorative Alodine treatment only. No etching is done. No lacquering is required. It provides a preweathered surface which reduces glare. It produces an excellent base for subsequent painting. Aluminum treated with this grade, by spray or by immersion processes, is available from aluminum producers and processors.

**Cost Data**

Although prices for all three grades vary according to shapes, sizes and quantities, a general comparison can be made as follows:

- Architectural grade costs \( \frac{1}{2} \) of the lowest priced dyed anodic coating
- Commercial grade can be applied at 50 to 80\% of the cost of the Architectural grade
- Industrial grade can be applied at 25 to 50\% of the cost of Commercial grade

**Performance Data**

Several sites throughout the country have been used for a number of years to test these coatings under actual conditions. Results of these tests are available upon request.

For more complete information about Decorative Alodine, contact an ACP sales representative or write us at Ambler,
ONE OF THE "TOP TEN" PLANTS*

LEEDS and NORTHRUP plans

With an eye to tomorrow, Leeds and Northrup—working with architect L. Rossetti—conceived this new job shop at North Wales, Pa., as the initial building in their new electronic-controls manufacturing plant.

The first of the planned expansions of this building has already been completed. A long section of wall was moved out some 120 feet, and additional sidewall and roof were built to add about one acre to the building. The original Lupton "Master" Projected Aluminum Windows were re-installed with no alteration whatsoever, and continue to provide a "ribbon" of controlled ventilation and light.

Apart from their flexibility— which was ideal for Leeds and Northrup's planned expansion—let's see why "Master" projected windows meet so many requirements on important projects.

ALL-WEATHER VENTILATION— Lupton "Master" windows are available with ventilators which project inwards (usually at the sill) or outwards, or both ways in the same unit. This means you can enjoy all-weather ventilation, free from drafts and rain damage.
OF 1956: GEARED TO GROW!

for the future ... specifies LUPTON "Master" windows.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE COSTS—Lupton aluminum "Master" windows won't rust or corrode; never need painting; maintain their attractive appearance for the life of the building. They're sturdy and rugged—tight fitting and rattle-free. Most standard types can be cleaned from within the building.

NEW CREATIVE FREEDOM FOR YOU—By combining standard fixed and projected LUPTON window units, you can create smart "custom" effects that distinguish even your lowest budget projects.

For over fifty years, Lupton has pioneered products for better natural lighting and ventilation for the building industry. Such experience warrants your investigation. For complete details, consult SWEET's Architectural File (Sections 3 and 17). And for the name of your local LUPTON representative, look in the Yellow Pages under "Windows—Metal." Or, for detailed information, write directly to us.

"Slickest Job Shop of the Year" is what the Editors of Factory Management and Maintenance called the Leeds and Northrup building in choosing it as one of the "top ten" plants of 1956 from nominations by leading architects and builders. Of these 10 projects, three feature LUPTON curtain walls or LUPTON windows: Lambert-Hudnut at Lititz, Pa.; Owens-Corning Fiberglas at Barrington, N.J.; and the Leeds and Northrup plant shown above.

LUPTON
METAL WINDOWS • CURTAIN WALLS
MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
These three jobs are an indication of the diversity and quality of work for which Balling Brothers, Tonawanda, N. Y. contractors are noted.

Here's what Henry J. Balling has to say about his company's experience with Lehigh Mortar Cement:

"In our 30 years of using prepared mortar—from house chimneys to million-dollar hospitals, schools, churches and industrial buildings—our standard and most reliable mortar has been Lehigh Mortar Cement. We recommend it for brickwork that really stands out with bright joints, freedom from efflorescence, and neatness."

You can approve Lehigh Mortar Cement with the assurance that it exceeds the most rigid Federal and ASTM specifications.

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Allentown, Pa.
Mrasceilfe gives you προ-πραξις *
in EVERY incandescent fixture!

EVERY
Brascolite Fixture has a
- BRIGHTNESS CHART
- COEFFICIENTS OF UTILIZATION
- LIGHT CURVE
for better lighting specifications

When you figure an incandescent lighting installation, you naturally want assurance that you'll get the on-the-job performance you need.

Guth gives you this assurance with PRE-FORMANCE, predetermined performance that means each Brascolite incandescent fixture will do the job it's supposed to.

Every Brascolite fixture, including the handsome square recessed unit shown above, has a brightness chart, coefficients of utilization and light curve, and other engineering information to help you.

And every Brascolite fixture is a carefully engineered unit, with all parts working harmoniously to produce the finest and most efficient lighting possible.

FREE—Guth Brascolite Incandescent Lighting Handbook, a complete working tool from which you can figure any incandescent lighting job. Write on your letterhead for your free copy today.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH COMPANY • 2615 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.
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pointing to God...

Pride of the Marines is a handsome new chapel on the Marine Corps base at Quantico, Virginia. Soaring 70' above its tower is this contemporary spire designed by architects Murphy and Lochcraft, Washington, D.C. Spire was completely prefabricated by Overly to reduce erection costs and insure a tight, true fit of joints. Maintenance-free economy was assured by use of weather-resistant 1/8 gage aluminum with an Alodine finish — a rich looking finish that effectively simulates the patina of antique copper. 70 years of building many of the finest spires in the nation qualify us to craft your designs with authority. Our system of spire building is fully explained in our 28-page brochure, "Pointing to God." Write us for your copy today.

OVERLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GREENSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA
WHY POWERS No. 11 REGULATORS Give BETTER CONTROL and Last Longer

Temperature Indicating Regulator


SELF OPERATING

Valve Stem Lubricator with silicone grease aids easy movement of highly polished stainless steel valve stem.

Balanced (Double Seat) Valve

Controls Flow of Steam, Water or Gas

EASY TO INSTALL bronze union connections for single and double seat valves thru 2” save installation time and labor.

Check these QUALITY Features — Bellows has 50% more power than used in majority of other regulators. Its durable 2 ply construction outlasts ordinary single ply types. Powers New 590 LONG-LIFE Valve Packing marks an important milestone in the reduction of maintenance and prevention of leakage. It has an extremely low friction factor and outlasts others by a big margin.

60° F. temperature ranges. Control system is sensitive to temperature changes within 1 to 2° F.

Use Powers 65 years of experience and engineering know-how to help you select the right type temperature regulator and right size valve. From our complete line of self operating regulators and air operated temperature controllers you can be sure of getting the control best suited for your requirements.

Call our nearest office or write us direct at 3400 Oakton Street, Skokie, Illinois.

Powers offers NATIONWIDE SERVICE in over 85 cities in the U.S. and Canada

THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY

(c44e)
Warren City Schools Administration Building, Warren, Ohio, is two stories high with the first floor line five feet below grade and second floor line five feet above grade. Entrances are located midway between floors.

Windows of AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY sheet glass reduce sun glare 30%, minimizing eyestrain and fatigue, yet provide excellent vision.

AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY'S neutral shade blends with the aluminum sash and the green porcelain enamel panels. Glazier: Ohio Glass and Sales, Inc., Warren, Ohio.
GLARE REDUCING SHEET GLASS

For controlled daylighting, architect Arthur F. Sidells chose American LUSTRAGRAY for new school administration building

One of the most impressive uses of AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY is in this new Administration Building for Warren City Schools, Warren, Ohio. Designed by Office of Arthur F. Sidells, A.I.A., the plans and drawings for this building were selected for exhibit at the 20th International Conference on Public Education in Geneva, Switzerland.

Functional glass, like AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY, is an important material of modern architecture. It provides controlled daylighting by reducing excessive sun glare and heat. Yet, the "clear glass" vision of AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY creates a more spacious atmosphere so essential to task efficiency.

From a design standpoint, AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY permits additional architectural emphasis on the fenestration pattern. When viewed from the exterior, it has sufficient opacity to give a skin wall effect to the building and provides greater privacy to the occupants. Also, the neutral light transmitted by AMERICAN LUSTRAGRAY removes all color restrictions for interior decorations.

This economical glare-reducing sheet glass is available through more than 500 distributors and glazing contractors. Check your classified 'phone directory for listing. For technical data, consult your Sweet's Catalog or write our Architectural Promotion Department.
Tectum Sidewall Panels serve multiple needs as an insulating sidewall material in factories and commercial buildings. Modern building construction utilizing a variety of exterior wall materials, makes good use of versatile Tectum. In this single material are all the worthwhile advantages of structural strength, acoustical control, insulation, fire protection and natural good looks. Carries favorable insurance rates, too, as Tectum is rated noncombustible by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. The illustration shows how Tectum may be used with outer skin of corrugated metal. Tectum adapts equally well to other types of external siding materials—goes up fast and is sturdy and durable for a variety of applications. If you haven’t investigated Tectum for sidewall construction, send today for Bulletin C-100-A. Get the facts on Tectum for roof decks, sidewall and suspended acoustical ceilings.
modern long-wearing beauty . . . COSTS LESS TO MAINTAIN

Wherever flooring must withstand a beating, day-in day-out, Bolta-Floor solid vinyl is being specified. Here's why. Bolta-Floor's natural lustre, rich color and pattern run the full depth of each tile. Its smooth non-porous surface resists the wear and tear of heavy traffic . . . is easier to keep fresh and new-looking. Bolta-Floor is dimensionally stable . . . eliminates unsightly seams that shrink, catch dust and dirt. Bolta-Floor is resilient, recovers quickly from indentation, is quiet and comfortable underfoot. Before you specify flooring compare Bolta-Floor with any other. For complete information write:

THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY • FLOORING DIVISION • AKRON, OHIO

In addition to "Classic" Terrazzo shown above, Bolta-Floor® is available in a full range of colors, patterns, gauges, tile sizes and roll widths. See Sweet's Architectural file 131/Ge.
...And for some very good reasons!

Grant 2200 Drapery Hardware is the finest Architectural drapery hardware made. Completely corrosion-resistant, all parts are made of aluminum or nylon...no metal to metal contact means less wear...minimum of noise...superior operation.

Designed for application to either wall or ceiling (or mortised into ceiling), the 2200 line is recommended for use wherever operative quality and durability are required. It is easily adaptable to motor driven operation and, because of its construction, will stand up under the most adverse conditions.

How can you find out more about Grant Drapery Hardware?

Write for your copy of the Grant catalog.

GRANT
PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION
49 High Street, West Nyack, New York
944 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California
An easy way to guarantee your kitchen designs is to say HOBART when you specify the food, kitchen and dishwashing machines that complete your layouts.

There are several distinct advantages to all concerned in specifying Hobart machines: one source of supply for all machines with local representation as near as the phone; a broad line that offers a variety of sizes, styles and capacities—layout flexibility; the backing of a manufacturer who has earned a reputation for building quality equipment over a span of 60 years.

When you specify Hobart, you are specifying equipment that is preferred by chefs and kitchen managers. Ask the man who has used Hobart machines...he'll tell you of their ruggedness, smoothness and economy of operation, and the unequaled dependability of Hobart-built motors—outstanding design and sanitation features.

As an architect you can appreciate these facts. Check Sweet's Architectural File for complete specifications and capacities on all Hobart kitchen and dishwashing machines. Or send the coupon for detailed specifications.
The hand-hewn character of a cedar shake roof accents modern architecture with a roofline of dramatic texture, incomparable beauty and unmistakable quality. Because handsplit cedar will outlast the very sheathing it is nailed to... cedar shakes assure the homeowner a valued combination of enduring good taste plus generations of carefree service. Above all, make certain it's cedar!
Here, at the University of Michigan, is an outstanding example of forward thinking in competitive pool planning. Nothing has been overlooked in making this installation the country's finest. Its unique design—with the diving area adjoining, but outside the main tank—makes possible its uniform five-foot depth throughout the entire six-lane course. Both beauty and permanence were achieved through the use of Romany-Spartan small unit tile for runway and tank lining.

From natatorium to auditorium, classroom to kitchen...Romany-Spartan's wide range of colors, sizes and shapes, glazed and unglazed, offers tile for every purpose. For design help or information, call your nearby Romany-Spartan representative. United States Ceramic Tile Company, Dept. P-21, Canton 2, Ohio.
PRECAST-CONCRETE FACETS ENCLOSE PISCINE-FORM SANCTUARY

Photos: Joseph Mollitor
Stamford, Conn., March 9—Dedicatory services for the spectacular new First Presbyterian Church were conducted here today* in a wondrous sanctuary magnificently illuminated by polychromatic stained-glass panels placed in a tremendous shell formed of inclined triangular facets and quadrangular panels. This remarkable structural design—resulting in a piscine-like form, ancient symbol of Christ, for both plan and silhouette—is unique in contemporary church construction and exemplifies the highest order of collaboration between architect, structural engineer, and builder. Respective members of this team were: Wallace K. Harrison, of Harrison & Abramovitz, Architects, New York; Felix J. Samuely, Consulting Engineer, London; and Pat De Luca, head of the construction company bearing his name in Stamford. Composed of 152 precast-concrete panels, the sanctuary was designed as a skin structure so that all of its related forces are taken within the surface of the building. North and south ends of the walls and roof are solid, and can act directly as part of the structure. To accommodate windows, however, the center is latticed and only the ribs formed by the triangulated skin resist attendant forces. As the facets were placed in position and supported by the scaffolding, spaces were left between the panels for placement of continuous main reinforcement and poured-in-place concrete (see node elevation across page). Loops from each precast panel also project into this space so that any two adjoining units could be fastened together during construction, and to insure the collaboration of all precast units with each other and with the poured-in-place concrete. As a result of this design there was no need for rigid frames across the building and an 8" over-all depth was sufficient for the ribs. The smaller stained-glass insert panels (see cover detail) contain 1" thick pieces, from Chartres, set in concrete. Symbolic scenes from the Crucifixion and the Resurrection were executed in France by Gabriel Loire from templates furnished by the architect. Acoustically speaking, there is no need for corrective shaping, due to the large-scale faceting of the interior surfaces which increases diffusion of sound, uniformity of distribution, and uniformity of sound decay. There is no public-address system nor special sound-absorbing material, except that provided by the congregation and carpeting. The only reflector surface suggested by the acoustics consultants—Bolt, Beranek & Newman—was the canopy over the pulpit. Construction, an intricate problem, was not simplified by the lack of a single right angle in the structure. Node point locations were established by a system of co-ordinates and by the use of surveying instruments. Erection of scaffolding had to be extremely precise in order that the panel extremities would meet their pre-established locations. Highlights of construction were when the first panel went into position, and when the last piece of the jig-saw actually fit into its rightful place. Associated Architects: Sherwood, Mills & Smith; Consulting Structural Engineers, Edwards & Hjorth; manufacturers of the precast sections: Precast Building Sections, Inc.

*Fellowship hall and educational buildings were presented in MARCH 1957 P/A.
Timing has emerged as the most important aspect of any public works program to deal with the slump. Housing-credit measures have been the first and most universally popular method of meeting the growing volume of unemployment, now at its highest point in 16 years, because they promise to have some effect upon the economy this spring. The Administration is perfectly sincere in expecting an upturn in business activity by mid-year; and despite their gloomier statements and the sterner measures they propose, most members of Congress do, too. This has been a rather spotty depression, concentrated in the older manufacturing cities. Many parts of the country are relatively unaffected, and in the recovery one may well expect the most rapidly growing areas to bounce back faster.

Among the various public works plans that have been put forward in Congress is a stepped-up housing program sponsored by Senator Sparkman. This comprehensive measure was detailed in a two-hour speech to the Senate and promptly became a major plank in the Democratic program. It involves expanded private housing, a greatly enlarged public housing program, with especial emphasis on aiding families displaced by highway construction and urban redevelopment activities, and significant changes to make urban renewal more attractive to municipalities. Sparkman’s changes in the renewal program would permit six-year commitments to assure greater continuity, and retain the present two-thirds Federal contribution which the President has proposed to reduce to one-half. The Senator’s major stress was placed on the need for a higher total volume of housing if the nation is to keep up with family formation and make a start at replacing an estimated 13,000,000 slum dwellings.

Architects might well use the experience of the present relatively mild recession to test the adequacy of our public works planning. There has been an advantage, certainly, in stimulating through Federal action the preparation of long-range construction plans. But there is little evidence, so far, that we have a well filled pipeline; and many indications that we have neither overcome the delays which disqualify public works as a depression-fighting tool in the mind of many economists nor produced a balanced program with the necessary flexibility. The present test of advance planning should be thoroughly investigated. From an economic point of view, we need to know how far construction can offset the decline in manufacturing employment. The key political issue is probably whether the decision to accelerate and enlarge public construction was, as Senator Douglas has contended, “too little and too late.”

The success of the last-ditch fight to halt the destruction of the East Front of the Capitol has greatly heartened the architectural preservation movement everywhere. At a moment when it appeared that the Architect of the Capitol

AWARDS FOR BEST USE OF MATERIALS IN PRODUCT DESIGN

Just as P/A conducts an Annual Design Awards Program, so does another Reinhold-published magazine: Materials in Design Engineering. Entries compete for “best use of materials in product design.” Among this year’s 16 awards, three were of particular architectural interest:

A portable, floor-to-ceiling pole lighting fixture, with an aluminum extrusion for the main column section, "spring loaded at the top so that it supports itself." Main features: hollow inner chamber to house height-adjustment mechanism; continuous voids to allow fastening of end caps with self-tapping screws; paired recesses for electrical inserts and to provide attachment grooves for lighting accessories. Citation to: Anthony Donato, Industrial Designer, Lightolier Corporation, Jersey City, N. J.

Portable, air-supported enclosure for all-weather swimming pool. A combination of tough, transparent Mylar film and vinyl-coated nylon fabric, the enclosure has light weight; resistance to outdoor exposure; puncture and tear resistance. Citation to: Birdair Structures, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

High-density polyurethane (foam plastic) edging, foamed in place against edge of plastic sandwich panels used for portable arctic shelters. Strip is of T&G section, has molded-in gaskets, tapping plate for fasteners; chopped glass-reinforced polyester skin for reinforcement. Citation
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and his chief professional adviser, John Harbeson of Philadelph
delphia, had succeeded in getting their secretly prepared
plans under contract, a half-dozen Senators woke up and
demanded to know what was going on. The Public Works
committee unanimously approved S. 2883, amending the
earlier authorization which appeared to require the exten-
sion, and this bill seems assured passage in the Senate. The
question now is whether the enormous power of Speaker
Rayburn can block this measure in the House. Certainly
there is no indication the Speaker has budged from his ad-
vocacy of this lamentable scheme.

- Some further steps have been taken to assure the use of
the building sites facing the Mall between the Capitol and
Washington Monument, for museums and other cultural
buildings. This entire area is now in need of some compre-
hensive architectural planning to prevent it from becoming
a piecemeal and unco-ordinated development. National
Gallery of Art, National Museum, and Smithsonian Institu-
tion are already located here. The new Museum of History
and Technology is under way. A new cultural center for the
performing arts in this area is proposed by bills introduced
last month by Rep. Frank Thompson of New Jersey and
Senator J. William Fulbright. This would occupy a site south
of the National Gallery, earlier contemplated for an enor-
mous Air Museum which certainly does not belong in this
part of the city.

- One of those vaguely worthy patriotic ideas—to construct
a so-called Freedom Shrine on a site adjoining the Arlington
National Cemetery—happily seems on the way to a quiet
burial. Plans for this over-ambitious development, carrying
a price tag that has fluctuated between $15,000,000 and
$25,000,000 have indicated an atrium-like enclosure, 90 feet
high, within which would be displayed various documents
illustrating the development of our political freedoms. The
funds would be raised by private subscription. Aside from
the very practical objection that the site is needed for the
enlargement of the Cemetery, the uncertainties surrounding
any venture of this sort certainly justify the Congressional
attitude that no construction should be commenced until the
funds are in hand. Dubious aspects of the design itself have
yet to be tested by submitting them to the Fine Arts Com-
mmission, or to planning agencies.

The Jury consisted of Joseph L. Bonanno, Chief Engineer,
Lionel Corporation; Peter Thomson, Industrial Designer,
Raymond Loewy Associates; John P. Nielsen, Chairman,
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, New York Uni-
versity; and Victor F. Sepavich, Manager of Research and
Development, Crompton & Knowles Corporation.

to: D. E. Pulsifer, Supervisor of Defense Projects Research;
and B. L. Waterhouse, Plastic Engineer, Kawneer Company,
Niles, Mich.

The Jury consisted of Joseph L. Bonanno, Chief Engineer,
Lionel Corporation; Peter Thomson, Industrial Designer,
Raymond Loewy Associates; John P. Nielsen, Chairman,
Department of Metallurgical Engineering, New York Uni-
versity; and Victor F. Sepavich, Manager of Research and
Development, Crompton & Knowles Corporation.
The Museum of Modern Art, New York, is planning exhibition of revolutionary building in museum’s garden. Architect Frederick Kiesler’s “Endless House,” utilizing principle of continuous construction without right-angled intersections, will be shown. Grant of $12,000 from D. S. and R. H. Gottesman Foundation will be used for preparation of working drawings, engineering studies, models. Structure will be approximately 40’x60’ and 25’ high. All drawings will be carried out by firm of Kiesler & Bartos.

The Hawaii Chapter, AIA, has instituted the Pan Pacific Architectural Citation, to be awarded each year to an architect from one of the countries bordering the Pacific Ocean. First winner is Japanese Architect, Kenzo Tange, for his design of The Children’s Library in Hiroshima. Purpose of award is to establish a professional unity among architects of the Pacific countries.

D. Kenneth Sargent, senior partner of Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw & Folley, has assumed duties as Director of School of Architecture, Syracuse University, following retirement of L. C. Dillenback. Sidney W Little, Dean of School of Architecture and Allied Arts of University of Oregon, has announced his resignation, effective July 1, from that post to return to academic position as Professor of Architecture, after serving as Dean for 12 years.

Jury for 1958 R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award for best use of aluminum in architecture has been selected by AIA Board of Directors. Members include: Richard J. Neutra, Los Angeles, Calif.; Arthur Loomis Harmon, New York, N. Y.; J. Roy Carroll, Philadelphia, Pa.; Richard M. Bennett, Chicago, Ill.; Pier Luigi Nervi, Rome, Italy. Winner of $25,000 award and medal will be announced in May; formal presentation will be at AIA Convention, Cleveland, Ohio, July 7-11.

New project sponsored by The Producers’ Council, Inc., is Architectural Sales Representatives Institute, which is conducting a series of regional training courses designed to improve the effectiveness of architectural selling. First session, held at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Jan. 20-24) under direction of Dean Harold D. Hauf and Professor Harry E. Rodman, was attended by 37 building products salesmen, who studied specification writing, design appreciation, organization of architectural firms, how to approach the architect, etc. Next session will be held at Ohio State University week of May 19.


Lead Industries Association has retained Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects-Engineers, to make a study of present and potential uses of lead in building construction. General partner John B. Rodgers will supervise the investigation.

Ronald L. Dirsmit, Chicago, Ill., and Sanford Hohauser, New York, N. Y., have been awarded Rome Prize Fellowships valuing $3000 each for one year announced Michael Rapuano, President of American Academy in Rome.

John Douglas Forbes, editor of Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, was recently presented with certificate of honorary membership in AIA by President Leon Chatelin.

National Institute of Arts and Letters has admitted Edward Durrell Stone, Architect, to life membership in the Department of Art for his outstanding contributions to the field. Formal induction in the Institute, whose membership is limited to 250 U.S. citizens, will take place May 21 at Joint Annual Ceremonial of National Institute and American Academy of Arts and Letters.

Domestic construction of new chemical production facilities in 1958-1959 will be approximately $2.54 billions, announced the Manufacturing Chemists’ Association. Estimate is based on 322 projects now under construction and 119 buildings scheduled for completion before 1960.

Twenty years of solar energy research at Massachusetts Institute of Technology has produced the first full-scale residential house using hot-water solar system of heating. Solar House (left), located in Lexington, Mass., features the solar collector. Collector has 640 sq ft of glass, two layers thick, installed over a thin sheet of black-painted aluminum. Sheet absorbs energy while glass keeps heat energy from escaping. To store energy for use, water is circulated through copper tubes attached to the aluminum sheet. Hot water thus acquired is stored in basement tank and air heated by it is circulated through house by duct system. Glass is used for complete roof and south wall. Living room is on second floor and is connected to screened-in porch adjacent to building by a flying bridge. Usable floor space in house is 1450 sq ft. House will be sold to private owners, but MIT will continue to gather data on system’s performance.
• Plans for a new Assembly Hall at University of Illinois were recently approved. Designed by Harrison & Abramovitz, Architects, structure will resemble a saucer, will have a maximum seating capacity of 20,000 for speeches, and will also be used for basketball games and other activities such as concerts, fairs, pageants. Plan (above) shows how curtain walls will be used to shut off areas for specific uses. Building will be of reinforced concrete with lightweight roof. Principal advantage of plan is lack of obstructing pillars. Renderings (above right) show proposed outside view and general picture of completed building. Structural Engineers for project are Ammann & Whitney; Mechanical-Electrical Engineers: Syska & Hennessy; Acoustical Consultants: Bolt, Beranek & Newman; Seating Consultants: Ben Schlanger. Completion is set for 1960.

• Winner of International Competition for Qaide Azam Ali Jinnah Mausoleum, Karachi, Pakistan, was Raglan Squire & Partners, London, England. Competition was judged by: Prime Minister of Pakistan; Eugene Beaudouin, France; Robert H. Matthew, Great Britain; Pier Luigi Nervi, Italy; Gio Ponti, Italy; Georges Candilis, International Union of Architects.

• Edwin F. Harris, Jr., has been awarded Lloyd Warren Fellowship, Paris Prize in Architecture, by National Institute for Architectural Education, for his design of a national cultural center for a metropolitan city. Plan was selected from field of 80 entries. Fellowship carries stipend of $5000 for year's travel here and abroad. . . . Winner of 1958 Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship of New York Chapter, AIA, has been revealed as Harry A. Anthony, city planner and assistant professor of planning and housing at Columbia University.

• Recent election results of interest to architects and industry are: Lester A. Jacobson, Berkeley, Calif., president of American Institute of Timber Construction; Richard B. Alexander, Andersen, Ind., president of Tile Council of America; Douglas McHenry, Chicago, Illa. president of American Concrete Institute; August P. Petrillo, Mount Vernon, N. Y., president of Building Stone Institute.

• Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company Building, Newark, N. J., designed by Eggers & Higgins, Architects, received award as "Office of the Year" in survey conducted by Office Management magazine.
Contrary to widely accepted claims that inflation can be "controlled" or "combated" and that a recession can be "halted," the current "readjustment" continues to reveal itself as a cyclical phenomenon, progressing in fairly predictable stages. The earliest of these is invariably a severe capital shortage: this phase was reached during the latter half of 1957, with high interest rates as an exponent. That has now definitely passed and interest is cheaper today than it was before the cycle began. The part played by the Federal Reserve Board in moderating interest is cheaper today than it was before the cycle began. Actually, the part played by basic capital accumulation should be primarily credited. So much for developments thus far.

What concerns architects and construction men presently is the foreseeable supply of fixed capital. As estimated by the banking house of R. W. Pressprich & Co., the supply of long-term funds for the first half of '58 will fall short of the investment demand by $1.6 billion, this sum being arrived at by setting forth a $14.1 billions net increase in savings as against a $15.7 billions capital investment demand for the period. More than offsetting this figure, a seasonal accumulation of $7 billions Treasury surplus plus $700 millions bank loans will result in a net half-year surplus of funds amounting to $6.1 billions dollars. This follows the classical pattern of capital accumulation in the course of a recessionary phase.

The economy is now approaching the end of what Prudential Insurance's president, Carroll M. Shanks, calls a "dip down." He predicts that business "will level out by midyear"; he calls the attitude of many important men and economists "unreasonably pessimistic." His prophecy should be viewed in the light of previous experience, which reveals a slower swing to the middle stages of a negative cycle.

Again comes news of worldwide price cuts in non-ferrous metals such as aluminum, which Russia is now "dumping" at $25 a ton below the pegged price of $551. The Soviets are also said to be glutting the Western markets with tin and other alloy metals, useful in modern construction. On the other hand, iron-ore prices for '58 will be unchanged from last year, independent producers announce.

New and unfilled orders in manufactured products amounted to $51 billions on January 1—down some $14 billions from the year previous—with "durables" leading the decline. In a frenzied effort to bolster sales, makers and dealers are cutting prices throughout a diversified area of consumer goods, such as home appliances, furniture, used autos, farm equipment. This price sag marks the second stage of the recessionary syndrome.

The recession [now rightly labeled "depression" in the highest official quarters] is breeding numerous efforts at Federal and local levels to stem the adverse tide. Not least of these is an ambitious residential program for the older-than-sixty-five contingent of the country—now exceeding 15 millions. This program includes direct Federal loans to elderly homebuilders as well as indirect loans to foster the construction of the last-named type. As cited by The Wall Street Journal, the 132-unit development by the Omaha Educational Association Senior Citizens for retired school teachers has been awarded $1,144,000 of FHA mortgage money. Concurrently the Senate has before it a measure designed to lift residential starts above one and one-third million a year.

An exception to the disheartening roster of downslides is afforded by the production of "man-made" fiber, such as textile glass, which broke all records, having climbed above a 1.7-billion-pounds annual rate by January 1. This was 100 million pounds over the '56 total and reflects a 250% upswing since 1941. Further cheer: machine orders rise.

A little-noted bit of information broke recently that may carry a message of hope for architects beneath its manifest content. Following three years of study, the joint committee of the AFL-CIO Building Trade Department and the National Constructors Association announce that three million building mechanics have received definite instructions from their union leaders to comply with a ten-point code designed to do away with "featherbedding" and all other forms of manpower waste. A veteran New England authority sees in this move a possible reduction of building cost for both home and nonresidential construction. Building activity in general should be stimulated thereby.

Forecasts for the remainder of 1958 envision "strong cross-currents in construction activity," as analyzed by experts at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. It is their belief that factory building will decline from the year-earlier peak, while "construction outlays of state and local governments" are viewed as in a "rising trend." Increased Government outlays on Federal, state, and local levels—already running far ahead of 1956-57—are cited by the Federal Reserve as factors of construction strength. Shrinking interest rates meanwhile make financing easier. Municipal bonds continue to be in demand, thus augmenting the funds available for public buildings. At this writing more than $1.5 billion of state, county, and city loans have come into the market since the first of January—a yearly pace of some $9 billions—with huge offerings yet to appear. So large is the total of projected issues that bonds are beginning to pile up, unsold. This congestion has been aggravated by the U. S. Treasury overhang of $1.25 billion long-time 3%, obligations.

Encouraging final note: "Country" banks are no longer primarily farm financers, says Virginia banking conference speaker; they are increasingly concerned with small-town urban developments and other projects often assigned to architects.
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NEW YORK ELKHART, INDIANA CHICAGO
HOUSES: THE SPACE FACTOR

MAY P/A will present a number of houses in which architects have provided notably interesting and pleasant living spaces. The issue will include: a house/pavilion/dance deck in a garden; a house with a garden room; a house with a two-story studio; a house bridging its own garden; a ski lodge/vacation house; and a suburban house opening toward its view.

LIVING AREAS IN HOMES

Interior Design Data for May will be devoted to residential living areas, including houses in Palm Springs and San Francisco, California, and an apartment in New York.

MATERIALS AND METHODS ARTICLES

Four informative articles will appear in MAY P/A:

“Specifications for Lawns and Planting,” by Lee Circle.
“Antidote for Nail Pops,” based on material from the Gypsum Association.
“Why Not Pest-Preventative Construction?” by Hubert Frings, Professor of Zoology, Pennsylvania State University.

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

means

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRESS
Yale's Hospital-Design Fellowship

Since 1949, the Department of Architecture at Yale University has been recipient and co-sponsor of an unusual Fellowship, conceived and designed to stimulate advanced study in the design of hospitals. The Magnus T. Hopper Fellowship in Hospital Architecture, as it is designated, has been carried on through the efforts of Charles F. Neergaard, "retired" hospital consultant who continues to maintain a lively interest in hospital programming and hospital architecture.

In memory of Dr. Hopper (who was for 25 years Medical Director of Carson C. Peck Memorial Hospital in Brooklyn, New York, and a progressive hospital superintendent interested in advances in design), Neergaard has raised each year, through the Hopper Fellowship Committee, a gift of $2500, of which $1500 is allocated for the Fellow's tuition and living expenses, $500 for books and travel, and the remainder for costs of conducting the Fellowship competitions.

Under the direct conduct of the Department of Architecture, but with a visiting critic who has special knowledge of and experience in hospital design, the problems have been given each year to advanced students. At the conclusion of the problem, and after normal grading by the Department faculty, a special Jury is called in to help determine the winner of the Fellowship. The specialized study in hospital design thus permitted to the winning student is invaluable in preparing him for further work in the field—either in office work or in additional research. The experience record of the Hopper Fellows since graduation is an impressive one.

Programs for the Fellowship competitions have varied from straight hospital design problems—"A Hospital for an Industrial Town" was the subject of the first problem, in 1949, and "A Hospital for a Rural Community" the most recent, in 1957—to extremely specialized ones such as the unusual hotel-hospital combination (shown on the following spread), which was the 1956 Fellowship winner. Problems of hospital facilities in relation to public-health activities have been studied; the hospital as a community adjunct has been explored; and many facets of health-sociology affecting architecture have come up for discussion and research. The critics in charge of the problems have in many cases brought various hospital specialists to talk to the students, and visits to functioning institutions (along with research in published literature) have been part of the studies.

The most recent Fellowship study (John F. Houk's project, see below and overpage) was conducted by Aaron N. Kiff, partner in the firm of Kiff, Colean, Voss & Souder (The Office of York & Sawyer). A busy, practical-minded architect with long experience in hospital design, Nate Kiff admits that he gave up two days a week for two months to the project, with some hesitation. "I had misgivings as to the reception I would receive from the students when they realized what a restrictive problem a hospital project would be," he reports. "Previous conversations with faculty members in other schools had persuaded me that the present-day architectural student was interested in broad aspects of design rather than explicit application to intricate planning processes. I soon learned that I was wrong."

Kiff's comments on his experience could be useful to any teacher giving a specialized problem. In addition to the two days each week, he soon found that he was spending long evenings with the more interested students. "The evening sessions grew in..."
number each week, as interest in the problem likewise grew. I found the students gathering momentum and becoming more and more interested in the hospital as a planning problem... A study of the final designs showed that almost all students had come up with solutions equal in a practical sense to those one would expect from experienced designers or draftsmen in an office.

Kiff came to the conclusion that practicing-architect critics are welcomed by students—when they really work at this assignment. "In any involved building problem, students need concentrated effort on the part of their instructors, and if a practicing architect is to be of any real assistance he must be willing to give the students lots of time at the drafting board."

The Hopper Fellowship program has brought to Yale considerable practicing-architect talent, which has concentrated on highly specialized problems.

The 1957 Hopper Fellowship was won by a third-year student, John F. Houk, with the project shown on this page. The problem was a hospital for a rural community, and the solution, on a sloping site adequate for a decentralized scheme, explodes the plan in such a way that individual nursing units become almost separated pavilions, yet well connected to the central administration and joint-facilities unit. The result, the Jury felt, was a hospital with an unusual degree of human scale and pleasant informality, which had not departed from any of the practical criteria which good administration, nursing care, and therapy demand.

On the lower floor (plan at bottom left) the large unit contains kitchen, cafeteria, storage and such spaces, as well as well isolated surgical and obstetrical departments. On this level, the two separated nursing-unit pavilions are devoted to maternity and surgical-medical cases (directly related to the appropriate operating spaces). On the upper level (plan at top left) the main hospital entrance occurs, and in the principal block administrative and related spaces are planned. One pavilion has a second floor—devoted to pediatric and special nursing cases—immediately connected to the outpatient and special therapy rooms.
In 1956, the Hopper Fellow was Martin Kirchner, Fulbright Scholar from Wiesbaden, Germany. His winning project, shown here, was an answer to a difficult problem (given by Joseph Neufeld) which called for a community health-care unit in a high-density urban area. The attempt was to see whether a 150-bed hospital and a 200-bed hotel could be planned together to mutual advantage. "It was emphasized," Kirchner reports, "that hospitals and hotels face similar economic problems in the course of a year, and that an integration of the two elements under one administrative group could facilitate savings in daily running expenses. Hospitals in general show a decrease in occupancy during summer months; every hotel in turn has to struggle with periods of low occupancy. The combination offers striking advantages: patients ready to care for themselves but needing some medical facilities could move into the hotel . . . single and double rooms could be used alternately . . . common kitchen facilities, storage, and general administration would make savings possible."

Hotel block rises eight stories; hospital six floors. Low buildings house administration and public spaces for each unit, with possible common rehabilitation or convalescent spaces. The two units are interconnected on lower floors.
This hospital is a recent addition to an existing plant comprising a general hospital, staff quarters, and boiler house. The new structure, a 500-bed acute general hospital, is also a teaching center for the care and supervision of inpatients, as well as a center for outpatients and rehabilitation patients. Conversion of the existing general hospital into a facility for the chronically ill is presently underway. A connecting bridge between the old and the new buildings will make joint use of the diagnostic and treatment facilities possible. Total bed capacity exceeds 800. The building site measures about 10 acres, of which the least encumbered area to the south was used for the construction of the new building. Nursing units have been oriented toward the south, facing ocean and a parkway which precludes the erection of other buildings within 450 ft of the south façade. The hospital is in the form of an H—the south leg forming the inpatient block, the east-west crossbar containing the main circulation core with departmental administration offices, the north leg occupied by the outpatient departments as well as the ancillary services. The outpatient department has been intentionally isolated in order to segregate heavy outpatient traffic from persons visiting inpatients. At the same time a wider wing was necessary to accommodate the equipped services. The building is supported on cast-in-place concrete piles with reinforced pile caps. These support slab, columns, and grade beams. Because of the near sea level site the space below the first floor slab is devoted only to pipe space. Walls in these areas are hydro-lithically waterproofed and the floor is a 15" gravity slab. The super structure is a steel frame, used in combination with short span, lightweight concrete arch construction. To provide pipe chases, beams were framed into girders made up of two channels straddling the columns. Peripheral columns along north and south walls are set back to provide space for heating risers. Heating is performed by a two-pipe forced circulation downfeed reversed return, hot-water heating system for floors two to nine. The first

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>location</th>
<th>Brooklyn, New York</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>architect</td>
<td>Andrew J. Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associate architects</td>
<td>Katz, Weisman, Blumenkranz, Stein, Weber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landscape architect-site planner</td>
<td>Leo A. Novick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Floor and portions of the second floor are heated by a two-pipe vacuum return system. The tenth floor and penthouse residence floors are radiantly heated. Complete air-conditioning systems have been installed for operating rooms, delivery suite, animal rooms, fluoroscopy and radiography, central supply, auditorium, and encephalography. Design and construction of this building for the Department of Hospitals of the City of New York were under the supervision of Frederick H. Zurmuhlen, Commissioner of the Department of Public Works—

Albert Bauer, Senior Architect, Alexander Beresniakoff, Project Architect. V. L. Falotico & Associates were Mechanical Engineers; Farkas & Barron, Structural Engineers; Gerace & Castagna, General Contractor.
In arranging the multitudinous functions of this hospital, the architects attempted to achieve a reasonable balance between horizontal and vertical traffic, a directness of traffic flow, and noninterfering circulations. Equally important was the interrelationship of inpatient services and the outpatient, diagnostic, and therapeutic services, to facilitate the work of physicians and personnel who serve in both departments. Results of the careful balancing of all the hospital functions are evident on all floors but in particular on the first floor. Here the admitting division is located in the south block; medical record room (4), social service, and business offices form the link between inpatient and the outpatient department in the north wing. All points of entry and departure—for visitors, staff, outpatients, ambulatory and emergency admissions, supplies, trash and soiled linens—are on this floor. A lobby to the south (1) serves visitors and staff. Outpatients enter from the west into a waiting room (2) which opens onto a garden court. Cubicles (5) serve as registry points for new patients of the outpatient division. Also on this floor are the mortuary services of which the chapel forms a part. Another similar chapel (3) on the third floor is for the use of the patients.
The second floor is entirely devoted to nonpatient facilities. From here all food, pharmaceutical, and sterile supplies (2) are distributed to the two hospitals. Specially assigned elevators and a centrally located conveyor system, using baskets on two moving belts, are used for vertical distribution. Horizontal distribution is achieved via an enclosed bridge which connects at this level with the hospital for the chronically ill. The kitchen (5) takes up the entire width of the rear wing, has excellent natural light, and through-ventilation as well as mechanical ventilation. Production flow has been carefully determined and interior finishes were selected on the basis of cleanliness and low maintenance. This area is acoustically insulated by a perforated-metal-pan ceiling with aluminum finish and glass-fiber insulation. The kitchen also services a cafeteria (4) for personnel and staffs of both hospital buildings. From the cafeteria an outdoor terrace is accessible. Medical and nursing administration offices are located on this floor as well as a medical library and boardroom (3) which may be combined to form one large space. Also available is an auditorium (1) equipped for demonstrations by audio and visual aids and closed-circuit TV from operating suite.
The third floor was chosen to house the rehabilitation department since the roofs of the second floor extensions could be utilized as outdoor exercise spaces. There are three such spaces: a terrace off the dayrooms with south exposure, sea breeze, and view; a protected west terrace above the landscaped court; a varisurfaced deck (3) off the exercise room (1) intended to prepare patients for conditions to be met underfoot on return to streets and parks. A demonstration apartment was designed to simulate typical indoor conditions.

Of note are the design details of the general medical clinics and special outpatient clinics on the fourth floor. Here the corridor has been widened into waiting areas (2) furnished with benches designed by the architects. Small intimate spaces have been created out of the corridor by means of screenwalls, brightly colored for identification and decorative purposes. Treatment rooms with dressing cubicles are centered between two corridors; one to provide access and space for history files, the other for the doctors, who have the use of a continuous countertop (4) along the window wall.

Typical six-bed wards (5) are sunny and pleasant. Concrete sunshades on all south facing window openings are pierced to permit air circulation. Underside of canopies is painted blue to cut glare.

Rooms in the rehabilitation section have patients' lockers adjoining each bed. Nurses' stations (6) are equipped with linoleum and stainless steel work counters, chart carts, and wall cabinets.
The fifth floor has nursing units in the southern block; radiography, radiation, dermatology, and TB clinics in the north wing. Rooms in the TB section are provided with balconies. Extraction clinics, blood bank, and pathological laboratories occupy the sixth floor with nursing units. The seventh floor (plan below) houses two surgical nursing units and the operating division (2, 3). Operating rooms are equipped with color-corrected, dome-type optical systems on 7-ft tracks. Natural light is controlled by adjustable aluminum fins set vertically between two sheets of heat absorbing glass. The delivery suite is directly above; a few special patients' rooms are in the north wing; normal obstetrical nursing units (plan below) in the south wing. The ninth floor houses the pediatric nursing units with classrooms and a roof playground. The tenth floor is planned as a residence for male interns. All rooms (1) open onto a continuous roof terrace.
Materials and Methods

Construction


(Continued on page 258)
hospital / nursing school / convent

location | Blackwell, Oklahoma
architects-engineers | Coston-Frankfurt-Short
associate architect | Edward J. Romieniec
The Blackwell General Hospital, School of Practical Nursing, and Convent is comprised of a 60-bed hospital, school for 20 student nurses, and convent for 20 nuns. Among program requirements were that the hospital be a multi-story unit, include a chapel, and that there be total separation between patients and the medical core—surgery-obstetrics, technicians, doctors, labs, X-ray departments, and central service. The solution was to place the latter on the top floor; plan nursing units on the second and third floors; reserve the ground floor for business offices, diagnostic facilities, and general services.

The nursing school and convent are organized in a single, separate building (plans overpage), with ground floor devoted to school, living, and utilities; upper floor, for study and sleeping. The two units are separated by a mechanical area on first floor and a lounge for the nursing school, upstairs.

Both buildings are of reinforced-concrete beam-and-joist pan-type construction. Exterior walls of the hospital proper are of glazed brick, while in the nursing-school/convent building, considerable cypress is used "to create a more residential feeling." Heating of both elements is by means of low-pressure steam and hot water, with distribution in school and convent via convectors on exterior walls. The hospital is fully air conditioned, with individual fan-type units in rooms with exterior wall surfaces, and central-type low-pressure primary conditioned air introduced through these units. Interior zones use standard, fan-coil heating and cooling units, while operating rooms and obstetrical delivery rooms employ sprayed coil heating and cooling units with humidity controls using 100-percent outside air. D. C. Bass & Sons Construction Company was General Contractor.
Between the paired operating rooms (above) at the west end of the top floor is the customary scrub-up alcove (above left).

Near the center of the fourth-floor medical core is the central service and supply room (left).
At the north end of the "campus" is the combined nursing school and convent (across page and above). Solar barriers are used above ground-floor windows, while a deep roof soffit shields upstairs rooms from too much sunlight. Paneling in the window bays is cypress; piers are finished in the same glazed brick as that used on the walls of the hospital.
Operated by the Department of Welfare of the City of Philadelphia, the Riverview Extension Home for the Aged is a remarkable (possibly unique) institution of its kind. Winner in a citywide design competition; an Award winner in P/A's Second Annual Design Awards Program, it is colorful, bright, and cheerful—attributes that would never describe almshouses of the past. The Jury in the Department of Welfare's competition unanimously heralded the design for solving "human aspects with great sensitivity. The particular arrangement of pavilions, around a central meeting facility, gives naturally a free choice of movement and environment to the occupants. In detail, the planning of the pavilions and central facility supports the principle of the dignity of the individual." P/A's Jury praised it for its noninstitutional character and for "setting a fine example as the first of its kind in the country."

The site is on land bordering the Delaware River, with its busy traffic. Each of the five cross-shaped cottages has sleeping quarters in three wings, a day room in the fourth, and plastic-skylighted bath and toilet facilities in the center. All are joined to the central meeting house by solaria or windowed passages. The meeting house includes a main dining and recreation center, complete with stage, and occupational therapy rooms of many kinds. A terrace, with concrete benches and sunshades, provides grandstand seats for the river view. Except in long-span areas of the meeting house, where steel framing is used, buildings are of reinforced-concrete construction.
In the dining-recreation area of the central meeting house (above), floors are terrazzo; walls, glazed brick; ceiling, wood over acoustical plaster. Mural of animal life, as well as the porcelain enamel frieze on the exterior of the building (see preceding pages), are the work of Jean Francksen. Generous solaria (left), with sliding, aluminum window panels, join cottages to main meeting house. Floors, benches, and plant boxes are terrazzo.

Photos: Lawrence S. Williams.
Each cottage has a sunny dayroom (above) with walls of glazed brick, plaster, and Philippine mahogany. Chairs, many of molded plastic, are in several colors. Each room has a television set. Typical sleeping rooms (right), with beds arranged both in alcoves and around "pinwheels," are also colorful, with oyster white and light green glazed brick walls in the men's pavilions; yellow and pink tones, in the women's pavilions. Floors are terrazzo; ceilings, acoustical tile between exposed-concrete beams.

In the central building are a barber shop for men and a beauty shop (below left) for women. On the lower floor, reached by gentle ramps, are occupational therapy rooms, such as the loom room shown (below right).
Typical of the 11 doctors' offices that comprise this clinic is the one shown (above and right)—residential atmosphere; carpeted floor; ceiling of acoustical tile. Exterior trellises help control daylighting.

Photos: Deuchars-Massar

psychiatric group clinic

location | Seattle, Washington
architects | Paul Hayden Kirk & Associates
associates | Donald S. Wallace; David A. McKinley, Jr.
landscape architect | Glen Hunt
interior design | Miller-Pollard
This exceptional facility houses the offices of 11 psychiatrists. Design goals included provision of privacy for each doctor's office and a quiet, friendly, unclinical atmosphere. Achievement of these ends involved resourcefulness in both planning and structural scheming. The parallel rows of doctors' offices, arranged at either side of a plastic-skylighted and planted central corridor, have visual outdoor extensions onto a gracious garden which, in turn, is protected and enclosed by a colorful fence composed of frame-supported, translucent, sheet-plastic panels. In addition, the atmosphere of serenity and relaxation is furthered by use of domestic-scaled furniture; the richness of carpeting; and combined use of wood and stone in their natural state. Glazing of the garden-facing ends of the offices extends from wall to wall and comes down to the floor—with fixed panels at either side and a central panel of operable glass jalousies. For sound control, both the party walls between offices and walls between offices and corridor are of double construction, with quilt insulation woven between the members of the staggered 2"x3" framing.

Due to the floor-to-ceiling glass along exterior walls and inability to use walls separating suites for roof joist bearing (because of split plates), a ledger beam system of framing was employed for exterior walls, and corridor walls are load-bearing. The glazed walls were made up as panels in the millwork shop to speed construction and keep them dry. The wall to the east, bordering the waiting rooms, is solid masonry. The clinic is heated by a forced-warm-air system.

Stern & Towne, Mechanical Engineers; Thomas E. Sparling, Electrical Engineer; Ray W. Kenworthy, Acoustics; Hainsworth Construction Co., Contractor.
Each of the paired waiting rooms (top) has a sliding aluminum-framed panel that opens to a fenced garden.

At one end of the library (bottom) is a kitchenette, concealed when not in use by sliding shoji screens. Flooring is vinyl tile.

The fence of bright, translucent plastic panels (across page) provides a cheerful background for the garden outlook from each doctor's office.
business-machines showroom
This showroom was designed to display three European imports: a Swedish computer, a West German typewriter, and an English duplicator. Offices for the client, a Swedish manufacturer of calculating machines, and his sales force, occupy the remainder of the small (20'x100') three-story building in mid-Manhattan. A number of architectural devices including an irregularly receding and projecting balcony, abundant use of light and white color, successfully averted the prospect of a tunnel-like space. Furnishings are either underscaled or visually almost non-existent (since display fixtures are made of clear plastic). In this way the machines on display become the dominant element in the total composition. To off-set the sharp and cold surfaces of the space the designers introduced natural woods, plant material, and colorful exhibits. The first of a planned series of exhibits focuses on the work of Sutnar, who devised and co-ordinated all of the company's graphic material. His layouts for stationery and brochures are based on the logotype developed by Lindblom and Nitzche for a large sign screen (elevation right) which reaches almost the entire length of the showroom and out beyond the glass line. The front of the building, comprising the two-story façade of the showroom and the front of the president's office on the top floor, is composed of large sections of plate glass set into stainless steel frames. The face of the building has been set well back from the property line to avoid reflections. Cheek walls are faced with sheets of bronze and stainless steel. The floor, a handsome white Swedish glass mosaic, has been carried out to the property line, contributing much to the fresh and crystalline quality of the showroom. Uris Brothers was General Contractor.

*Hans Lindblom and Oscar Nitzche.
Space frame of 1½" pipe serves three purposes: (1) mounting of displays, shelving, or perforated metal panels; (2) support for spot lights; (3) disguise for air-conditioning duct. White-painted pipe-frames are again employed as supports for handrails of oil-finished natural birch. Framing of stair treads is of metal, painted white; treads are covered with industrial rubber matting; I-beam supports painted black.

Photos: Louis Reena

At rear of showroom (across page), away from visitors' traffic, a comfortable lounge area has been gained. The mezzanine floor above provides space for desks of salesmen. The various floor levels lend width and interest to the elongated floor space and the bold lines of the birch handrail help to link one level to the other. Screen at balcony (across page upper right) extends almost the entire length of the showroom. Abstract symbols, which at the front of the store are combined to form the trademark, are mounted to the blue-enamel steel frame by stainless steel wires. Symbols are of black, white, red, yellow, and clear plastic.
Display fixtures are made up of slabs of clear plastic, 1/4" thick, fastened together with plastic dowels. Light from a source under the mosaic floor illuminates the edges of the plastic slabs. Clear plastic is also used to fabricate water-tight containers for aquatic plants and fish. A light source under these boxes furnishes the required warmth for waterlife and plants and serves to heighten their brilliance.
This group of structures—a restaurant building; a curved structure with shops on the ground floor and offices in a partial second floor; a boat dock; and a series of interconnecting, covered walkways—serves a popular tourist resort, one of whose main attractions consists of rides in glass-bottomed boats to view the wonders of subterranean life through the crystal-clear waters. A Citation winner in P/A's Third Annual Design Awards Program, the group was designed to replace buildings that had been destroyed by fire.

All of the structures are steel-framed, with main radial beams and columns articulated throughout and exposed to form the main design pattern. Ceilings, floors, and roof planes float independently of all exterior walls, which extend only to door height; the space between the tops of these masonry walls and ceilings is filled with glass. Wide roof overhangs are provided to protect the crowds from sun and rain. The walkways around the boat docks continue the lines of the main radial beams, in miniature; gypsum and concrete-slab roofs are supported on bar joists. Floorings include terrazzo, with zinc screeds; asphalt tile; and cork tile. Sash, storefront frames, and skylight frames are aluminum. Heating and air conditioning is supplied from a heat pump, with well, ceiling ductwork, and air-handling unit; forced warm air and cool air enter rooms from ceiling grills. Artificial lighting combines both fluorescent and incandescent fixtures. John Rasmussen was General Contractor.
The restaurant building, located near the main highway to attract transients as well as sightseers, has a dining room and coffee shop for from 250 to 300 on the ground floor and a banquet hall above that accommodates 500.

Photos (except as noted): Alexandre Georges

The covered walkways bordering the shops are furnished with benches. The extra-wide overhang in front of main shops (center) is broken by a continuous skylight glazed with blue-green, glare-reducing, heat-resistant glass.
QUINCY MARKET—1825-1826
Boston, Massachusetts
Alexander Parris, Architect
The peculiar American ability to "think big" dates back to the early days of the young Republic. By the 1820's, the country's course of unparalleled physical and economic expansion had become clear, and established seaports, like New York and Boston, had already outgrown their simple, colonial beginnings. Boston, in particular, had a firm eye on the future, and under the leadership of one of her most dynamic mayors, Josiah Quincy, executed an architectural plan to expand the Faneuil Hall market area—a project still remarkable for the extent and daring of its concept and the finesse of its design.

So big, in fact, was Mayor Quincy's scheme for a new market development to replace inadequate quarters in the handsome old Faneuil Hall, that he adroitly sold the idea by promoting a promise of market development to replace inadequate quarters in the future. Boston, in particular, had a firm eye on the future, and under the leadership of one of her most dynamic mayors, Josiah Quincy, executed an architectural plan to expand the Faneuil Hall market area—a project still remarkable for the extent and daring of its concept and the finesse of its design.
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So big, in fact, was Mayor Quincy's scheme for a new market development to replace inadequate quarters in the handsome old Faneuil Hall, that he adroitly sold the idea by promoting a promise of market development to replace inadequate quarters in the future. Boston, in particular, had a firm eye on the future, and under the leadership of one of her most dynamic mayors, Josiah Quincy, executed an architectural plan to expand the Faneuil Hall market area—a project still remarkable for the extent and daring of its concept and the finesse of its design.
Massive granite slabs of unusual structural directness face the market building and the well-proportioned storefronts opposite, their proto-modern simplicity of design and construction still recognizable today, in spite of neglect and commercial defacement.

Photos: Carth Huxtable
new joint system for metal walls

One of three types of experimental wall systems presented in "Curtain Walls of Stainless Steel"—a research report prepared by Princeton's School of Architecture and sponsored by the Committee of Stainless Steel Producers of the American Iron and Steel Institute—was an industrial system. Since that time further detailed development work on this system has taken place under the direction of Dean Robert W. McLaughlin and Wayne F. Koppes, and recently a report of the investigation was announced to members of the architectural and engineering press.

Before the research began, the following self-imposed design criteria required that the system be: (1) uniquely appropriate to stainless steel; (2) weather-proof; (3) maintenance free; (4) quickly installed; (5) economical; and that it (6) use no sealer or gasket; (7) allow freedom of movement due to thermal effects; (8) take advantage of the strength-durability properties of stainless steel.

The resulting current design, like its preliminary version, uses thin, vertical facing sheets of stainless steel sprung into concave curvature to provide a shallow-fluted wall surface. A prime advantage of this kind of design is that it permits free movement resulting from thermal effects. Movement of this type effects only the radius of curvature of the sheets and acts uniformly over the wall surface.

The joint system

The joint system has two basic parts: a retainer channel and an insert batten strip (Figure 1). The channel used on the experimental work was formed of 20-gage (.038") stainless steel, and the batten is a plain strip of half-hard stainless steel, .005" thick. These two parts act in opposition to each other, clamping between them the rolled edge of the facing sheet.

The steps involved in assembling the joints are shown (Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5). The retainer channels are placed vertically on the wall 16" o.c., and are attached to it either by bolts or screws spaced 24" o.c. Neoprene-stainless steel...
washers are used under the bolt heads to seal the bolt holes, since channels also serve as continuous vertical gutters—a secondary defense against possible leakage of water at the joint. Long channels may be spliced at any point between attachment bolts by an offset sleeve (Figure 1).

Facing sheets are mechanically anchored to the wall by means of a loose anchor tab on the channel attachment bolts, which engages spaced slots in the formed edges of the sheets (Figure 5). This anchorage provides only a loose primary attachment of the sheets, preventing their removal under negative loading; the joint is sealed by the subsequent insertion of the batten strip, providing a secondary attachment of the facing sheets to the channels.

Installation of the batten is accomplished by the use of a spreading mechanism, which bends the facing sheet concavely, engaging its formed edge with the flanges of the spread channel (Figure 2). A bent batten strip is inserted into the spread channel by use of a “threading tool” (Figures 3, 4, and 5). With the removal of the spreading mechanism, the facing sheet, channel, and batten strip all tend to assume their original shapes—the action of the channel being opposite to that of the strip. Both sheet and strip assume curved forms under continuing compressive action, automatically sealing the joint.

applications

Two applications of the joint system were studied: (1) as part of an all-metal wall assembly (Figure 6); (2) as a metal facing only, for the walls of any construction. In addition, the following basic details were solved: external building corner, base details, cornice details, splicing sheets, and treatment around wall openings.

Costs were consistently kept in mind during the design development, and it is believed that the processes involved are all appropriate to low-cost mass production.

Figure 5—four steps in joint-assembly procedure (below and across-page).
new joint system for metal walls

Figure 6—one application for new joint system for metal walls (above): all-metal wall assembly.
Habitable space in new multistory commercial and institutional buildings has undergone dimensional changes as dictated by increasing building costs. Offices and rooms have been reduced in size and increased in unit numbers, consistent with economy and practicability. Concurrently, designers have increased the use of glass. While this opening of rooms to the outside has helped psychologically in overcoming the space-reduction problem, it has spawned new obstacles. Large window areas let in more light, and brilliant sun brings with it annoying glare which results in eyestrain and fatigue. Countering this problem with Venetian blinds and sun shades defeats the purpose of large windows, and thus a cycle is started. Creating the feeling of spaciousness through increased window area poses another problem: in summer, excessive sunlight overheats the interior.

Costly overhangs or louvers provide some of the solutions to these problems, but many architects believe that the real answer may be in the glass itself. Heat-absorbing green glass has been tried, and today many modern buildings testify to the fact that the use of this glass is successful in some respects. One limitation of green glass is its use with the colors of some other exterior building materials. Another is its characteristic of casting colored light into rooms, which may play impish tricks with color schemes. Recently, a new glazing medium—glare-reducing gray glass—has found acceptance by architects for use in office buildings, schools, hospitals, churches, government buildings, industrial plants, homes, and apartment buildings.

Gray glass reduces glare, reduces heat transmission, provides excellent visibility, and is neutral in color.

This unique glass is produced in commercial quantities by several firms, including American Window Glass Company and Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company—manufacturing an inherently colored gray sheet, and Franklin Plate Glass Company—marketing gray plate glass. Recently, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company produced gray plate glass, and was followed by Libbey-Owens-Ford Company with a similar plate glass. Gray glass is essentially a mixture of nickel, cobalt, and iron, added to the basic ingredients of sand, soda, and lime. Characteristics of the gray sheet glass manufactured by one of these manufacturers are shown (Table I).
Gray glass, viewed from the exterior (across page), appears as a dense, fairly opaque, glazing material. An inside viewer is unaware that he is looking through anything but clear glass. Aetna Life Insurance Building, Denver: Architect, Thomas J. Moore.

This new glazing material reduces glare, reduces heat transmission, provides good visibility, and is neutral in color.

Early in 1954, when a bright new television picture tube was produced for the television industry, TV manufacturers requested a gray glass to be placed in front of the tube, acting as a glare-reducing filter for bright areas, sharpening gray tones in the picture, and doubling as an implosion plate to protect viewers in the rare event that the tube exploded. Glass producers brought out a safety glass whose gray color came from a thin, gray, plastic sheet placed between two layers of clear glass. Regular safety glass is produced the same way except that the plastic is uncolored. Later the TV industry requested gray sheet glass, inherently colored. This request came at about the same time that architects began to take notice of the desirable properties of gray glass.

To what can be attributed the wide acceptance of gray glass? Without question, it is the fact that it has met the pressing needs of architecture for a multifunction glass. Certainly, one of its greatest characteristics is its property of appearing two-faced: while the outsider looks at a dense and fairly opaque glazing material, the inside viewer is unaware that he is looking through any but clear glass.

Another desirable characteristic is that the shade relationship of colors is not affected by light transmitted by gray glass. Thus the interior decorator is permitted complete freedom to use interior color without being inhibited by the glazing material.

Another outside factor comes into play which points up an advantage of gray glass. A hodge-podge of color from room to room as viewed from the street, especially in apartment houses, frequently destroys the design mass of the building's exterior. Gray glass, by giving uniform outside appearance, masks diversified interior decoration.

There are low-light-transmission gray glasses on the market available in varying light transmissions ranging from 12%.

### TABLE 1: Physical Characteristics of Gray Glass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength types</th>
<th>Total visible light transmission</th>
<th>Solar Radiation Transmission¹</th>
<th>Total incident ultraviolet</th>
<th>Total incident infrared</th>
<th>Total average daylight (visible light range)</th>
<th>Total solar radiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⅛&quot;</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⅛&quot;</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼&quot;</td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Average radiant energy at normal incidence with energy distribution equivalent to air mass equal 2.

² Sun’s energy consists of 1.77% ultraviolet, 52.42% visible light and 44.80% infrared.
percent through 53 percent. It appears that higher transmission glass in this range will eventually prove most desirable. Living behind gray glass 24 hours a day, occupants are faced with light intensities varying from bright midday summer sun to dreary, cloudy-day dusks. Such conditions must be met with a glass that can manage the brilliance of peak sunlight; yet its light transmission should be high enough to keep overcast lighting conditions from being oppressive. Thus, while light transmission and glare reduction are important promotional factors, it is vital that architects not lose sight of the fact that overdoing a good thing can be just as bad as not doing it at all. Light transmission should be considered in a positive dimension, keeping in mind that the purpose of a window is to let light in and to permit seeing out.

The answer to light transmission in gray glass rests in the role glass must play. Undoubtedly there will be, in the future, a market for extremely low-transmission glass, but, in all probability the major market will be divided between medium- and medium-high-transmission gray glass. In the above-noted low-transmission range, it is important to understand that at present, continuous-process gray glass manufacturers are not offering more than one light-transmission glass. As the demand grows sufficiently to warrant placing additional gray-glass furnaces in production, the product from these furnaces may have light transmission factors to meet changing requirements.

In order to change the light-transmission factor of a gray glass produced in a continuous furnace, it would be necessary to cool the furnace and remove all remaining glass in the tank, change the formula, and reheat for continuous production. In other words, only one light-transmission factor gray glass of consistent thickness can be drawn from a furnace at one time without jeopardizing color control.

Another consideration in this subject of light transmission is glass thickness. With the exception of the pot-process glass which can be manufactured as plate glass in relatively small amounts with varying intensities of gray color, and thus different light-transmission values, the thickness of the glass to be glazed must be determined by the light transmission required. There are obviously other determining factors which must be considered, such as size of the opening to be glazed and intensity of the gray tone. In clear glass there is only one major determining factor—size of the opening to be glazed—since thickness has no material effect on light transmission. The larger the opening, the thicker or stronger the glass needed.

In gray glass, however, the thicker the glass the greater the reduction in light and heat transmission, and the more dense the gray tone. Therefore, the architect is cautioned that a uniform thickness for all openings is desirable if the gray tone is to be consistent.

The use of glare-reducing gray glass, both sheet and plate, in new curtain-wall construction has already proved to be of value in so far as outward appearance is concerned. Viewed from the exterior it has enough visual density or opacity to give the feeling of a skin, thus hiding interior structural materials. When used in corner windows, body or density greatly reduces the saw-toothed edge effect where windows normally disappear or blend into the sky. As previously mentioned, its neutral color compliments, almost without exception, moldings or spandrels of any color.

Both gray plate glass and gray sheet glass will tend to distort reflections viewed from the outside. In the case of plate glass this is due to pressure created during glazing which causes the flat surface to be slightly bent. In high quality gray sheet glass, distorted reflections are more likely to be caused by glazing pressure than by inherent distortion. Glazing pressure distortion is invisible to the interior viewer.

There are certain size limitations in the application of gray sheet glass. As now produced by one company, its maximum dimensions are 6' x 10'. Plate-glass sections can be made available in somewhat larger sizes.

The future of glare-reducing gray glass seems assured. Its acceptance at this time is attested by the many buildings, both simple and imposing, which utilize gray glass. Reaction to this functional glass has been extremely encouraging. Architects have given enthusiastic acceptance of gray sheet glass as well as gray plate glass, and many have become active boosters of this new development in curtain-wall construction. Clients of architects who have used gray glass have been vocal in their praise of it and thus have encouraged its repeated use in newer projects.
mechanized window-washing platforms by Walter Veit*

Dictates of modern building design, using lightweight metal and fixed-glass panels to form the skins of buildings, suggest some mechanized means for cleaning and servicing the acres of glass and metal involved. A motorized-elevator work platform, suspended from the building roof, is a logical answer to the problem of keeping completely sealed new buildings gleaming.

The entire operation of washing window walls has not yet been mechanized to the point of automatic soaping, rinsing, and drying, but the men who perform these operations can now move up and down and from side to side by push-button control of motorized platforms. Even with some mechanized assistance, maintenance of large structures is barely completed before it is time to start all over again. Without such equipment, the cleaning and maintenance job would be almost impossible, especially in the case of completely sealed buildings.

Each large office building designed and erected today is a carefully designed structure, different from similar buildings in its details. Therefore, cleaning and maintenance problems are apt to be different in each building, and to require custom-designed, carefully engineered mechanisms. Structures planned for erection in highly developed land areas are of tower design. Other contemporary buildings planned for suburban communities may cover large areas. The expanse of window walls for both types of buildings requires mechanization for frequent and efficient cleaning.

Stated in its simplest terms, a "window-washing machine" designed for servicing a modern sealed building consists of a roof car on which is mounted mechanical hoisting equipment together with controls necessary for safe operation. The roof car is provided with electric motors to drive its wheels along trackage mounted near the rim of the building. Remote-controlled locking devices permit exact positioning of the car at predetermined stations. Suspended from the roof car is an operator's platform, about two and one-half ft wide and up to 25 ft or more in length, which travels vertically on guide rails set into the face of the building. The entire machine is push-button controlled, and an amazing variety of control devices engineered into it to ensure fool-proof operation and maximum safety.

Lever House, in New York, is generally considered the prototype of the modern glass-and-metal "tower" building and represented a great element of pioneering by Architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (DECEMBER 1950 P/A), and their mechanical consultants. The design of that building required a self-contained mechanized platform for cleaning and servicing purposes. Everyone concerned with the planning of the new structure was interested in maximum safety precautions—not only for the maintenance men who would use the platform, but also for the thousands who daily would pass Lever House on the streets below.

Until this time, window servicing equipment had been used with varying degrees of success, although there had also been some notable cases of failure. Generally, such devices had been mere extensions of scaffolding used in construction, or developments from industrial monorail equipment. Furthermore, they had been used only on buildings of relatively low height.

For the Lever House installation, there was agreement that because of the height of the building and other design considerations, the machine could not be simply a modified scaffold, but must be a carefully engineered piece of equipment embodying the most advanced control and safety concepts of the elevator industry. The approach was to provide automatic safety controls rather than to rely on compliance by the operator with even the best of instructions. Thus, the machine was completely interlocked to enforce operation of the machine in the manner intended.

The success of that machine led to the custom installation of a similar machine on the Ford Central Staff Office Building at Dearborn, Michigan (Figure 1). There, some four acres of glass are kept gleaming by a two-man window washing team which can circle the building once about every eight working days. When not in use, the rig and cage are switched onto a rooftop sidetrack, out of sight.

Problems connected with providing equipment for the new Connecticut General Life Insurance Company Headquarters Building near Hartford, Connecticut, were considerably different from those previously faced. The building is only three stories high, yet occupies a fairly large area, thus creating a need for extensive horizontal travel (Figure 2). The main part of the structure measures

---

* Manning & Lewis Engineering Co., Newark, N. J.
326 ft wide by 470 ft long, containing four courtyards, each 68 ft sq, and is linked by a passageway to the north wing of executive quarters housed in a four-story building.

The solution was a rooftop track-mounted machine designed to operate over short radius turns. The usual T-rail with limited span was abandoned in favor of structural beams spanning 12 ft between supports, thus cutting by one-quarter the necessity for penetrating the roof to provide supports. Communication between the main outside rail and four courtyards was provided by arranging for the machine to be moved on transfer cars which interlock with building trackage. Suspended from the roof car is an operator's platform engineered to prevent any sway, although it receives no stabilization from the building itself. This is done by providing five rigid telescoping aluminum frames which interlock with each other as successive sections reach their lowest points. The equipment contained several unique features, including a special tractor-type traversing drive articulated to permit negotiation of sharp track curves, timing and track interlock devices to enforce raising of the operator's platform to clear canopies and other obstructions, provision of an operator's platform extension to permit him to move underneath the first floor soffit, and telephone service through spring-reel wound flexible cables so that the operator can be in contact with the building superintendent at any time.

Other installations embodying the same general principles outlined above, either completed or in advanced planning stages include: Heinz Building, Pittsburgh; Union Carbide Building, Chase Manhattan Building, and the new Time-Life Building—all in New York; Crown Zellerbach Building, San Francisco; and Inland Steel Building, Chicago (Figure 3).

The advantages of sealed construction are numerous and are becoming better recognized by building investors as well as by architects, engineers, and contractors. An entirely sealed building per-
mits a considerable saving of heat leakage and provides ideally controlled air flow from air-conditioning ducts. Greater internal building cleanliness is a secondary benefit of this. The ease with which the outside of the building can be cleaned by window-washing devices leads to regularly scheduled upkeep sufficient to keep the building sparkling. At the same time, the building interior can be cleaned at much less frequent intervals, which sometimes results in over-all savings in cleaning costs.

Architectural appearance is most frequently the initial reason for considering elimination of operating sash. In many cases, however, fixed glass is actually cheaper in cost, to the point that savings more than offset the cost of special window-washing equipment.

Cost of the described machines, together with the structural provisions necessary to support them, is substantial. But the equipment usually pays off two ways on a dollars-and-cents basis—savings in cost of the building skin and savings in maintenance. By using these machines, one man generally can cover up to three times as much surface as he could by old-fashioned methods.

Before these machines can be put into service, they must meet very exacting safety requirements of state and city labor departments. Not only have officials in those departments been quick to give their endorsement, but also window washers themselves have been enthusiastic about the devices, even in the face of greatly reduced cleaning time.

Application of maintenance equipment in the design of modern architecture is still growing. Machines of the type already developed are becoming more and more commonplace. Machines to traverse larger buildings—including vertical travel up to 800 ft—are already on the drawing boards of specialized engineering firms. Machines for such buildings will provide their own water supply, more safety devices, and other conveniences planned to make mechanized maintenance come of age.
joining marble with epoxy resins

by Harold Gillum*

We took two large pieces of marble and butt-joined them with an epoxy-resin adhesive, allowed the adhesive to cure thoroughly, and then tried to smash the bond with a hammer. The marble splintered into fragments every place but at the bond line. That rugged test was our introduction to a new type of joining compound that has proved to be stronger than the base material. The adhesive will join not only marble but also granite, limestone, ceramics, glass, porcelain, stone and metals—to each other and to dissimilar materials.

That actual physical damage would not impair the bond was important to us, for joining marble is as much a part of our business as cutting and polishing. Effective, durable repair of cracks and flaws has long been a problem for marble fabricators, because almost all highly decorative marble is basically unsound. Marble is sawed into slabs of varying widths from huge blocks weighing upwards of 10 tons. Only when the marble is in slab form do we know what we actually have—flaws such as iron compounds and soft-mud deposits invariably show up in the varicolored seams that give marble its distinctive appearance. Holes and voids are other defects which must be filled before the marble surface is finished.

Because flaws develop into cracks that weaken the marble, slabs often split into many jagged chunks along the fault lines, despite the care taken in processing and handling. With the marble in its unfinished state representing a sizable cost per square foot, the fractures must be repaired, and repaired so well that the cracks will neither weaken in service nor be readily visible.

For many years, the standard repair material in the industry was brown-stick shellac. To use it successfully, the marble had to be heated with a blow torch along the edges of the crack, the shellac had to be melted against the broken surfaces, and the two pieces of marble then had to be cooled and hardened. After this treatment, it was necessary to doctor the cracked area to match the color of the rest of the slab. Surface appearance was also affected by the process, since on some types of marble, the pigment bleaches out under direct heat. Repair with shellac could not be considered satisfactory, for eventually the shellac bond failed—particularly if the marble were exposed to the sun.

Several years ago we tried a polyester-resin adhesive. Although it was an improvement over shellac, it was more expensive and did not provide a permanent bond, resulting in many complaints of joint failure. For some reason, too, the

After decorative marble has been sawed into slabs, natural flaws develop into cracks and breaks (left). To repair these marble blocks (below), epoxy adhesive was spread on one surface and the two parts pressed together. Bar clamp is attached to both ends of block and pressure applied on the joint for about 30 minutes (right).
polyester adhesive had a tendency to harden while still in its container, making it unusable.

It was some time after this that we tested a modified epoxy-resin adhesive. This adhesive is a two-component system consisting of a blend of resins and a separate activator. It has the conveniences of curing at low pressures and at low temperatures and will retain its bond strength even at highly elevated temperatures.

The adhesive is now used to repair all of our decorative marble: Class A, requiring no sticking or waxing; Class B, some waxing; Classes C and D, being more fragile than the others, and requiring both sticking and waxing.

To repair a slab of fractured marble, just enough of the epoxy-resin adhesive is prepared for immediate use, since it sets hard in 20 to 30 minutes. We mix 20 drops of the activator with a tablespoon of the resin in a small unwaxed paper cup. A large-diameter, shallow container, rather than a tall, slender one, is recommended by the manufacturer, to prolong the pot-life of the mix.

The two materials are blended thoroughly and the mixture is then applied directly to one of the cracked surfaces. Since the marble is rough, there is enough "tooth" on the material for the adhesive to bond well. Film thickness is not critical; strong bonds will result with glue thicknesses varying from .003 in. to .010 in. The adhesive is neutral in color but can be pigmented with a standard mortar-colorant to match a particular shade of marble.

The two pieces of marble are then pressed together with a bar clamp and held for about 30 minutes, sufficient time for the adhesive to set so that the clamp can be removed.

The curing time for the adhesive bond is directly related to temperature—at 70 F to 90 F, handling strength is reached in less than six hours, maximum strength in a week. Faster cures will result at elevated temperatures: 120 F to 130 F, 90 minutes; 150 F to 160 F, 60 minutes; and 175 F to 185 F, 35 minutes.

During the summer in Carthage, room temperature ranges as high as 100 F in the shop, and no additional heat for curing is required. But in the winter and during cool weather, we speed up production by curing the adhesive under a battery of infrared lamps for about one hour. Doubling the amount of activator also accelerates the curing process without affecting the strength of the bond.

Because only a small amount of adhesive is required, the hairline joints are practically invisible. In most cases, it is impossible to tell which of the multicolored seams has been repaired.

We fill in heavy voids and holes in the marble slabs with a mixture of one part of 200-mesh lime and one part of epoxy adhesive. The lime acts as a stiffening agent without impairing strength, adhesion, or length of setting time. The same lime mixture, colored to match the marble, is also used to fill in any slight depressions along the crack line.

We have repaired slabs with as many as 10 separate fractures and the result has been a single unit with exceptional strength. In some cases, polished marble slabs have been broken in transit to customers; but the breaks were in new places, not in the repaired areas. For the marble industry, as well as others with joining problems, epoxy-resin adhesives offer a most effective solution.
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specify HILLYARD Wood Floor Treatments

| to seal in Longtime Wear... |
| to finish your Interior Design... |

Once your wood flooring is chosen, the initial treatment you specify is all-important. This is the time to condition the surface to stand up under the traffic it will receive—to seal out dirt, moisture, decay, etc.—to seal in the full potential of wearability, appearance. This is the time to assure continued client satisfaction, with a surface that is easy, and economical, to maintain.

This treatment should also bring out the full beauty of wood and grain, as the decisive factor completing your interior design.

Specify a specialized Hillyard Wood Seal. Specify a specialized Hillyard Wood Finish.

Wood is chosen for a very wide range of floors—in commercial, industrial, and office buildings—in schools, hospitals, churches, gymnasiums. No two of these floors have the same requirements for appearance and wear resistance. Ask your Hillyard "Maintaineer®" to help you choose treatments that are tailored individually to your floor. Ask him to survey all floors on your boards, recommend treatments, act as your "Job Captain".

Ask him for A.I.A. numbered files, with Architect's information and detailed instructions for contractors, for each major type of floor.

The Hillyard Maintaineer is your expert consultant, "On your staff, not your payroll."

ST. JOSEPH, MO.
U.S.A.
Passaic, N. J.
San Jose, Calif.

Branches and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities

SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET'S ARCHITECTURAL FILE OR WRITE FOR COPY
Built-up roofing failures are the result of many factors. However, one of the major causes can be the use of insulated roof assemblies. Entrapped air and water vapor in the voids of insulation, with certain changes in temperature produce blisters that contribute to roof failures. This observation was made by Building Research Advisory Board in a report entitled, Roof Decks and Built-Up Roofing, issued in 1955. One of the conclusions drawn by the BRAB report concerned the venting of roof assemblies, to permit the escape of moisture vapor. While vents and venting were mentioned throughout the report, responsible people in the roofing industry were not yet ready to advocate the general use of vents.

The Barrett Division, manufacturer of built-up roofing materials, has included in its architects’ and engineers’ reference manual for 1958, specifications for ventilating roof insulation. It has been recognized that moisture vapor gets into built-up roof assemblies and in order to prevent blisters and roof fractures, the vapor movement must be controlled by venting to a pressure release located at roof-deck peripherals.

Moisture can be entrapped in roof assemblies from any number of sources. It can be sealed within the insulation and within structural roof decks. Lack of a vapor barrier below the roof insulation, permits the migration and build-up of moisture from within the structure. Some of this moisture within the roof assembly can be sealed during the construction period.

Moisture vapor sealed in and between built-up roofing, insulation, and vapor barriers has no means of escaping when rising outside temperatures occur, unless means are provided for venting. The air and vapor expands when the sun heats the roof; the pressure, if not otherwise relieved, enlarges the void by pushing the roof up. On cooling, the bitumen solidifies, preventing the blister from returning to its original size. The cycle repeats, the blister grows and eventually the roofing is ruptured. The Barrett Division recommends the following method for ventilating roof insulation assemblies for all heated buildings located in areas having average January temperatures of 40°F which have not less than 1” of roof insulation installed over vapor barriers. Apply a vapor barrier over the roof deck. Suitable vapor barrier membranes may be constructed by using 2 plies of 15-lb felt and bitumen.

At parapet walls, install and secure mechanically an acceptable vent panel composed of a wood fiber portland cement slab, approximately 2” thick and 32” wide. The upper edge of the panel shall be not less than 9”, plus the thickness of the insulation, above the vapor barrier at the low point of the roof. Its lower edges shall be fitted to conform with the incline of the roof and have complete bearing on the vapor barrier. Joints between panels shall be plum. The panels shall have a factory-applied 5/8” nailable cement parge coat that covers the width of each panel to a point not less than 4” from the upper edge to receive and retain required nailing of composition flashing.

Metal cap flashing shall be installed above vent elements at parapet walls. Cap flashing shall extend into wall not less than 1½” in a mortar joint or raglet which is not less than 3” above top edge of the vent element. Metal cap flashing shall be carried down at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to outside edge of vent element and then turned down to form a cap extending not less than 4” below the upper edge of base flashing.

Over the vapor barrier, apply a heavy uniform coating of bitumen and embed the roof insulation up to the vent element. Install a suitable cant against the vent element and secure mechanically to the deck. Channel mop the insulation to receive the built-up roofing. Such channels, between moppings of bitumen should be not more than approximately 6” wide and should be in one continuous direction to parapet walls to face of cant up to vent element. The bitumen shall be spaced approximately 3” apart. The built-up roofing shall then be applied in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. Roofing shall be carried up face of cant and cut off at vent element, Apply felt base flashing in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.

At edges requiring metal gravel stops, roof insulation shall be held back ¾” from the outside edge of the deck. Apply vapor barrier and then embed insulation in a heavy uniform coating of bitumen. The insulation used must be rigid, nailable and of low compressibility to receive and retain required nailing of the roof flange of the metal gravel stop.

Over insulation at all peripheral edges requiring gravel guard, install pitch dams of metal compatible with the metal used for gravel stop. The horizontal flange of such pitch dams shall be 3” wide, nailed through insulation with nails spaced not less than 4” apart and having a shank of sufficient length to penetrate the insulation, vapor barrier and into the wood nailer not less than ¾”. The vertical leg of the pitch dam shall be of a height approximately ½” less than the minimum height of the gravel stop. All joints of the pitch dam shall be made tight against the seepage of bitumen. Starting at right angles to the pitch dam, channel mop the roof to insulation and horizontal flanges of metal pitch dam as hereinbefore described. Over the roof membrane, install the metal gravel stops in a manner that will permit the metal pitch dam to be enclosed within the one inch gravel stop.

The roof flange of the gravel stop shall be not less than 4” wide and shall be secured with nails having shanks that will penetrate through insulation and into wood nailers not less than ¾”. Nails shall be spaced not more than 3” apart. All flanges shall be primed and felt-stripped.

![Venting at parapets.](image)

![Venting at edges.](image)
p/a selected detail

MEDICAL CLINIC, Seattle, Wash.
Paul Hayden Kirk, Architect
RESIDENCE, Tacoma, Wash.

Robert Billsbrough Price, Architect
A full color idea book on Formica Interiors is yours for the asking. Write Formica, 4604 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio. Formica regional offices now have a color slide film "Decorative Art in Formica" illustrating a wide variety of Formica wall treatments and application methods as described on the facing page. A showing can be arranged at your convenience by calling your local Formica office.
A Wall of Distinction with FORMICA AND BRASS

This serpentine wall is made up of 4' panels of plywood scored or kerfed from the back for bending to proper radii. Using Formica Fast Dry Contact Bond Cement, \( \frac{3}{8} \)" decorative Formica and Formica backing sheet were veneered to either side of the formed plywood. The panels were shop assembled in sections and screwed and glued to vertical and horizontal framing.

Standard grades of Formica are completely satisfactory for any large radius of this type and no heating is required. The brass divider strips were handled in accordance with the detail drawings.

A wide variety of Formica wall treatments can be obtained either through shop veneering or on-the-job application. Multicolor effects in random planking or geometric designs can be done with standard material.

New Decorative Art in FORMICA

For the first time in the laminated plastic field, a new kind of decorative art is available. Formica can duplicate your paintings and murals or execute original art pictures of your ideas. The art is sealed in the Formica sheet, thereby protecting it from dirt, fading and damage. In addition, nearly any pattern, trade mark or repetitive design can be produced in Formica via silk screen printing.

There is a Formica district representative near you who is well qualified to provide technical assistance. If you would like technical specifications on Formica wall surfacing, write Formica, 4604 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati 32, Ohio, ask for spec. bulletins 114A and 105A.

This mark certifies genuine

Be sure you get genuine Formica. Look for this wash-off registered trade mark on the surface.
Almost as marked an advance as the evolution of “miracle drugs” (and very nearly as therapeutic) is the contemporary approach to interior design in hospitals. This is most effectively expressed in Naramore, Bain, Brady & Johanson’s Swedish Hospital, where every effort was made to avoid a cold, sterile hospital atmosphere and to establish a functional, yet esthetically pleasant, environment for patient and hospital staff. Warm, muted colors, used in varying combinations; natural materials, texturally contrasted; sensitive design details—all contribute to comfortable security.
data

cabinetwork, doors

windows, partitions
Partitions: Aetna Steel Products Corp., 730 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

equipment

furniture
Patients' Rooms: Hill-Rom, Inc., Batesville, Ind.
Cafeteria: Thonet Industries, Inc., 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Chapel: oak/ Ransom-Raab, Custom Furniture, 4544 Union Bay Place, Seattle, Wash.

fabrics
Patients' Rooms: draperies/ S. Harris & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Cafeteria: Fiberglas draperies/ Dan Cooper, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
Chapel: pew pads/ Jack Valentine, Inc., 32 E. 57 St., New York 22, N. Y.

lighting
Chapel: Gotham Lighting Corp., 37-01 31 St., Long Island City, N. Y.

walls
Patients' Rooms: enameled plaster.

ceiling
Patients' Rooms: enameled plaster.
Cafeteria: "Sonofaced Fiberglas" tile/ Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Chapel: Enameled plaster.

flooring
Patients' Rooms, Cafeteria: vinyl tile/ Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 1144 Market St., Akron, Ohio.
Chapel: carpet/ Don Frazier, Los Angeles, Calif.

accessories
Since the Rockford Hospital was conceived as a “hotel for people who are ill,” prime design consideration was focussed on patients’ rooms, both private and semi-private. Turning the average two-bed hospital room 90 degrees, so that the long wall became the window wall, made it possible to place patients’ beds end to end, allowing both equal view through windows that run from ceiling to within 27 inches of the floor. A ceiling-hung curtain, on flush-mounted track, permits privacy for one patient and also use of lavatory and built-ins by the other. In public areas, as in patients’ rooms, color, materials, and furnishings are freely used for warmth and livability.

Photos: Hedrich-Blessing
color plans

Patients' Rooms: Geometric wallpaper in buff, gray, greens, with other walls painted to match paper background; window draperies, green; divider curtain, gray.

Nurses' Station: Driftwood-finished birch cabinetwork; walls painted Honey Yellow.

Entrance Lobby: Normandy Gray plaster walls; vestibule wall in full range of red face-brick; gray asphalt-tile floor; furniture, light brown wrought-iron with straw-colored vinyl upholstery; draperies, natural matchstick bamboo.

Waiting Room: floor, buff asphalt tile; walls, buff Mankato; stone; draperies, natural matchstick bamboo; furniture, natural birch, with upholstery of deep yellow and dark olive green.

Upper Floor Lobby: walls, Normandy Gray with Swedish Red behind desk; counter, driftwood-finished birch; draperies, natural matchstick bamboo; furniture, wrought-iron, upholstery in rust, straw, turquoise.

Operating Room: floor, carbon-black conductive terrazzo; walls, green.
Data

cabinetwork

doors, windows
Doors, Millwork: Ebenreiter Woodworking, Sheboygan, Wis.
Steel Door Frames: Overly Manufacturing Company, Greensburg, Pa.

walls, ceiling, flooring
Service Area Corridors; Operating Room: "Kalistron"/plastic sheeting/
United States Plywood Corporation, Flexible Materials Div., Box 85, Shelby Station, 2921 S. Floyd St., Louisville 17, Ky.
Ceiling: "Gold Bond"/acoustical tile/National Gypsum Co., 325 Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N. Y.
Asphalt-Tile Flooring: Kentile, Inc., 58 Second Ave., Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

furniture, fabrics
Patients' Rooms: Simmons Co., 300 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Window Curtains: "Fiberglas"/ Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Nicholas Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.
Drapery Track: Jiffy John, Inc., 153 W. 23 St., New York 11, N. Y.

lighting
Installed: Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., St. Louis 7, Mo.
Operating Room: directional recessed fixtures/Holophane Co., Inc., 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

equipment
All: American Hospital Supply Corporation, Evanston, Ill.
**p/a interior design products**

**Side Chair:** (above) black steel frame, woven back and seat of natural-hemp flagline/ retail: $36/ also available in chrome-plated steel, with seat and back of cane/ retail: $51/ designed by Paul Kjaerholm/ from new collection of Scandinavian designs/ Georg Jensen, Inc., 667 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

**Pull-Up Chair:** (left) beech, in walnut or dark-smoked-oak finish, with upholstered seat/ 20" wide, 21½" deep, 18" seat, 29" back/ retail: $42, in customer's own fabric/ Dux, Inc., 390 Ninth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.

**Zebra Skin:** (below) genuine African zebra/ usable as rug, wallpiece, upholstery/ available in three sizes/ standard, approximately 60"x45"/ retail: $67.50; medium, 78"x54"/ retail: $87.50; large, 96"x64"/ retail: $117.50/ Usher of Usher Co., 505 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

**Bucket Lounge Chair:** (above) button-tufted leather-upholstered/ satin-polished cast-aluminum base with leveling feet/ stationary or swivel/ retail: $695/ designed by Ward Bennett/ Lehigh Furniture Corporation, 16 E. 53 St., New York 22, N. Y.

**Bentwood Rocker:** (above) 1890 Thonet design reproduced by hand from original molds/ steam-bent beechwood in natural, walnut, or ebony finish/ cane seat and back/ imported/ retail: $190/ Charles W. Stendig, Inc., 600 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

**Drapery Fabric:** (right) "Views of Paris" by Steinberg/ black on white opaque "Fiberglas"/ Witcombe-McGeachin, Inc., 509 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
Without question, when the right product is specified, it helps to establish your reputation. A good reason, then, for always selecting Roto-Glo.

In the beautiful new Sands Hotel, Tucson, Arizona, for example, Roto-Glo's whisper-quiet action and luminous glow in the dark feature not only add to the beautiful interior, but also guarantee uninterrupted service.

Roto-Glo is Pass & Seymour's answer to the need for a dependable switch with clean-lined modern appeal.

Operates with quiet feather-light quarter turn.
Soft, luminous glow in the dark.
Full 15-Ampere rating for fluorescent and incandescent loads.
Screwless terminals for quick, easy installation.
Extra heavy construction . . . large, non-oxidizing silver alloy contacts.

Write for catalog or full information on
P&S quality wiring devices Dept. PA458

PASS & SEYMOUR, INC.
SYRACUSE 9, NEW YORK
60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. 1440 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 51, Ill.
In Canada; Renfrew Electric Limited, Renfrew, Ontario

MAKE THE COMPLETE JOB COMPLETELY P&S
ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION
for those who design, build, or buy buildings

Seeing is believing — The general office building of the White Castle System Inc., Columbus, Ohio, was beautifully transformed into a modern, appealing business location (see before and after illustration) when the architect’s ingenuity was combined with Davidson Architectural Porcelain Panels—the modern building material. Davidson Panels have proved themselves over and over as the economical way to bring older buildings up-to-date. For modernization or new construction check into possibilities available with Davidson Architectural Porcelain.

Get in touch with a Davidson distributor or write direct — and gain the advantages of experience and an appreciation of your problem.

Davidson Type 2 Facing Panel (Vitrock-Filled)

Vitrock is a gypsumous-based material poured while the panel is held absolutely flat on a magnetic table. The result is a ruler-flat surface.

Davidson facing panels are also furnished with stainless steel fastening clips and screws.

Davidson panels are porcelain Grade AA or A (recommended as the best for weatherability).
General Office Building, White Castle System, Inc., Columbus, Ohio
Architects and Engineers: Van Buren, Ayers and Blackburn, Columbus, Ohio
Contractor: General Maintenance and Engineering Co., Columbus, Ohio
Davidson Architectural Porcelain
Distributed and Erected by: Panel Walls, Inc., Worthington, Ohio

Please send 1958 Sweet's Catalog and File of Typical Details.

Name: ____________________________ Company: ____________________________

Street: ____________________________ City: ____________________________ Zone: _____ State: ____________________________
always an insulation investment; never an insulating expense

**FOAMGLAS® IS MOISTURE-PROOF**

Insulation that absorbs moisture soon stops insulating. That happens to most insulations, in time. It never happens to FOAMGLAS . . . because FOAMGLAS is moisture-proof. Its sealed glass cells can never absorb water or vapor. It always maintains its full, original insulating value. There's more to this insulation investment story. FOAMGLAS is incombustible . . . dimensionally stable . . . unusually strong . . . acid-proof . . . vermin-proof . . . easy, economical to handle and install. Find out how to make this long-term investment in your own insulated buildings and equipment. Write for our latest catalog.

**PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION**

Dept. AB-48, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. • In Canada: 57 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario
find the line of most resistance

The beat, beat, beat of waitresses' feet can drum up trouble for a floor. It takes a smart specification to avoid it! Architects who search for the line with most resistance find it in Matico Tile. It resists stains, shrugs off soil and grease, cleans to a gleam with a wipe. The many leading architects who specify Matico for many different demanding jobs know the right angle on floors. Consider this finely styled floor tile for your next project, too.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Houston, Tex. • Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Cal. • Newburgh, N. Y.
Rubber Tile • Vinyl Tile • Asphalt Tile
Vinyl-Asbestos Tile • Plastic Wall Tile
Quality Controlled by AccuRay®

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Mastic Tile Corp. of America, Dept. 9-4, Box 128, Vails Gate, New York
Please send me complete specifications and full details on Matico Tile Flooring.

Name________________________ Address________________________ City________________________ State________________________ Zone________________________
Editor's note: Items starred are particularly noteworthy, due to immediate and widespread interest in their contents, to the conciseness and clarity with which information is presented, to announcement of a new, important product, or to some other factor which makes them especially valuable.

**air and temperature control**

158. Polar Pak, 4-p. brochure discusses waterless central air-conditioning unit. Complete package may be installed in attic, crawl space, or outside home. Unit can be connected with distribution system using prefab duct or perimeter systems, or can be tied into existing forced-air system. Two-compressor model offers constant humidity control as well as cooling for all climates. Single-compressor model gives 2-hp cooling capacity for operation with forced-air distribution system. Components pictured; specifications and dimensions given. The Colman Co., Inc.

159. M & L Fuel Oil Heaters, 20-p. booklet describes fuel-oil heaters for schools, institutions, housing projects, office buildings, industrial plants. Data for determining oil-heater capacities for standard use and unusual applications is given. Heaters described by capacities, dimensions, weights—2-pass, 6-pass, cross-flow, straight tube, safety, pipe line, tank-outlet heaters described by capacities, dimensions, weights—2-pass, 6-pass, cross-flow, straight tube, safety, pipe line, tank-outlet. Specifications, performance data, descriptions of components given. Lennox Industries, Inc.

161. Central-Plan Air Conditioners—Flexzone, AIA 39-F-2, 4-p. folder furnishes data for horizontal, vertical unit for multizone heating, cooling, ventilating. Can be floor mounted or ceiling suspended; large doors reduce maintenance time, are felt-sealed to prevent air leakage. Lubrication fittings, damper motors on outside. Nine models, 32 arrangements, offer various capacities. Zone can be changed in the field by varying damper sections. Features include corrosion-resistant, galvanized-steel housing, glass-fiber insulation; heavy-wall copper tubing, aluminum fins mechanically bonded into fin collars; motor and drive; high- or low-velocity filter sections. Detail drawings, tables show available models. Drayer-Hanson, Div. of National-U.S. Radiator Corp.

**construction**

292. Lone Star Masonry Cement, 18-p. booklet discusses use and value of masonry construction. Properties of this particular cement are detailed with photos, data, and tables. Section given to performance shows photos of actual applications, with some text explanation. Reference tables for estimating quantities given. Strength, durability, workability are stressed. Lone Star Cement Corp.

293. Kaiser Aluminum Industrial Building Products, AIA 12-C, 16-p. booklet concerns roofing and siding for industrial construction. Advantages of aluminum construction include: light weight, strength, durability, versatility, economy, low maintenance. Detail drawings show ribbed siding—4" and 8" pitch, 5.33" pitch; also v-beam roofing and siding, industrial corrugated roofing and siding, with weight and coverage tables. Application for sandwich walls given. Installation details, flashing and accessories, typical uses, specifications included. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales, Inc.

294. M-Floors, AIA 17-A, 16-p. booklet contains information on Cel-Beam Sections for light weight, electrified, cellular-steel sub-floors. Sections consist of flat plate with two roll-formed hat section beam members. Sections are 24" wide, can have members furnished in several depths. All members are 6" wide. Space for electrical wiring and telephone cables is provided. High strength/weight ratio featured; galvanized finish and roll-formed structural-steel gage steel used. Full description, engineering data, section property tables, load tables, specifications given. Framing detail drawings, electrification, installation and welding procedures given. The R. C. Mahon Co.

295. Kawneer Unit Wall, AIA 17-A, file folder contains data for prefab curtain-wall units. Modular units are offered in standard or optional types, sizes, arrangements. Features are split mullion design to allow expansion and/or contraction, puttyless glazing, concealed fastening, flush interior frame surfaces, operable sash, economy. Construction details, specifications, installation instructions (shown by drawings), charts, drawings of individual components are included in folder. Kawneer Co.

296. Angle-Rite, 4-p. brochure describes 3" metal fastener with angled points, used for locking gypsum lath at inside corners and ceiling angles. Unit gives floating corners, eliminates cracks usually found from expansion and contraction of studs and joists. Nailing is rarely required. Angle should be placed every 16" in hori-


298. Insulated Porcelain Enamel Panels, 20-p. manual discusses development of curtain-wall construction, stresses advantages of improved methods and modern metal units. Featured type of box panel, mechanically assembled and tape sealed, is described as to uses, fabrication, laminating process. Interior and exterior types illustrated by drawing, description. Installation, moisture control properties given. Insulation is preformed glass fibers; porcelain enamel finishes available in range of colors, degree of reflectivity, textures. Modifications for special applications can be manufactured, notably type called U-16, for greater rigidity, improved fire resistance. Shapes and sizes, other modifications, gasketing materials discussed; specifications given. Eri Enameling Company.

299. Lascolite Fiber Glass Building Panels, AIA 26-A-9, 4-p. booklet concerns glass-fiber panels reinforced with polyester resin for application in home, industry, farm buildings. Seven standard shapes available; special sizes on request. Advantages of translucent panels include diffusion of light, light weight, high strength, resistance to acids and alkalis, fire. Fire block panels—self-extinguishing—obtainable. Structural details and types of installation given—factory windows, luminous ceiling, patio roof, partition, side lights, Skylight, railings, corner assembly. Product data—panel shapes, sizes, colors—and specifications included. Lynch Asbestos Co.

201. New Horizons in Exterior Design —Romany Spartan Panels, AIA 17-A, 4-p. Illustrated brochure describes four standard types ceramic-tile curtain-wall panel available in various thicknesses. Series 1500 has ceramic-tile exterior face, core of reinforced lightweight-concrete cast monolithic with styrofoam insulation. Series 1600: exterior face—ceramic tile; skin—aluminum; insulation—styrofoam. Series 1700: exterior face—ceramic tile; skin—aluminum; insulation—glass foam. Series 1800: face—ceramic tile; skin—aluminum or galvanized steel; core—aluminum or paper honeycomb. Each type shown by drawing; data included for various thicknesses of insulation, panel, psf, "U" value. Panels furnished in all sizes to 5' x 12'; mounting constructed to fit standard or special frames. Sixty colors—variety of finishes, textures available. Standard dark gray, weatherproof grout. Small unit—1'x1', 1'x2', 2'x2'—tile used. Ceramic Tile Panels, Inc.

Horn Construction Data Hand Book, 105-p. book gives general information for architects, engineers. Subjects covered include calking and glazing compounds, defects in painting, floor materials, how to measure flat surfaces, moisture repellents, admixtures, paints and coatings for interior and exterior application, roofing products, products and purposes indexes. Featuring four types, other modifications, gasketing materials discussed; specifications included. Lynch Asbestos Co.


337. Aetnapak Door-and-Frame Packages, 12-p. booklet announces 1958 line of complete package door-and-frame units, including hardware. Sixteen basic door types of swing and sliding hollow-metal doors allow various combinations. Flush-door type is featured. Specifications for doors and door frames, hardware, painting and glazing data given. Construction details show features. Aetna Steel Products Corp.

338. Sandwich Panel Skylights, AIA 12-J, 4-p. booklet gives data on lightweight sandwich panels, having face sheet of glass-fiber polyester sheets with specially-processed weathering surface. Curb-mounted, surface mop-in, flush-deck mop-in types available. Panels have widths of 24", 36", 48", and lengths varying from 2' to 10'; thicknesses from 7/8" to 6'. Light transmission available from 5% to 75%, depending upon specification. Various core materials available—patterns shown by photos. Mounting drawings included. Architectural Plastics Corp.

**electrical equipment, lighting**


448. What to Look For in School Lighting, 8-p. brochure lists essentials of good lighting in classrooms. Recommended lighting levels are given for various types of classrooms. Discussion of what makes comfortable lighting includes such points as properly shielded light source, uniformity of diffusion, balanced fixture and room brightness contrasts. Economics of lighting included, as well as photos of installations in schools. Garey Lighting Div., Garden City Plating & Mfg. Co.

449. Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Data Book, 14-p. publication includes information on ballast circuits—preheat, slimline instant start with lead lag or series sequence circuit, rapid start. Each is shown by drawing. Fluorescent lamp ballast con-
Here are HOPE'S CUSTOM STEEL WINDOWS in an unusual application, over 2300 units of casement, projected and fixed sash in unbroken window ribbons, uncluttered and pleasing to the eye.

Good planning has created rooms with the feeling of spaciousness and abundant, easily-controlled, natural light. This, draft-free ventilation and easy cleaning from within benefit the patients and the hospital staff alike. Architects specify Hope's Custom Steel Windows to obtain the utmost freedom in planning and also to obtain superior quality for the owner.

Hope's extra strength and rigidity in structure and dependable mechanisms in operation offer durability that lasts the full life of the building with the least expense for maintenance.

For Further Information, write for Bulletin 158 PA

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N.Y.
THE FINEST BUILDINGS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD ARE FITTED WITH HOPE'S WINDOWS
Its handsome beauty surpasses that of natural marble. Its striking elegance achieves a new dimension in vinyl flooring—a wonderfully different translucent quality. This is Amtico RENAISSANCE Vinyl Flooring, in nine delicate color hues that capture subtly the infinite shadings and variations of marble. Amtico RENAISSANCE has the vital added advantage of being all-vinyl... colors go through and through each tile. So little care is needed to keep it looking new always. And Amtico RENAISSANCE withstands a lifetime of wear.

To achieve any effect, to set off any decor handsomely, turn to the complete line of the world's finest and most colorful floor coverings—Amtico Vinyl or Amtico Rubber Flooring.
Overhead daylighting can throw new light on your design

Whether you’re planning a school, home, industrial or commercial building you can apply the same space-saving principals used by The Architects Collaborative to bring healthful reading-level daylight to work and play areas.

When you specify Wascolite Skydomes® you’re specifying years of trouble-free service. Wasco’s exclusive Acrylite® dome and patented curb design with integral weepage and condensation gutters have made them first choice with architects everywhere. Today, more Wascolite Skydomes are in use than all other makes combined.

There’s a Wascolite Skydome to fit your building and design need. Write for full details on the complete Skydome line or see Sweets 20a/Wa.

![Illustration of standard classroom wing and room sizes with Wascolite Skydomes](image-url)

The Architects Collaborative specified, as a standard, Wascolite Skydomes® throughout the John Eliot Elementary School, Needham, Mass.

WASCO PRODUCTS, INC.
Bay State Road, Cambridge, Mass. 14753 Aetna Street, Van Nuys, Calif. Wasco Chemical (Canada) Ltd., 19 Hafis Road, Toronto 15, Ont.

WASCOLITE SKYDOMES®
Centralized Control of Air Conditioning
Saves Manpower, Assures Ideal Working Environment

Manpower savings of at least three men per day, reduced fuel and power consumption, longer equipment life and 24-hour-a-day comfort are made possible by this Johnson Control Center at North American Aviation's busy new headquarters!

From the Center, one man operates all the basic heating, cooling and air handling components of a modern high pressure, double duct air conditioning system.

To aid him, all vital operating data needed to keep the system functioning at peak efficiency are transmitted to the panel from remote locations throughout the windowless, three-story building. Simply by scanning the panel or pushing a button, the engineer can check fan operations, temperatures, pressures and related data from well over 100 key control points!

Johnson Control Centers are applied to buildings of all types and sizes. They assure your clients of the very best, most productive working environment that air conditioning can produce. And the owner quickly gets his investment back through major savings in manpower and operating costs. Your local Johnson branch has all the facts. Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 105 Direct Branch Offices.
Progressive Architecture
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construction illustrated by photos. Installation and operational data given—supply voltage and frequency, radio interference, ventilation, and cold weather operation. Tables for testing and quiet rating chart featured. Ballasts meet or exceed CBM specifications. Advance Transformer Co.

450. Plugmold Multi-Outlet Systems, 6-p. brochure covers system of rigid-steel cover and base with outlets at frequent intervals. Can be installed in continuous strip along any surface; painted to match decor. Benefits listed include: easy installation with few fittings, ability to adapt to special applications, flexibility. Available in several types: 20 amp in multi-outlet or combination multi-outlet, baseboard, metal raceway for home, office, store use; 30-amp series accepts devices in raceway—suited to industrial, commercial applications; 50-amp system designed primarily for test benches, laboratories, assembly lines. Specifications, fittings, given. Photos of installations in home, industry. Special 15-amp series designed for light service. Accessories pictured. The Wiremold Co.

451. Lightolier Style Book, 98-p. catalog showing hundreds of fixture styles for commercial or residential applications. Includes recessed, pendant, ceiling-mounted, floor, and wall-mounted models to complement traditional or contemporary room decor. Sketches show fixtures installed in exterior and interior settings where such factors as sloping ceilings, exposed beams, multipurpose rooms, and furniture create unusual lighting problems. Covers fluorescent, incandescent, and strip lighting. Cross-reference chart serves as convenient guide to choice of proper fixture for specific lighting situation. Lightolier, Inc.

finishers and protectors

548. IFCO Catalytic Protective Coatings, 8-p. booklet discusses protection of metal in industrial and equipment usage. Resistance to most types of corrosion is featured characteristic. Material also has good adhesion, durability, wear and heat resistance. Results of laboratory and field tests given. Application data included. Industrial Finishes Co., Inc.

549. Architectural Alodine Process, 4-p. brochure discusses new protective, decorative finish for aluminum. Properties of finish include: resistance to corrosion and mortar staining, permanence, little maintenance; feature is claimed reduction of reflectivity of more than 30%. Available in several colors—samples of finish included in catalog. Suggested applications for doors and windows, curtain walls, roofing and siding, decorative panels and partitions, with corresponding finish for each shown. Process data chart gives time for process, coating weight, reflectivity, color variation for four finishes. American Chemical Paint Co.

insulation (thermal and acoustical)

655. Foamlglas for Perimeter Insulation, 4-p. folder discusses application of perimeter insulation in industrial, commercial, residential construction. Data for recommended procedures of installation of rigid, cellular-glass insulation materials. Foundation wall and slab border methods shown by drawings. Perimeter duct heating discussed. Pittsburgh Corning Corp.

sanitation, plumbing, water supply

753. Sanymetal Toilet Compartments, Shower Stalls, Hospital Cubicles, AIA 36-H-6, 28-p. 1958 catalog describes and illustrates complete line of products. Ceiling-hung, floor-supported, overhead braced, toilet and shower compartments shown. All units are made with flush partitions, doors, pilasters. New construction features—concealed door latch and stirrup bracket supports—given. Construction details and typical floor plans shown, as well as color chart of available surfaces. Specifications.

(Continued on page 198)
end custom engineering delay with AETNAPAK

Inventoried, Custom-Quality Steel Doors, Frames, Hardware at stock prices. Shipment within 48 hours.

Over 500 type-and-size combinations from 16 always-in-stock basic types. Completely flush-design swing and sliding doors. Your choice of AETNAPAK hardware.

Check these custom features never found in ordinary stock doors:

✓ Completely flush door (no lines) ✓ Furniture-grade steel
✓ Uniform clearances ✓ Standard bevelled door stiles
✓ Mortised flush bolts ✓ Frames either set up or knocked down
✓ Bumpers

Your choice of mortised or cylindrical locksets, hinges, push plates, closers, push bars, panic devices and other accessories. Order AETNAPAK door-frame packages (with or without hardware); doors separately or frames separately. Delivered anywhere to meet your schedule. Send for complete catalog.

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y. Dept. PA4

Please send free catalog of AETNAPAK custom-quality, always-in-stock Steel Doors, Frames and Hardware.

Your Name .................................. Title ..........................
Company Name .................................
Address ..........................................
City ........................................... State ...........

April 1958 197
photos of installations. Shower stalls and hospital cubicles also detailed. The Sanymetal Products Co., Inc.

754. Specification for Lead Chemical Laboratory Drainage Systems, AIA 35-E-1, 4-p. bulletin shows advantages of lead for chemical laboratories. Highly resistant to most types of corrosion, lead piping is useful in this area. Bonded joints, adaptability are features. Specifications are detailed, include drawings for wall-laboratory and center-laboratory table installations. Photos. Lead Industries Association.

specialized equipment

816. Metal Letters, AIA 15-R-1, 22-p. booklet of complete line of architectural letters for identifying all types of buildings. Letters are available in several metals — cast, welded, or cut out aluminum, cast or fabricated bronze, stainless steel, sheet steel; porcelain faced or baked enamel finish on some types. Numerous styles of type face are illustrated, as well as actual installation photos. Fastening methods are detailed; specifications and standard color chart for baked-enamel and porcelain letters given. Spanjer Brothers, Inc.

817. Design Specialties, 12-p. booklet illustrates collection of rubber stamps for frequently-used architectural symbols. Stamps give fast delineation of site plans, titles, trees, furniture, other symbols used by architects, engineers, city planners, landscape architects, interior designers. Patterns are available in various sizes. Combinations of leaf and shrubbery patterns are easily achieved, as well as tonal differences. Symbols were designed by an architect. Main advantage is saving of time. Design Specialties, Inc.

surfacing materials

976. Monile, 8-p. brochure describes surfacing material consisting of a copolymer liquid and solid composites. Material is said to be highly resistant to acids, grease, oil, water, and impact. Characteristics include 40-times bonding strength of concrete, 12-times concrete flexural strength. Test data given for applications of 1/4" of finish in various types of applications. Application instructions. The Master Mechanics Co.

977. Marlite Plastic-Finished Wall and Ceiling Paneling, AIA 23-L, 8-p. catalog shows available types — hardboard-patterned, tongue-and-groove planks, and blocks, rigid hollow-core — of plastic-finished paneling for covering old or new walls. Types are described and pictured in color, with size and pattern information given. Installation data and aluminum moldings available included. Marsh Wall Products, Inc.

978. Nevamar Decorative High-Pressure Laminates, AIA 35-C-12, 4-p. folder containing color and patterns in high-pressure laminate line. Material is impregnated fibrous material with thermo-setting resins, bonded under controlled heat and high pressure. Nonporous material is easily maintained, resistant to heat and stain. Sizes, thicknesses, application process given. Meets NEMA standards for decorative thermo-setting laminates. Useful for institutional, residential, commercial installations. The National Plastic Products Co.

WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS
Please report both new and old addresses directly to P/A five weeks before you move. The Post Office will not forward your magazine to the new address unless you pay extra postage. Avoid this needless expense by notifying us five weeks in advance.

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
Circulation Department
430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
A Striking Frank Adam Installation

The 1500 pupil North High School, the largest addition to the Des Moines School District’s ever growing facilities, has many distinctive features.

One of the most striking is the school’s power distribution system.

Designed and produced by Frank Adam Electric Company, the school’s load concentration is being handled safely, efficiently and economically by a series of Frank Adam Circuit Breaker feeder panelboards, QP Quicklag P Circuit Breaker Lighting panelboards and LNTP switch and fuse type panelboards.

Designing and producing safe, dependable and economical power distribution systems for all types of buildings—commercial, industrial, institutional and residential—is Frank Adam’s forte. Let Frank Adam sales engineers help you plan your next distribution job.

See your nearest © representative, listed in Sweets for complete information on all © products.
ROLLING DOORS Require

Mahon Rolling Steel Doors is Protected by BONDERITE

Serving the Construction Industry Through Fabrication of Structural Steel, Steel Plate Components, and Building Products
No Operating Space... Roll-up Action Eliminates Overhead Obstructions!

Check Specifications... You'll Find that Mahon Doors are Built Better to Give Better Service Over a Longer Period of Time

MANUALLY, MECHANICALLY, or POWER OPERATED

★ OTHER MAHON BUILDING PRODUCTS and SERVICES:
- Insulated Metal Curtain Walls
- Underwriters' Rated Metalclad Fire Walls
- M-Floors (Electrified Cellular Steel Sub-Floors)
- Long Span M-Decks (Cellular or Open Beam)
- Steel Roof Deck
- Permanent Concrete Floor Forms
- Acoustical and Troffer Forms
- Acoustical Metal Walls and Partitions
- Acoustical Metal Ceilings
- Structural Steel—Fabrication and Erection
- Steel Plate Components—Riveted or Welded

★ For INFORMATION See SWEET'S FILES or Write for Catalogues

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • Detroit 34, Michigan
Sales-Engineering Offices in Detroit, New York and Chicago
Representatives in all Principal Cities
The Anemostat Constant Volume Turbulator is a standardized high capacity dual duct unit handling from 300 to 7000 CFM. It provides an economical solution to many air distribution problems in which a large volume of air at controlled volume or pressure, and temperature, is involved.

With the Anemostat system, all thermal functions—heating—cooling—ventilating—are accomplished with air. Coils and resultant coil lag are eliminated together with required piping. Pressure losses are low and so are noise levels. Quality-built Anemostat Turbulators function automatically. They are easy to install, simple to maintain.

Anemostat Constant Volume Turbulators provide zoning up to 7000 CFM with one set of controls—save money by replacing coil reheat zone-control with all-air system.

New Bulletin gives important engineering data on Anemostat Constant Volume Turbulators. Write for your copy today.
Radiant heating and cooling ceiling (above) has 12" x 24" aluminum panels that can be integrated with standard acoustical tile. Back of each panel has two large-cross-section heat bridges which contact water pipes, above, fed by special headers. Airtex Corp., 2900 North Western Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

Opaque fabric woven from stainless-steel wire becomes a flexible light source when coated with phosphors and transparent conductive material (below). Before curled, fabric was 12" square. Light output visible resulted from application of 250-v at 4000-c. Westinghouse Electric Corp., Box 2278, Pittsburgh, Pa.

New acrylic measuring instrument displays eight scales on a single side (below). Each has its own straight-edge, calibrated to professional standards. Six-in. leather-sheathed pocket model, $2.25; unsheathed 12" desk scale, $3.00. A. Lawrence Karp, 16 Putnam Park, Greenwich, Conn.

Sump pump (above), operating by means of ordinary water pressure rather than electrical motor, was developed from aspirating-jet principle. No float is used since a pressure-sensitive diaphragm is activated by the water from the sump to turn the pump off and on automatically. Special shut-off valve prevents back flow. Jet-Heel Inc., Englewood, N. J.

All-glass insulating double-window unit (above) is manufactured from two lights of double-strength "A" quality sheet glass; has nominal air space of 3/16". Over-all thickness is slightly under ½". Sizes available vary from 14" to 30" in width and up to 62" in height. Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., Toledo 3, Ohio.
MACOMBER V-BEAMS gave Malone College a stronger structure at lower cost!

6 new buildings completed in 240 working days

Macomber V-BEAMS and V-GIRDERS meant substantial benefits to Malone College and to the builder. The exclusive Macomber cold-formed chords and webs, besides providing extra structural strength, contributed an appearance factor that saved ceiling finishing costs and made lower ceiling heights possible without detracting from the pleasing architectural effect.

Macomber V-BEAMS are available for spans to 48 feet, V-GIRDERS to 96 feet. Quality control? — It's continuous at Macomber — by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory resident inspectors.

Write for this Macomber V-BEAM Catalog containing loading tables, chord dimensions and designs, anchoring and bridging information. A new catalog on V-GIRDERS is also available.
An actual example of Rusco Window Modernization: a midwest department store, with 196 openings.

RUSCO Window Modernization

Improves Appearance, Comfort and Maintenance
In 1 to 2 Hours Per Opening

Custom-fitted Pre-assembled Windows and Frame Liners Eliminate Scaffolding, Gutting . . . entire installation is made from inside. Interior trim is undisturbed.

Tenants are happier with cleaner, more comfortable space. Rusco's "Easy-slide" feature eliminates window operation complaints. Optional insulating sash helps maintain a 15° differential in summer, draft-free comfort in winter, and provides draft-free ventilation.

Heating—cooling—maintenance costs go down because Rusco's felt weatherstripping stops infiltration. All glass is removable for washing inside.

There is a Rusco Replacement Window to meet your architectural requirements. Satin finish aluminum or hot-dipped galvanized steel with baked-on enamel for low maintenance and long wear.

THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY, Columbiana, Ohio
In Canada: Toronto 13, Ontario
Write Dept. G-4 for further Window Modernization information.

"Always one step ahead of the weather" with RUSCO

Also available: Architect's Steel and Aluminum Prime Window Catalog and literature on Rusco combination windows and doors, porch enclosures, sliding glass doors, steel garage doors, electronic garage door operators.
air and temperature control

Cooling Tower: compact, low cooling tower unit with 15-200 gal per min capacity has been developed. Multi-finned internal decking of noncorrosive plastic and notched plastic sheets give additional water-to-air exposure. Water enters at tower top under low pressure, flows to drawer receptacles. Internal decking easily removed for cleaning purposes. Finish not necessary. Binks Mfg. Co., 3122 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 12, Ill.

Ductaire Air Conditioner: new 2-hp unit especially adaptable to small businesses needs only electrical connections. Package includes prefab insulated ducts, two outlet grills. Unit will deliver 590 cu ft cooled air per min—circulates air constantly, removes moisture. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 401 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Seal Tight Gasket: newly-developed polyvinyl chloride gasket which pressure-locks gasket into holding frame is feature of filter-hank assembly. Gasket precludes need for clips or locking devices and molds itself to line of filter. A sealing pressure of 4.1 Ib/psi is maintained toward air filter. Gasket is resistant to oil and moisture. Photo (above) shows gasket action between frames of heavy-gage steel—gasket is built into front of air inlet side and holds filter frame while sealing it on all sides. Aluminum filter is held in frame by friction. The George Evans Corp., 37th St. at River Dr., Moline, Ill.

Four-Way Air Flow Registers: line of grills and registers have adjustable curved louvers which can be arranged to give a four-way air flow from one register (above). Fabricated from extruded aluminum, louvers can be horizontal or vertical, or simultaneously two-way. Additional control over air flow can be found by using straight adjustable louvers behind the curved louvers. Waterloo Register Co., Inc., Waterloo, Iowa.

Thermolier Unit Heaters: single-coil heaters utilizing horizontal and vertical delivery—propeller-fan type—give moderate temperature rise on high-steam pressure. New design eliminates heavy header and uses brazed-tube joints instead of roller expanded joints. Units are available with two-speed motors for rapid heating. Continuous-tube construction allows use of steam or hot water, steam pressures up to 300 psi. Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Exchange St., Providence 1, R. I.

Stain finishes are trouble-free... won't peel—crack—blister!

SPECIFY Cabot's

leading architects specify Cabot's STAINS

They are ideal for shingles, rustic siding, smooth siding (clapboard, novelty). Texture 111, board and batten, because they

- permit moisture to escape — ideal for use on window frames, trim
- need no scraping, thinning or priming
- cost 1/4 as much as good paint

35 distinctly different shades — from dramatic deep tones to weathering grays and modern pastels.

SAMUEL CABOT INC. 428 Oliver Building, Boston 9, Mass.

Please send color card on Cabot's Stains
FOR THE NESTLE COMPANY'S NEW HOME OFFICE

Aluminum WINDOWS

by GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION

"WINDOWS by General Bronze" has long been a favorite specification of leading architects. Experience has shown them that this is the sure way to simplify fenestration problems, regardless of style of window or type of metal involved.

As pioneers in the design and fabrication of bronze, aluminum and stainless steel windows, curtain walls and architectural metal work, and with a record of accomplishment that is second to none, General Bronze can help you eliminate many headaches and save time and money for your clients.

On your next job, whether it be large or small, call in the General Bronze representative. He is ready and anxious to serve you. Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's.
Almost limitless design potential is opened to the architect who plans with Acousti-Celotex Sound Conditioning products. Shown at the right is an interesting example in which Celotex Acoustical Materials have been used with outstanding effect ... integrating color- and design-ideas to create an unusually attractive ceiling appearance at a moderate cost yet with high sound absorption and easy maintenance.

The wide range of Celotex products and installation systems insures unique planning freedom for ceiling design. They integrate with heating and air conditioning equipment, Celotex Acousti-Lux translucent panels or other lighting systems ... enhance any design motif.

Your Acousti-Celotex Distributor is a man you should know. He has worked with architects on every type of project. His experience, and the facilities of his trained service organization, are always available. You'll find consultation with him, right from the start, helpful and profitable.

La Jolla Country Club, La Jolla, California, showing ceiling of Acousti-Celotex Stria-Colored Steelacoustic Panels on a T & T Suspension System. Architects: Paderewski, Mitchel and Dean, San Diego. Acousti-Celotex Contractor: Hackett Acoustics and Specialties, Inc., San Diego, Cal.


SPECIFICATIONS: Write for portfolio of specifications, including detail drawings, covering this and other ceiling assemblies and Acousti-Celotex applications.
Which is the best way to air condition interior areas of an office building?

That depends on the amount of heat generated within the interior areas. In most Class A office buildings this heat load is increasing. It is moving up year after year because of the greater use of electronic office equipment and more intense lighting.

This trend should be considered when planning air conditioning both for new and existing buildings. Recent studies prove that it is more economical to use the new air-water Carrier Horizontal Weathermaster* System than any type of all-air system to handle higher heat loads in interior zones. This new Carrier method saves space, costs less to own and less to operate because water is 250 times more effective than air, by volume, in removing heat. In addition, it is capable of handling increasing heat loads as they develop, without costly system changes.

The Horizontal Weathermaster Units adapt readily to any interior situation. On the page at right are six typical arrangements—and there are many more. For complete information, call your nearest Carrier office. Or write Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.

Corridor installation with the unit, supply air conduit and water services concealed above hung ceiling.

In-the-space installation with standard unit and standard enclosure eliminating need for furring-in.

Corridor installation featuring twin coils for extra capacity. Enclosed unit prevents cross circulation.

In-the-space installation where structural framing requires unit to be tightly fitted against fireproof beam.

Corridor installation using short duct from unit to standard diffuser plate outlet for ceiling distribution.

Corridor installation featuring twin coils in parallel mounting to attain extra high cooling capacity.
Short-span concrete slabs cost less with Milcor Ribform

Ribbed, high-tensile steel form is stronger than ordinary corrugated patterns

Ribform is a permanent, rigid base for concrete floor and roof slabs over spans up to 5'-0'.

It goes down fast—is easy to install over pipe trenches or in other inaccessible locations where it is impractical and expensive to strip wood forms. Temporary bracing of joists is unnecessary. Scaffolding is eliminated.

Ribform uses as much as 20% less concrete than flexible types of centering. The slab is poured and finished in one operation. The rigidity of Ribform permits monolithic finishing — eliminates costly topping.

See Sweet's, section 2h/In — or write for catalog 245.

It pays . . . in many ways . . . to specify Milcor Steel Building Products

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY Member of the INLAND Steel Family

DEPT. D, 4069 WEST BURNHAM STREET • MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
ATLANTA • BALTIMORE • BUFFALO • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DENVER • DETROIT
KANSAS CITY • LOS ANGELES • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS.
Vista Block: concrete block has diamond- and triangular-shaped openings, can be used as a veneer or decorative, separate unit. Each unit measures 4"x8"x16" and can be used with 4", 6", or 8" blocks. Material is lightweight—available in gray- pink and suntan colors. Suggested applications include cover in front of modern strip-type windows, vertical panels in arcade walls, garden walls. O'Kelley-Eccles Co., 4846 Azusa Canyon Rd., Baldwin Park, Calif.

Armco Aluminized Steel, Type 2: material has surface properties of aluminum while retaining strength of steel, making it useful for support of heavy cable loads in cable support systems. Steel is coated with special aluminum coating that is said to resist corrosion three times longer than zinc-coated galvanized steel. Armco Steel Corp., 199 Curtis St., Middletown, Ohio.

THE KOH-I-NOOR ADAPTO-CLUTCH DRAFTING LEAD HOLDER NO. 5617 and the "EJECTOMATIC" LEAD DISPENSER NO. 2200-1

No more wondering what degree of lead your holder contains—just dial Indicator to the lead you have inserted to any one of the 17 degrees.

KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH NON-CLOGGING "TECHNICAL" FOUNTAIN PEN.

As easy to use as a pencil. Excellent for drawing, tracing, inking-in, lettering and anything requiring reproduction. Uses either India, Drawing, or Fountain Pen inks.

In 5 precision line widths
#0 Extra Extra Fine, #0 Extra Fine, #1 Fine, #2 Medium, #3 Broad.

Color-coded caps for quick degree indentification.

KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL COMPANY, Inc.
BLOOMSBURY, NEW JERSEY

Embossed Travertone: mineral wool acoustical material is both efficient and decorative. Designed for commercial and institutional interiors, material has a relief surface for additional sound absorption. Insulation is available in 12"x12", ¾" thick tiles—has white incombustible latex paint finish. Installation may be accomplished by cementing tile to existing ceiling or by original suspension. Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.

KOH-I-NOOR Pencil Company Inc.

THE KOH-I-NOOR ADAPTO-CLUTCH DRAFTING LEAD HOLDER NO. 5617 and the "EJECTOMATIC" LEAD DISPENSER NO. 2200-1

No more wondering what degree of lead your holder contains—just dial Indicator to the lead you have inserted to any one of the 17 degrees.

KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH NON-CLOGGING "TECHNICAL" FOUNTAIN PEN.

As easy to use as a pencil. Excellent for drawing, tracing, inking-in, lettering and anything requiring reproduction. Uses either India, Drawing, or Fountain Pen inks.

In 5 precision line widths
#0 Extra Extra Fine, #0 Extra Fine, #1 Fine, #2 Medium, #3 Broad.

Color-coded caps for quick degree indentification.

KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL COMPANY, Inc.
BLOOMSBURY, NEW JERSEY

Insulation (thermal and acoustical)

Water-Filtration Unit: "Dynion" active filter candle is principal component of water-filtration unit. Candle is hollow tube of porous, ceramic material impregnated with activated silver ions—one end closed. Open end is attached to manifold, forcing all water to pass through porous sides of candle. Sides destroy all micro- organic life—are self-sterilizing. Adaptable to homes, institutions, restaurants, farms. Water Conditioning Div., J. H. Scharf Mfg. Co., 6120 Binney St., Omaha 4, Neb.
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Beautiful new St. Paul's Catholic Church, Princeton, N. J.

Recently completed St. Paul's Church, with a seating capacity of 650, is of modern American-Gothic architecture. Exterior is hand cut granite with limestone trim, designed to blend with general surroundings in Princeton.

All heating products were supplied by Dunham-Bush, not only for the church but also for adjacent new rectory and convent. Dunham-Bush hot water specialties, unit heaters, convector, Fin-Vector and baseboard were used in the modern heating system. Reason for one supplier? Dependable products... "one source—one responsibility" supplier!

It will be advantageous for you to investigate Dunham-Bush heating and air conditioning products for your next job. May we send the nearby Dunham-Bush sales engineer your way? Write for his name.

Dunham-Bush, Inc.

Dunham-Bush, Inc.
books received


Counter-Attack Against Subtopia. Ian Nairn. The Architectural Press, 9-13

Nairn.  The Architectural Press, 9-13

Planning the Hospital Library. United Hospital Fund of New York, 3 E. 54 St., New York, N. Y., 1957. 12 pp., illus. $8

Planning the Hospital Library. United Hospital Fund of New York, 3 E. 54 St., New York, N. Y., 1957. 12 pp., illus. $8

BUILT TO LAST A LIFETIME!

P-H Quality Refrigerators and Freezers

Genuine Porcelain or Stainless Steel Finish

ONLY P-H GIVES YOU ALL THESE FEATURES

- Exclusive "Grad-U-Matic" and Dual Fan Mullion Coil cooling systems assure positive cooling top and bottom.
- Choice of various combinations of Porcelain, Stainless Steel and Aluminum finishes—exteriors also available in colors.
- Heavy Electric-Welded Steel Frame Construction.
- 3 1/2" to 4" Vapor-proofed Fiberglass Insulation.
- All Mullions Protected From Sweating.
- Heavy Duty Condensing Units pull-out for cleaning—all units tested 15 to 24 hours with operation chart.
- Optional Vap-O-Matic Drain requires no plumbing hook-up.
- Interchangeable interior accessories include adjustable Shelves, Salad Tray Rocks or Bun Pan Slides.
- Complete Sales and Field Service in every state.

Write For Literature Or See Our File In Sweet's Catalog

PUFFER-HUBBARD REFRIGERATOR CO.

GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN

EXPORT OFFICE — PUFFER-HUBBARD INTERNATIONAL
440 Lafayette St., New York City — Cable "MANREFSUP"


Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs for Your Home. Katharine Cloud. Greenberg, Publisher, 201 E. 57 St., New York, N. Y., 1957. 248 pp., illus. $4.95

That shrubs are the frame of any garden is the thesis of the present volume. The author discusses: (1) care of shrubs, soils, transplanting, etc., (2) classifications of evergreen, and (3) flowering shrubs. Ninety photographs illustrate the possibilities for all kinds of garden arrangements.

a basic approach


The intriguing title reveals the nature of the material presented in this well written book. Unfortunately so much architecture in the world is anonymous and will always remain so. Anonymity has doomed countless structures to subordinate status in terms of a creator even though they may be important as expressions of the needs of people in a social and economic environment. This book serves a real purpose by bringing into focus the significance of the simple houses, barns, churches, and minor structures presented here so cleverly by the text and photographic reproductions.

The approach of this book is basic because it presents native architecture of the Americas in terms of the traditions and customs of those early settlers who changed the boundaries of frontiers, generations ago. It deals in an interesting way with the growth of vernacular architecture and its modification as it shifted location and came under the influence of a new environment. The book shows that local materials—whether field stone, hand-made bricks, or adobe blocks—could, under sympa-

(Continued on page 818)
Again
Sanymetal
LEADS...

with
polished aluminum brackets,
anodized and forever
resistant to corrosion

Like all other features of Sanymetal Toilet Compartments, the new polished aluminum anodized brackets are designed to increase the durability, attractiveness, and lasting satisfactoriness of Sanymetal compartments.

Solid, non-rusting metal through and through, these brackets will always be bright and new looking. Made of aircraft-type alloy, they are also extra strong, to resist abuse.

Sanymetal is first with such features because Sanymetal knows that building owners want a product which will look attractive, stay attractive and at the same time reduce maintenance costs to the minimum.

See Sweets, or write for Catalog 94, which gives all the important details of quality toilet compartment construction.

THE SUM OF SANYMETAL FIRSTS...

PORCENA... Sanymetal was first (in 1936) to introduce vitreous porcelain on steel for toilet compartments, saving building owners countless dollars—no Porcena compartment ever requires refinishing!

CONCEALED TOP AND BOTTOM HINGES
A postwar Sanymetal engineering achievement, the hinge that not only looks better, but is so strong that a heavy adult swinging on a door cannot damage it. Bearings provided at all moving parts.

NEW 8800 CONCEALED LATCH
Introduced this year, this tamperproof, better looking latch, tested to 300,000 cycles of operation, makes the old exposed-bolt latch obsolete.

-plus trouble-free mountings, quick-leveling permanent set jackscrews, packaged hardware, welded doors and pilasters, galvanized and bonderized finish with Epon primer before finish coat—all Sanymetal firsts that offer money-saving quality.

MORE ECONOMY, LOWER LONG RUN COST
FOR THE BUILDING OWNER
thetic hands, help to create a sturdy and honest architecture that became New England Yankee, Pennsylvania Dutch, French Canadian, or Mexican Colonial in name and flavor.

The photographs are well chosen to show the influences of site and climate on form and function, as expressed in local materials. The illustrations satisfy the critical eye of artists, architects, and laymen who, by training or intuition, recognize the presence of good composition and pleasing tonal values of light and shade. However, photographs alone do not always tell a complete or accurate story; therefore, in order to remedy this deficiency, an adequate text explains the illustrations in an interesting manner and gives a desirable continuity to the presentation. Each illustration is accompanied by ample adjacent written material that emphasizes the message of the picture.

The major thought left to the reader of the book is that these anonymous early buildings in North and South America are important functionally and esthetically and significant as an expression of the cultures of 100, 200, or 300 years ago. It helps to give belated importance to the minor buildings that are present but not always seen. Now we shall observe this indigenous architecture with keener interest.

E. PICKERING, Dean
College of Applied Arts
University of Cincinnati

inimitable Gaudi


"Bizarre" may be the word to sum up an individual's first reaction on seeing Gaudi's work, a representative selection of which was recently on exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art. Superficially, Gaudi's style appears to be a combination of Disney's Fantasyland, the wildest elements of the Baroque and Rococo, and medieval and Gothic architecture as designed by someone in a nightmare. The immediate question that arises is, what this type of architecture can mean to us today.

Judging Gaudi and his works in the light of today's architecture, with its emphasis on linear values and mass, is impossible. Henry-Russell Hitchcock, in his analysis, summarizes the difference of approach which exists between Gaudi and the majority of today's architects, "The slanting piers, the strange non-geometrical forms of the arches and vaults, the sudden shift in material: all suggest the work of
This custom-designed horizontal curtain wall system incorporates both double and triple-hung windows, aluminum panel frames and Solex glass panels.

Other aluminum details by Cupples include: hand railing at stairs and balcony; doors; flag pole brackets; vertical hollow solar shades; fascia; miscellaneous trim; stools for balcony, stairwells and ninth floor; louver frames for parking garage—all in alumilite finish.

Whether the curtain wall design is simple or complex, Cupples has the experience and the facilities to meet your requirements without variation. Cupples, also, is a foremost manufacturer of aluminum windows, doors, Alumi-Coustic grid systems and special ornamental products. Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's.
Management
"learns new tricks"

...THANKS TO ADVERTISING!

Says Henry J. Kaiser:
"I confess I was not always advertising-conscious..."

"American management cannot afford to relegate advertising to a secondary role. Management cannot afford to budget funds begrudgingly to advertising and then proceed to forget it, except perhaps to make an occasional carping criticism. Instead, advertising men must be taken closely into inner management counsels—for able advertising men can make a fantastically tremendous contribution to a company. I confess that I was not always advertising-conscious. In many years as a builder, I wouldn't permit the Kaiser name to be painted even on a steamshovel. If I have today reversed this attitude completely, it is because advertising has proved its worth—many times over—in practical business applications. Now, our whole organization is advertising-minded. Top management should take constant interest in the advertising program to help infuse it with ideas, creative imagination and the organization's spirit. Top management should give real attention to the information supplied by its advertising agency on media and on customer opinion surveys. Otherwise, advertising cannot do the effective job that is required for the company to survive... to grow... and to serve an ever-widening circle of customers with better and better products."

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Thanks to the advertising pages of the trade press, American Industry today has a wide choice of advanced techniques and improved tools and materials. This speeds production, steps up quality, cuts production costs. Then advertising, in return, lowers selling costs to the consumer. Result:

AMERICA IS A BETTER AMERICA—THANKS TO ADVERTISING!
Dur-O-Wal is custom-fabricated to lay flat and tight in the mortar bed. Research tests demonstrate that a wall with five courses of reinforcing is 260% stronger than non-reinforced concrete walls with Class B mortar and 245% stronger than walls constructed with Class A mortar. "Where strong mortars are used, the strength of the wall increases as the amount of steel increases." Dur-O-Wal, reinforcing pioneer and recognized standard of quality, is preferred for its unexcelled performance.

- Exceeds ASTM Specifications
- 33% more lbs. of steel*
- Increases wall strength 85%**
- Mechanical Bond Strengthens Mortar Lock 46%†
- Deformation 77% more effective††
- Packaging excellence assures handling ease
  Bundles clearly marked on each end
  in 10' lengths
- Distributed everywhere from 8 strategically
  located manufacturing plants***

*Truss type Standard Dur-O-Wal
  has 32% more weight of high
tensile steel per lineal foot.
**Standard Dur-O-Wal, Class
A Mortar every other course.
16"oc.
†Mortar Lock tests from independent
research studies.
††Bond tests from independent
research studies.
***Reduces shipping costs.

DUR-O-WAL
Rigid Backbone of Steel For Every Masonry Wall

as a service to the building industry Dur-O-Wal
is happy to provide you with a fact file contain-
ing the findings of an independent research
study on masonry wall reinforcement.

Dur-O-Wal Div., Cedar Rapids Block Co., CEDAR RAPIDS, IA.
Dur-O-Wal Prod., Inc., Box 62B, SYRACUSE, N.Y.
Dur-O-Wal Div., Frontier Mfg. Co., Box 49,
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Dur-O-Wal Prod., Inc., 4500 E. Lombard St., BALTIMORE, MD.
Dur-O-Wal of Ill., 119 N. River St., AURORA, ILL.
Dur-O-Wal Prod. of Ala., Inc., Box 5446, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Dur-O-Wal of Colorado, 29th and Court St.,
PUEBLO, COLORADO
Dur-O-Wal Inc., 165 Utah Street, TOLEDO, OHIO
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a genial amateur, master of statics and mad about the expression of forces, rather than an architect working out his buildings with T-squares and triangle." Gaudi cannot be compared and he cannot be imitated. His buildings, both in design and construction, are an expression of his personality. The only way Gaudi can be judged is on his own terms and it is precisely because of this that he can still be meaningful today.

In evaluating Gaudi, even on his own terms, two factors have to be borne in mind—time and place. Gaudi managed to free himself from the former but was influenced by the latter. He lived from 1852 'til 1926 and the majority of his work, except for the unfinished Church of Sagrada Familia, on which he worked 'til his death, falls in the period from 1880 to 1910. Stylistically, this period is identified in its beginnings with the formal academicism of L'Ecole des Beaux Arts while toward its close it overlaps the era of the Art Nouveau. Gaudi did his work in and around Barcelona and the influences of his environment are visible in his work. His use of tile, ornamentation, and especially wrought metal, is in the direct line of the Spanish architectural heritage, even though his use of these elements is a new departure.

Gaudi's rejection of the prevailing eclecticism and his exploration of a different line of approach to architecture is what makes him significant. There is a tendency to lose sight of this fact. Attempts are being made to cast Gaudi as a precursor of various trends in modern art, if not in architecture. It cannot be denied that elements of Gaudi's buildings—such as his chimneys, ventilators, and finials—resemble modern, abstractionist sculpture. The mosaics which adorn his façades find a parallel in non-objective painting. His preoccupation with undulating walls and flowing surfaces remind one of Le Corbusier's work. More significant than Gaudi's possible role as a pre-

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

for LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closer Installation

Shown on Opposite Page

Each pair of doors is self-contained in a rigid frame. One pair slides to the right, one to the left, of the opening. The fixed glass panel, in its own frame, slides to the left on its own track into pocket back of the left pair of doors. The LCN 200 Series Closers are inside the head frames, arms folding into stop, out of sight. An ideal closer for this requirement.

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Canada: Lift Lock Hardware Industries, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario
MODERN DOOR CONTROL BY LCN - Closers Concealed in Head Frame

BERGNER'S DEPARTMENT STORE IN SHERIDAN VILLAGE, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

LCN CLOVERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Construction Details on Opposite Page
Random Bond, the new masonry system developed by Whitacre-Greer, is inherently adaptable to today's modular design and specification procedures. It is a new concept but is based on established principles and job-proved practice.

Whitacre-Greer's new Random Bond Manual describes this masonry system in complete detail. A request on your letterhead will bring a copy to you promptly without charge.

Write for your Random-Bond Manual today. You'll find it most helpful in your present and future masonry planning.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS

For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past twenty-two years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for forty-six years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY
WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

Architectural Practice—Revised Edition
by Clinton H. Cowgill and Ben John Small
This comprehensive book covers the professional, business, and legal aspects of architectural practice. Commissions for professional services are traced in minutest detail from the day the client arrives to the last payment for work performed. The social and economic implications of contemporary practice are translated in terms of ready-to-use forms, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, and the like. Accounting procedures, bookkeeping systems, almost every procedural form on architect requires for his practice, agreements of every nature, specifications, insurance and bond requirements are all presented in orderly sequence.
430 pages, 9 x 12, illustrated, $12.00

Send for a copy on approval
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. X-54, 430 Park Ave. New York 22, N. Y.
LOBBY:
TISHMAN BUILDING

LOCATION:
666 FIFTH AVENUE, NYC

OWNER:
TISHMAN REALTY & CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

ARCHITECTS:
CARSON & LUNDIN

SCULPTOR:
ISAMU NOGUCHI

LIGHTING:
GOTHAM LIGHTING CORPORATION
It Takes Both For MORE STRENGTH & PROTECTION IN MASONRY WALLS

Blok-Joint is a cross-shaped rubber extrusion used to make control joints in masonry walls. No special blocks are required—no building paper and mortar fill is necessary. No cutting or sawing to be done. Blok-Joint is used with any standard metal window sash block.

The secure interlock provided by Blok-Joint adds to the lateral stability of the wall. It allows for contraction and expansion while maintaining a firm joint.

Blok-Joint is effective in single block walls, with brick and block backup and at pilasters and columns.

The big advantage you get with Blok-Mesh is the exclusive “Deep-Grip” swedging. It allows the mortar to get a real bite on the reinforcing yet requires no more area in joint than other types of superficial deforming.

Blok-Mesh is designed to eliminate cracks above lintels and below sills. It minimizes ordinary shrinkage cracks. Notice in the illustration how the “Deep-Grip” swedging of Blok-Mesh is large, deep and well-defined to form effective dovetailing.

Write for FREE Blok-Joint sample and literature on Carter-Waters 2-point better masonry wall design.

Specifying Curtis

AIR CONDITIONERS for the best results

Packaged Air Conditioning Units 3 thru 50 Tons

Evaporative Condensers and Cooling Towers up to 100 tons. Air handling units to match.

Packaged Liquid Chillers up to 100 tons

Air Cooled Air Conditioners 3-5-7½ Tons

Condensing Units up to 100 tons

Every Curtis unit is backed by 104 years of manufacturing experience. Curtis offers a complete line of air conditioning equipment, supported heavily by national advertising.

REMEMBER, you can count on

Curtis MANUFACTURING COMPANY REFRIGERATION DIVISION
1966 Kienlen Avenue, St. Louis 20, Missouri

ATTENTION ENGINEERS:
For your complimentary copy of the Curtis Engineering Manual, write on your letterhead to: Chief Engineer, Curtis Mfg. Co., 1966 Kienlen Avenue, St. Louis 20, Missouri.
"I always specify Hako floor tile"

School Executive: "The trend's towards color,
   But school floors take a lot of scuffing.
   And what about cleaning?"

Architect: "In other words. You need good
   looks. Toughness. Easy cleaning."

School Executive: "Can you get a floor with
   all three?"

Architect: "Sure. Asphalt or Vinyl-Asbestos
   tile. Perfect."

School Executive: "I left out economy. Let's
   put it back in."

Architect: "We'll keep the taxpayers happy,
   too. It's low in cost . . . made to fit a
   school budget yet still gives you smart
   colors and patterns . . . stands up to the
   pounding of little feet . . . and it's a
   cinch to keep clean."

School Executive: "I suppose that goes for
   any tile?"

Architect: "Whoa. I like to be sure. That's
   why I always specify HAKO. They make
   both Asphalt and Vinyl-Asbestos tile.
   Best all-around type of flooring you can
   use-colorful, durable and low cost!"

Hako Building Products
Division of Mastic Tile Corp. of America
Dept. H9-4, P.O. Box 128, Vails Gate, N. Y.

Please send me full details and specification data
on Hako Asphalt and Vinyl-Asbestos Tile.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________ ZONE ___________ STATE ___________
that architecture is not simply engineering but is an art form to which other arts and sciences contribute elements. Gaudi also stands as a reminder that architects should not be afraid of their own imagination and of their ability to dream a little.

DR. FREDERICK HERMAN
College of William and Mary
Department of Social Studies
Norfolk, Virginia

Apollo and the machine


According to Plato, "all things received their shape from the Ordering God through the action of Ideas and Numbers." Machines now shape things through the action of numbers and in a seemingly disorderly and haphazard fashion. Proportional systems based on Euclidean geometry, that is to say on man's empirical use of space, became clouded in the not-so-distant past. Pythagoras and Leonardo, Vitruvius and Palladio were relegated to the neolithic age, as their acquisitions could not be of any usefulness to what followed the Industrial Revolution. Our tools are different and this fact presupposes that our use of space must also be different, subjected only to quantitative analysis. To "factorise" a building—a term used by Ehrenkrantz—has been the concern of many people for some time: from Boston's Bemis and his Evolving House to the famous A62 Project of the Producers Council - American

Many ingenious solutions to traffic and other problems are on the boards today. To make their ingenuity clear, and to translate them from idea into reality, requires the best of drafting tools.

In pencils, of course, that means Mars, long the standard of professionals. Some outstanding new products have recently been added to the famous line of Mars-Technico push-button holders and leads, Lumograph pencils, and Tradition-Aquarell painting pencils. These include the Mars Pocket-Technico for field use; the efficient Mars lead sharpener and "Draftsman" pencil sharpener with the adjustable point-length feature; Mars Lumochrom, the color-drafting pencils and leads that make color-coding possible; the new Mars Non-Print pencils and leads that "drop out" your notes and sketches when drawings are reproduced.


J.S. STAEDTLER, INC.
HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY
at all good engineering and drawing material suppliers

(Continued on page 238)
Gain new individuality for Shopping Centers with...

**Color Galbestos**

With 150 trained sales engineers and 60 qualified service dealers, Robertson is ready to serve you in any part of the country. You'll always have the best technical assistance when Robertson products are specified.

The problem of combining pleasing design with fast, low-cost construction in community shopping centers can now be answered in part with Robertson's new Color Galbestos.

All the time-tested advantages of long service life, resistance to fire, corrosion, and extreme weather conditions that have made Robertson the world's standard of steel protection are now available in four new attractive colors... red, green, buff and gray in addition to the familiar black and maroon. Moreover, sparkling roof and sidewall color combinations are possible at a lower cost than any other type of maintenance-free product known.

Please send additional information on Color Galbestos.
Push the door either way—the return to closed position is gentle and quiet, making two-way door traffic safer and more rapid. RIXSON Duo-checks are especially desirable for doors where busy people pass through with loaded arms, carrying trays, pushing wheeled carts, etc. Where specified, a hold-open is built in that automatically holds the door when pushed open to 90° on either the right or left swing or both. A gentle push or pull releases the hold-open.

completely invisible . . . RIXSON Duo-checks are concealed in the rigid floor. The door is pivotal hung with no unsightly arm, mechanism or hinges exposed to gather dust or dirt.

ideal for hospital doors leading to utility and supply rooms; cafeteria and kitchen doors leading to dining areas; all double acting light interior doors. Write for descriptive literature and templates.
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Architects: Perry, Shaw, Hepburn and Dean, Boston, Mass.
Call the man from Fenestra for

Classroom doors at the lowest installed cost!

It looks like a costly custom-made door, but this is a stock door by Fenestra®, specially engineered for school use.

These new Fenestra Hollow Metal Doors swing open smoothly, close quietly. There's “quiet”, built into every Fenestra door. You save year after year on maintenance because Fenestra Doors can't warp, swell, stick or splinter. They last a lifetime! And in addition, you get the lowest installed cost because:

1. You buy a complete package—door, frame, hardware, completely machined and fitted at the factory.
2. Erection is fast—one man with a screwdriver can hang a door in minutes after the frame is installed.
3. You have a complete selection of door types (1 1/2" and 1 3/4") of distinctive designs and features—all mass produced. Custom quality at stock door prices!

Ask your Fenestra representative (listed in the Yellow Pages) to help you in your selection and specification of doors, frames and hardware. Or, write to Fenestra Incorporated, Department PA-4, 3409 Griffin Street, Detroit 11, Michigan.

Let the man from Fenestra be your “door man”

Fenestra
HOLLOW METAL DOOR
FRAME • HARDWARE UNITS

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR DOORS • WINDOWS • BUILDING PANELS • CURTAIN WALLS
Extensive testing program proves new 4-D Wrought Iron more corrosion-resistant than ferrous substitutes

Test results from the Byers Research Laboratory lend documentary support to the superiority of new 4-D Wrought Iron—over standard Wrought Iron as well as ferrous substitutes.

Convincing case-history service records are now further substantiated by the conclusive findings of our metallurgical staff. Some typical results of this testing program are presented in the chart at right.

The Byers field service representative will be pleased to relate these test results to your corrosive applications. Write us for helpful literature on new 4-D Wrought Iron. A. M. Byers Company, Clark Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

BYERS WROUGHT IRON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparative Analysis of 4-D Wrought Iron Corrosion Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tests</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe industrial atmospheric continued exposure 17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam condensate return line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerated salt water—5 weeks (Short term test—points indicate 4-D Wrought Iron curve flattening out at much lower rate of attack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeze piping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt water, Gulf of Mexico 1/4 inch plate—17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downspout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In this application no long term test data yet available on 4-D Wrought Iron. Results shown are derived from short term tests.*
How to Choose Waterstop for optimum performance in concrete joints

Basic Design And Resilience Most Important Factors

The principal function of waterstop is to keep concrete joints watertight where hydrostatic water pressure is present. To be effective, and to perform its function under widely varying conditions, the waterstop must:

1. Be designed in such a way that it will maintain a "pressure seal" when the joint is opened up or compressed, or when hydrostatic pressure is exerted against it.

2. Be made of a material that is inherently stable and resilient...that will retain its resiliency and strength under wide ranges of temperature.

There is general agreement by many governmental and private specifying authorities, after years of testing and actual installation, that the dumbbell design of waterstop (below) is mechanically superior to any which has been developed to date. The design provides a self-sealing action, because as the concrete contracts and the joint opens up, the outer edges of the dumbbell bulbs become more tightly engaged with the concrete, insuring a tighter seal as the tension increases, due to movement either in the joint or increasing water pressure on one side of the joint. In effect, the greater the longitudinal pull or pressure on one side, the more tightly the dumbbell ends are pulled and squeezed against the concrete. The simpler dumbbell design of the rubber waterstop allows full strength and contact with the concrete surrounding the waterstop. The larger design also provides for maximum strength to resist higher pressures on the web of the waterstop across the joint opening.

Rubber and vinyl are the most commonly used waterstop materials. For the majority of applications, rubber is the most satisfactory material. Being a thermostastic material, rubber is more resilient and "live"...will maintain a constant pull against the retaining edges (bulbs) as the joint opens up or water pressure increases. Vinyl is a thermoplastic compound and tends to take a "set" after it has been stretched, will float in the joint cavity, and have less resistance to the passage of water. When higher temperatures are present, such as in oil storage tanks, where oil is kept at temperatures around 150°F., the vinyl material, unless specifications are rigidly written, will soften and lose strength, causing a failure of the waterstop.

Field Splicing of Dumbbell Type

Servicised Products Corporation has developed a new Union which provides a simple method of joining the ends of dumbbell waterstops, making it just as fast and easy to field splice rubber and neoprene waterstop as the joining of the polyvinylchloride types.

The Union is made in the same cross-section, and from the same material as the waterstop. It is hollow, except for a solid web at the center. After adhesive is applied to the waterstop ends, they are inserted in the Union and pushed against the centering web. The splice is then clamped together until the adhesive has set. This completes the splice.

Dumbbell type rubber and neoprene waterstop are fully described in a special Waterstop Circular available from Servicised Products Corporation upon request. The Union and an interesting new development, Split Type, are also illustrated and described in the circular. Write for it today.

SERVICISED PRODUCTS CORPORATION
6051 W. 65th Street, Chicago 38, Illinois
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Standards Association-AIA, where layers of bricks and window sashes were interchanged and reassembled in a formidable number of ways. Basic numerical values were proposed, some related to the materials or their handling, some to the processing machines, some to facilitate assemblies, and some to unify the floor-metric systems (4 in. or 10 cm modulus). Behind this was, perhaps, the dream of a unified human environment made of standardized buildings with only quantitative variations: more or less windows, more or less layers of brick, etc.

However, the search for a set of particularly chosen set of numbers suitable to both men and machines, rather than for a single size modulus applicable to everything, was also intensified during the last decade. Le Corbusier's Modulor starting with a basic dimension related to the human body and with $51$ numbers in two sets of $\phi$ progressions remains essentially a design tool more useful in the drafting room than in industrial production, if we make exception of certain prefabricated assemblies of Jean Prouvé. Alfred Neumann in Humanization of Space presented shortly after Modulor a more extensive set of numbers (also in $\phi$ progression, based on "anthropometrics" and a "geometrical unit") which he called the $\phi$ System.

Ehrenkrantz now offers the Modular Number Pattern, both as a design tool and for the dimensioning of industrial products and assemblies. He is well aware of the ways of the machine (the first listing in his bibliography is Samuel Butler's Harmondsworth, where man-made machines swallow up, at the end, man and machines). But, first, we must congratulate the author for the wisdom and clarity with which he formulated the problem: to seek a set of numbers which will offer a clear relationship between man and product, which will further the
Under the most adverse weather conditions, **SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND** maintains full resiliency, durability, strength and adhesion.

SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND is a weather-tight, lasting synthetic rubber seal for modern curtain wall construction. It is unaffected by continuous exposure to wind, sun, cold, moisture and salt spray, while its unusual characteristics give it positive adhesion to glass, metal, ceramic-clad metal, wood, stone and masonry. Cured in the joint, it becomes a resilient, integral part of the joint structure.

Even under the movements of walls or frames, SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND, being durable, non-shrinking and flexible, returns to its original form without tear, fracture, deformation or loss of its original sealing and resistive qualities.

SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND minimizes corrosion by excluding air and moisture. It is used for sealing various types of seams and expansion joints found in building construction such as in poured concrete foundations, concrete walls, corrugated transite and concrete roofing. It is also used for sealing air conditioning units, ducts, diaphragms; for reservoirs and swimming pools. It is recommended wherever positive adhesion, weathering resistance, water resistance, elasticity, resistance to extreme temperature ranges, oil resistance and durability are required. Available in gray, black, tan and aluminum.

Send coupon today for further information on SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND and other Sonneborn Building Products.

L. SONNEBORN SONS, INC.
Building Products Division—Dept. PA-4
404 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

☐ Please send me technical literature on SONOLASTIC SEALING COMPOUND.

I would also like your latest literature on:

- Concrete and Wood Floor Treatments
- Water-Repellents and Dampproofings
- Concrete and Mortar Admixtures
- Paints and Protective Coatings

Also, send free your 128-page Building Construction and Maintenance Handbook

Name:........................................Title:...........................................
Firm:...................................................
Address:...........................................
City:..................................Zone:..................................State:..................................

Since 1903 manufacturers of quality building products.
Here's where Gold Bond's meant economy.

Suburban Community Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.


Holostud with Gypsum Lath

Construction savings count—and the money saved by Holostud in Cleveland's new $2,000,000 Suburban Community Hospital was available for other vital hospital facilities.

Gold Bond's Holostud Wall System for non-load-bearing partitions makes installation faster—the new combination stud shoe and starter clip shown here, for example, saves up to 2½ minutes on every stud. Holostud's open-strut-type construction speeds and simplifies routing of utilities horizontally as well as vertically.

Gypsum lath was used with Holostud here—a system that gives a sound transmission loss rating up to 50 decibels. Gypsolite, the mill-mixed lightweight Perlite plaster, was used as base for Gold Bond Hydrated Finish Lime.
Holostud wall system
strength and versatility

The new Southdale Medical Building in Minneapolis is another place where Gold Bond Holostud gave exceptional strength and rigidity to non-load-bearing partitions — with substantial savings.

Gold Bond Holostud, composed of prefabricated steel studs, tracks and shoes, is available in \( \frac{1}{2}\)", \( \frac{3}{4}\)", 4" and 6" widths. Studs are made with \( \frac{1}{2}\" \times \frac{1}{2}\" \) angles securely braced by struts welded at 8" intervals. Floor and ceiling tracks are one-piece channel-shaped units with \( \frac{1}{2}\" \) flanges, perforated at intervals for easy lath attachment.

Gold Bond® 3.4 diamond mesh lath was used here, saving labor and material costs because it lies flat, has straight and true edges and laps evenly.

For more information on how Gold Bond's Holostud Wall System...with either Gypsum or Metal Lath...can add economy, strength and versatility to the next building you plan, write Dept. PA-48, National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, N.Y.
A sign of efficiency
for every type of building

Wherever you see Kinnear Rolling Doors, you can be sure there's a high level of efficiency in handling plant traffic — plus other important advantages.

The coiling upward action of the Kinnear-originated interlocking steel-slat door curtain makes all space around the door fully usable all the time.

Kinnear Motor Operators add quick, easy, push-button control to this efficiency. They permit you to control any number of doors from a single point, or each door from any number of points.

This cuts traffic delays and bottlenecks and promotes prompt door closure, reducing loss of heated air in winter, cooled air in summer.

In addition, Kinnear Rolling Doors assure extra all-steel protection against wind, weather, fire, intrusion and vandalism.

You can't beat Kinnear's 60-year record for providing long, low-cost, dependable door service under hardest daily use. Kinnear Rolling Doors — built to fit any opening — are easily installed in old or new buildings.

Write today for catalog or recommendations.

Heavily Galvanized! 1.25 oz. of pure zinc per sq. ft. of metal (ASTM Standards) gives Kinnear Rolling Doors lasting protection from the elements. Special Kinnear Paint Bond permits paint to be applied immediately after doors are erected, assuring thorough coverage and lasting adhesion.
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standardization of parts, and finally, which will guarantee the designer a maximum of esthetic freedom. Being aware of usually forgotten truisms — such as, that man is not made for the building but the building for the man, that standard products do not make necessarily standard buildings, that proportion without size cannot satisfy the machine, and that while there is an efficient size of product, the final choice must be made for esthetic reasons and not through chance arithmetic — the author looks for proportional systems which do not conflict with the industrial processes. To two geometric progressions, he adds the Fibonacci series, assuring, thus, the basis for an "organic" design, to use the cryptic battlecry of Frank Lloyd Wright. The 107 terms comprised in the Modular Number Pattern are whole and additive but the ϕ proportion is there by way of the Fibonacci series. The author understands well that irrational numbers can be replaced with whole ones in the building field without any noticeable distortions. In addition to this, the reviewer has observed that other systems of proportions are included here, making a total of eight out of ten systems established by the Neopythagorean school, namely:

1. Arithmetic proportion: c - b over a equals c over b: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. (prime numbers 7 and 11 are omitted).

2. Geometric proportion: c - b over a equals c over b: 1, 2, 4, 8, etc. / 1, 3, 9, 18, etc.

3. Harmonic proportion: c - b over a equals c over a: 2, 3, 6 / 4, 6, 12 / 6, 9, 18 / 12, 18, 36, etc.

(Continued on page 244)
Unusual air-conditioning needs? . . .

YOU CAN "DESIGN" YOUR OWN Satisfabricated PACKAGE . . . AT GOVERNAIR!

Yes, working with numerous basic models, Governair will incorporate your specifications and modifications to Satisfabricate the package exactly to your needs. You can be sure of its quality, too . . . for every Governair unit is constructed by expert craftsmen. This is your assurance of dependable performance and exact fit. Why not consult us on your next air conditioning project . . . from 3 to 100 ton units.

SELF-CONTAINED MULTI-ZONE AIR CONDITIONERS— with evaporative condenser. Zoned conditioner section — hot and cold deck, with mixing dampers for each zone. Sizes 7½ to 80 ton — single or dual refrigeration circuit. Ready for simple connection to duct system.

FAN AND COIL CABINETS — cooling, heating, humidifying, dehumidifying, ventilating, 1 to 100 ton, 500 to 30,000 cfm, vertical or horizontal types. Governair multi-zone fan and coil units are available in sizes ranging from 5 to 80 ton capacities, suitable for individual zoning.

Also: Blast Coils, Cooling Towers, Packaged Water Chillers, Low Temperature Coolers.

FOR FULL DETAILS WRITE

GOVERNAIR

THE GOVERNAIR CORPORATION
Originators of Completely Packaged Air Conditioners
4840 NORTH SEWELL • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
ARCHITECTS
+ RIGID-TEX

the perfect combination

A backlit, floor-to-ceiling wall of perforated aluminum RIGID-TEX Metal, anodized to a sparkling bronze. Pattern ACC-41.

RIGID-TEX Metal for interiors—a departure from the conventional, yet always in good taste. Its textured, mar-resistant beauty is ageless. It brings reality to a designer's theme for a cheery, friendly atmosphere.

RIGID-TEX Metal is rolled in any metal. There are more than 40 standard patterns from which to choose. Almost every color is available. A new medium for modern, beautiful wall treatments.

The many facets of Pattern 6-W1 produce highlights and shadows that bring interest and charm to the walls of this reception center.

Write for RIGID-TEX Metal Pattern Selector and samples of above patterns.

RIGIDIZED METALS CORPORATION
8844 Ohio St. Buffalo, N.Y.
World-Wide Distribution
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4. Harmonic proportion: b - a over c - b equals c over a: 3, 5, 6 / 6, 10, 12 / 12, 20, 24 / 24, 40, 48, etc.
5. Harmonic proportion: b - a over c - b equals b over a: 2, 4, 5 / 6, 12, 15 / 8, 16, 20 / 10, 20, (25), etc.
6. Harmonic proportion: b - a over c - b equals c over b: 1, 4, 6 / 2, 8, 12 / 3, 12, 18 / 4, 16, 24, etc.
7. Harmonic proportion: c - a over c - b equals b over a: 6, 8, 9 / 12, 16, 18 / 18, 24, 27 / 24, 32, 36, etc.
8. Harmonic proportion (the Fibonacci series): c - a over c - b equals b over a: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc.

There is no doubt that the MNP offers a vocabulary rich enough to satisfy the industrial production of building parts and the esthetic idioms of contemporary designers, and is capable of reconciling eventually man and machine by the creation of a less antagonistic or arbitrary environment. Its esthetic freedom—unlike the Modulor which, according to Einstein, makes bad design difficult and good design easy—will probably result during the early stages of application in indifferent if not semi-automatic patterns. The architectural examples included in the book are in the nature of shop drawings and contrast sharply with the brilliant illustrations of Modulor 1 and Modulor 2. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to attribute this to an inherent weakness of the Pattern: esthetic freedom may become the greatest asset of the MNP.

STAMO PAPADAKI

film previewed


A tasteful and informative, 23-minute, 16mm color film covering a wide

(Continued on page 244)

*Numbers in () are not included in MNP."
Medusa BrikseT Masonry Cement wins "top grades" in making distinctive masonry walls in school buildings! Hundreds of discriminating architects and masonry contractors insist upon the use of this prepared mortar cement in school work. BrikseT gives them economical walls... no costly job-mixing is required. More important, architects know that BrikseT alone has a 29 year record of building watertight, beautiful masonry. Save money. Assure masonry beauty. Write for A.I.A. Catalog Section and a list of school buildings in which BrikseT mortar has done an outstanding job. Use Medusa BrikseT for protecting the masonry beauty of all types of masonry construction.

MEDUSA BRIKSE T

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY • P. O. Box 5668 • Cleveland 1, Ohio

SALES OFFICES: Cleveland, Ohio • Chicago, Ill.
Toledo, Ohio • Pittsburgh, Pa. • New York, N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis. • Baltimore, Md. • Paris, Ont.

OVER SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF CONCRETE PROGRESS
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range of library planning techniques was recently previewed in New York.

Of interest to architects as well as school administrators and librarians, the film demonstrates how the efficiently designed library serves the educational objectives of the modern school. Problems involving correct space allocation, placement of the library, arrangement of various types of equipment, the purpose and uses of furniture, kinds of lighting effects, and floor coverings are considered.

Some of the important library-field figures who attended the preview included Dr. Lillian Lewis Batchelor, President, American Association of School Libraries; Miss Dorothy P. Nassau, Assistant Director, Philadelphia School Libraries; Miss Jane B. Hobson, New Jersey Department of Education; Dr. Maurice Tauber, Columbia University School of Library Service; Miss Mary Bier, New York Bureau of Libraries; Miss Anna Clark Kennedy, Supervisor of School Libraries, State Education Department of New York.

Representatives of Columbia University, Pratt Institute, Queens College, St. John's University, New York high school libraries, and professional magazines, as well as New York architects were present.

The film may be borrowed by architectural and educational associations, individuals engaged in planning new school buildings, school libraries, and national or state libraries. Available in 45 Remington Rand branch offices across the nation, arrangements for borrowing the film may be made by contacting any local sales office or by writing Remington Rand Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, 315 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Descriptive folder No. LB-804, highlighting the film, is also available.

B. M.
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"The fine line of the Rilco laminated arches adds much to the dignity of worship. The construction and entire design of the church here depends on the arches. The parishioners are very well pleased with the building . . . a great number of visitors have commented very favorably on the entire lines. The church has become quite a landmark in the community and many of the people of the city bring their guests from out of town to visit our church," writes the pastor.

"We were completely happy with the cost, the erection, the appearance, and the grade of the arches," adds the architect.

Architects and clients like Rilco arches, beams and purlins because of the qualities inherent in these laminated wood members. They have the warmth and richness of wood. They are fire resistant . . . (slow-burning Rilco members do not suddenly collapse — allow time to save structure and contents).

Reliably engineered Rilco arches, trusses or beams are custom-built by experienced personnel and modern equipment to meet your specifications. Rilco quality control continuously checks moisture contents, lumber gradation, surfacing, glue mix, spread and pressures . . . every step of production. Completely fabricated, when Rilco members arrive at the jobsite they fit.

Beauty, economy, strength, versatility — Rilco members have these in abundance. For more information on how the fine line of Rilco structural members can help bring your design dreams to fruition by allowing more freedom of expression, contact your nearest Rilco office.
ENGINEER
available

His name is STANPAT, and though he is not human he can swallow up your tedious re-drawing and re-lettering of standard and repetitive blueprint items for 24 hours a day if need be—without tiring. STANPAT is the remarkable tri-acetate sheet that is pre-printed with your specification and revision boxes, standard symbols, sub-assemblies, components and cross-sections...with adhesive front or back, waiting to be pressed into position in 15 seconds! Reproductions are unusually crisp and clear, guaranteed not to wrinkle, dry out or come off. STANPAT saves hundreds of hours in drafting time and money, allowing the engineer more time for creative work.

Already employed in numerous firms, STANPAT can go to work for you, too! Send us your drawing details now for quotation and free sample, no obligation.
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the factory-built house...?


Author Norman Cherner, in the Preface to his book, states: "If the rate of growth of prefabricated houses is an indication, the trend in residential architecture is toward a factory-built house." Long a student of low-cost housing, Author-Designer Cherner has oriented his book primarily to the consumer. With his text and illustrations, he presents a "workbook for people of average income" intended to enable the budgeted-but-brave amateur to achieve, through the substitution of his own labor for his limited funds, a "livable, esthetic house under six thousand dollars, adaptable to low cost Title I FHA Housing."

The book has been published simultaneously in two editions—a hardcover volume with the above title and a paper-back volume titled How to Build a House for $6000. The latter is priced and packaged to appeal to the readers of Woman's Day, a consumer magazine with a wide mass-market circulation. The editors of Woman's Day actually executed two of the book's house designs as a workshop project, to determine their practicality and building costs.

For the architect, Cherner's book might act as a capsule refresher course on current developments in fabricating houses from component parts. The first part of the book presents fifteen houses, four in Panel Construction, three in Bent Construction, four in Girder Construction, three in Masonry and Foundation Construction, and one in Quonset Construction. Each type of construction is shown through "explosion," details, and types; and each house is shown in photograph or

NORTHPOINTS

Give character to masonry, tile or flagstone areas with these decorative, heavy brass inserts. Ideal for patios, terraces, pools, game rooms, and other well-used areas.

Specify Northpoints as conversation pieces in hotels, restaurants, cocktail lounges, commercial and public buildings, schools, airports, hospitals and institutions.

Northpoints distinctive azimuth indicators are available in a variety of styles, and unique center inserts may be selected in a number of designs appropriate to the site. Custom work also done from your own designs. Estimates submitted after study of your specifications.

Send for illustrated brochure showing all available Northpoints designs. Architects, engineers and contractors receive 10% discount on all products.

Manor Crafts

173 South Main Avenue
Albany 8, New York
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Potosi school gets the finest in fresh air heating and ventilating—installed complete with automatic controls—for just 65¢ per square foot!

The Potosi High School, located in Potosi, Missouri, was heated and ventilated by the Lennox Comfort Curtain for just 65¢ per square foot! Architects: Matthews & Hillman; Heating Contractor: Owen-Short.

New Lennox Comfort Curtain System automatically draws in fresh air from outside... warms, cleans and circulates air quietly and evenly throughout the classroom!

Hard to believe, isn't it?—that after all these years a new and better fresh air heating and ventilating system can be installed for a fraction of the cost of systems used previously. Yet it's true! 65¢ per square foot was the complete cost of the Lennox Comfort Curtain System in the Potosi, Missouri High School. Including fully automatic controls, ductwork, labor—everything!

Of course, 65¢ per square foot is unusually low, even for the Comfort Curtain. But costs of $1.03 in Indiana, $1.15 in Montana, and $1.12 in South Dakota are usual and typical of the amazing savings offered by the Lennox Comfort Curtain.

How is this possible? The Lennox Comfort Curtain System applies to schools the sound, tested principles of warm air heating. It eliminates expensive pipes, boilers and chimneys. Moreover, it saves hundreds of dollars per classroom per year every year it is in use. Fuel is consumed only when heat is required, maintenance is amazingly simple and low-cost. Yet—and this is important—the Lennox Comfort Curtain System does a far better job than costlier systems used previously.

It provides a full, even flow of air throughout the entire length of the exposed classroom wall. It is amazingly quiet. And it holds room temperatures to a variance of six-tenths of one degree, circulates air continuously for perfect distribution, introduces a continuous supply of fresh air into the daytime heating cycle, and provides tons of needed fresh air cooling without the cost of refrigeration!

Get full information on this new low-cost system of classroom heating and ventilating. Send coupon below for free booklet, today!

Lennox Industries Inc., Dept. PA-82
1701 E. Euclid Ave., Des Moines 5, Iowa

Gentlemen: Please send me your free booklet on the Comfort Curtain system of classroom heating and ventilating.

NAME__________________________
ADDRESS__________________________
CITY_________ZONE_________STATE

©1958 Lennox Industries Inc., Heating and Air Conditioning, founded 1895; Des Moines and Marshalltown, Ia.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Columbus, O.; Decatur, Ga.; Ft. Worth; Los Angeles; Salt Lake City. In Canada: Toronto, Montreal, Calgary, Vancouver, Winnipeg.
GALLERY OF PENCIL TECHNIQUES

Ernest W. Watson's latest book will show you how to add a true professional dimension to your pencil sketching.

Now, with GALLERY OF PENCIL TECHNIQUES Watson can help you master pencil textures and tone (the true professional quality) as effectively as he has taught thousands at Pratt Institute, as an editor of American Artist, and through his previous books. In this, his most recent and exciting book, he has selected 24 of what he considers the best drawings he has ever made; all are faithfully reproduced at exact size of his originals—full page—to display clearly the character of every pencil stroke. These drawings cover a wide variety of subject matter, from architecture to still life, types of subjects other than those treated in his Course books listed below. In this new book you will be surprised and delighted to see with what beauty and fidelity the pencil can render textural qualities of glass, wood, stone, jade, silver, steel, brass, bronze and other materials. An instructive technical discussion of every drawing reveals the particular method employed. This is truly an inspirational and instructive book for all students of pencil drawing; a must if you are interested in adding the professional touch to your technique... Don't fail to send for your copy today. Only $5.00.

GALLERY OF PENCIL TECHNIQUES

By ERNEST W. WATSON

10 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION—SEND NO MONEY

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION,
430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Please rush me the following books in the ERNEST W. WATSON PENCIL SKETCHING LIBRARY to examine free for 10 days, after which I will either send you... (NO CASH—send check or money order) for the books, or I will return them and owe nothing.

- Gallery of Pencil Techniques ....... @ $5.00
- Vol. 1 Buildings & Streets ............ @ $2.95
- Vol. 2 Trees & Landscapes ............ @ $2.95
- Vol. 3 Boats & Harbors ............... @ $2.95
- How to Use Creative Perspective .... @ $7.95
- The 5 volumes of the Ernest W. Watson Pencil Sketching Library at a 15% saving for only .............. $18.54

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

SAVE 15%! ORDER ALL THE BOOKS IN THE ERNEST W. WATSON PENCIL SKETCHING LIBRARY FOR ONLY $18.54.
Regardless of size, style or budget, safe schools call for Von Duprin exit devices. Von Duprin equipped exits give sure, reliable service over years of tough, demanding use... with minimum maintenance.

Quality... the finest in materials, design and workmanship... has been the Von Duprin standard for over 49 years. This high standard plus constant improvements... such as concealed devices, X-Bar reinforced crossbars, drop-forged parts, reversible devices, adjustable strikes, and a variety of outside controls... has earned a preference for Von Duprin among architects, school administrators and other safety-minded officials.

“THE SAFE WAY OUT!”

Von Duprin

FIRE AND PANIC EXIT DEVICES
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rendering, plans, elevations, sections, and expansion. The second portion of the book analyzes the building materials selected and used during the execution of the two example houses—illustrating them and listing producers' names and addresses in directory form.

Although there is some question as to the possible end-results for the architectural profession of a book that sells the "every-man-his-own-architect" theme, unquestionably the exposure of good design to this new and vast mass-market can result only in an increased awareness of—and hence, we hope, responsiveness to—progressive architecture.

I.S.

useful reference

Handbuch Moderner Architektur. Safari Verlag, Berlin. George Wittenborn, Inc., 1018 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y., American Distributor, 1957. 959 pp., illus., German text. $25

This book's subtitle, "a history of architecture of our time from the one-family house to the city plan," clearly points to its wide scope and purpose. The following building and planning categories are covered in the 12 parts of the volume: structure in space and time; city planning; housing; one-family houses; buildings for commerce and industry; city reconstruction; hospitals; buildings for education; theaters and recreational facilities; Protestant churches; Catholic churches; buildings for travel. Experts in each of the fields—all of them prominent German architects—have prepared the various sections. Discussions and a total of 1334 illustrations of the best of modern architecture from all parts of the world cover not only specific design problems but also give a comprehensive picture of today's architecture. The book should serve as a useful reference work for practicing architects, educators, students, and interested laymen.

I.M.R.

exclusively yours

Exclusive Dodge patterns in genuine cork tile permit you to create floors of distinctive beauty for both residential and commercial installations.

Dodge specializes in genuine cork tile—in regular and exclusive specialty patterns: Pioneer Plank, Parquetry, Dalmatian and Vinywood. Send for catalog or see it in Sweet's Architectural File, 131/Do.

DODGE CORK CO., INC., LANCASTER, PA
Consoweld Laminated Plastic Beautifies Walls, Saves Construction Time on Telephone Building

The use of Consoweld laminated plastic as surfacing for walls cut construction time three weeks on the Greenville, Ohio, Telephone Company building, according to C. W. Fry, of Fry Construction Company.

Consoweld Saved 3 Weeks... The architect, Ferd E. Freytag, recommended laminated plastic to eliminate the three-weeks' drying time for plaster before delicate electronic equipment could be installed. Another brand of conventional 1/16-inch thickness, originally considered, would have had to be cemented to plywood. Consoweld 10, 1/10-inch thick, could be applied directly over the gypsum-board walls. Another factor in the choice was Consoweld Twin-Trim matching mouldings, which provide unbroken areas of color.

Woodgrain Patterns Used Throughout... Consoweld Platinum Walnut pattern is used in the business office, entrance hall, stair hall, and corridor. The long-distance switchboard room has Harvest Brown Birch on the walls; in the operators' lounge is Honey Maple, and in the office of Manager H. F. Clapper, the walls are Consoweld Red Mahogany pattern. According to Contractor Fry, Consoweld cost no more than plastering and painting, and its use enabled his company to complete the job several weeks earlier.

Because of its freedom from dust, dirt, and maintenance, Consoweld is extremely desirable for telephone buildings and other locations where electronic equipment is used.

Mail the coupon for more information on how you can save time and money by using Consoweld on walls, wainscoting, and counter tops for buildings and homes.

Consoweld Corporation
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Please send me more information about Consoweld applications in commercial and institutional buildings.

For More Information
Mail This Coupon
PA-48.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

General business office of the Greenville, Ohio, Telephone Company, with Consoweld Platinum Walnut woodgrain pattern on the walls. Consoweld was applied directly over gypsum board. It is also used in the entry, stair halls and corridor, operators' lounge, long-distance operating room, and the manager's office.

Entrance to the attractive new building of Greenville, Ohio Telephone Co. Freytag and Freytag, AIA, Sidney, Ohio, were the architects; Fry Construction Company, Greenville, O., was the builder. Consoweld was supplied by Fiddes-Moore, distributors, at Dayton, Ohio.
situations open

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS AND DRAFTSMEN
—excellent opportunity for permanent affiliation with long-established but progressive architectural firm specializing in contemporary architecture, with emphasis on school design. Growing backlog assures long-range program. Prefer college men with several years experience. Unusually congenial working conditions and associates. Complete modern offices with air-conditioning. Group hospitalization, salary continuance plan and other benefits. Complete modern offices with air-conditioning. Will assist in relocating. Please send resume of education and experience, stating salary requirements and availability, also snapshot and references. The Firm of Edmund Geo. Good, Jr., Registered Architects, 904 North Second Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

ASSISTANT ARCHITECT—for a fast growing architectural office doing outstanding contemporary architectural work in a South American country. Should be highly qualified in rendering, design and detailing. Reproductions in any form of original work should accompany resume. Arch. Jose Hernandez Casas, Apartado 502, Maracaibo, Venezuela.

situations wanted

ARCHITECT—A.I.A., active professional and community affairs; desires challenging position with an opportunity to help progressive firm, and myself, to grow. Fully qualified to assist principal in all phases of professional service. Eleven years experience on educational, commercial, municipal, health, residential, and industrial projects. Box 615, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—now associated with large midwestern firm. Desire similar connection with progressive firm in Rocky Mountains, west or southwest. Graduate degree from M.I.T. Considerable personnel supervision and client contact experience on office buildings, schools, churches, public work. Will submit client references. Age 29 with family. Box 616, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—young Navy officer will be released from service in July. Resume on request. Gerald Baron, Lt. (jg), USNR; USN & MCRCT ROCHESTER, Washington Square, Rochester 7, New York.

ARCHITECT—age 32, Yale graduate, registered two states by examination, 8 years experience. Desires permanent position with

(Continued on page 256)
IRONBOUND* CONTINUOUS STRIP* MAPLE FLOOR

A study in smoothness is the Ironbound Continuous Strip Maple floor in the fieldhouse of Cleveland's Case Institute of Technology. But this floor was chosen for more than smoothness alone. Its unmatched uniform resiliency, tight-grained splinter resistance, warm, durable beauty and long-run economy are equally important reasons why the Case architects specified Ironbound. And these are the same reasons why architects from coast to coast specify Ironbound floors for gymnasiums, classrooms, industrial plants and public buildings. They know there is no better hardwood floor anywhere. For details, write Robbins Flooring Company, Reed City, Michigan. Attn: Dept. PA-458.

Ironbound is now available vacuum-impregnated with Woodlife PENTA-preservative by the Dri-Vac process for extra protection against moisture absorption, termite and fungi attack.


ROBBINS FLOORING COMPANY
Reed City and Ishpeming, Michigan
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF MAPLE FLOORS

April 1958
responsibility and opportunity for advancement. Complete details upon request. Box 617, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—36, married, 3 children. Ten years experience, all phases of governmental, school, commercial and residential. Licensed, A.I.A. corporate member, own business. Desires relocating with firm in state of Connecticut, seeking responsible position with possibility of associateship or partnership. Resume upon request. Box 618, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—37, married, A.I.A., broad experience in all phases, including client-contractor relations, of commercial and institutional buildings. Presently with a prestige New York architectural firm. Desires a responsible position with a progressive firm in a growing community. Free to relocate. Rocky Mountain states or west coast preferred. Box 619, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—39, B.Arch. degree, design option, registered southern state, NCARB. Nine years experience in all phases of the profession. Would like an opportunity with progressive architectural firm desiring an imaginative architect with proven ability. Capable of working harmoniously with staff. Community and civic worker. Box 620, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

PLEASANT LICENSED ARCHITECT—engineer, artist, designer of 20 years experience. All around man whose talents, skills, speed and education equal the best obtainable. Now employed. Seeks responsible position. Also would purchase architectural firm or other business requiring professional artist or designer. Will go anywhere. Box 621, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER—with thorough supervisory experience with leading engineering and construction firms. Large industrials, power plants, waterfront structures, dams, airfields, bridges, etc. Excellent estimator and spec, writer. Sound client contact and negotiating experience. Desire position with architectural, consulting or industrial firm. N. Alfred Brown, 22 E. Linden Ave., Collingswood, N. J.

miscellaneous

ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN PERSONNEL AGENCY—a personalized placement service for top-level architects, designers, engineers, draftsmen, estimators, and interior designers; selective contacts arranged in a confidential and professional manner. Interviews by appointment. Box 58, Park Avenue, New York, Murray Hill 3-2523.


Saves time and money!

O'Brien's 50-Page SCHOOL DECORATING MANUAL

- Contains two complete color schemes for every room, every interior surface, in the modern school.
- Over a hundred actual paint chips for alternate color plans in alkyd or latex type paints.
- A tremendous service to anyone handling school painting projects.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW only $100

The O'Brien Corporation, South Bend 21, Indiana Send O'Brien's new booklet, "Color Symphony for School Interiors." One dollar enclosed.

Name
Address
City, State

CONNOR
forest products since 1872

"LAYTITE" maple birch oak FLOORING

has been first choice for gyms, play rooms and class rooms

"CONTINUOUS STRIP", Blocks, Regular Strip, and Slats

School and Gym Floors Our Specialty
MFMA grades and trade marked
See Sweet's file specs #13J Co.

CONNOR LUMBER & LAND CO.
P. O. BOX 810-K, WAUSAU, WIS.
Phone No. 2-2091
Fifth and Boston Corporation’s strikingly beautiful First National Building at Tulsa, Oklahoma, utilizes quality-controlled Youngstown “Buckeye” Black Enamed Full Weight Rigid Steel Conduit exclusively, for protection of its all-important electrical wiring system.

Nationally-known building owners, leading contractors and progressive architects realize that electrical systems that don’t function safely and efficiently are definitely a bad investment. So to guard against this costly condition they specify Youngstown “Buckeye” Conduit for its long, trouble-free service life.

“Buckeye” Conduit is easy to fabricate on the job—easy to fish wires through—and thoroughly corrosion-resistant to damaging elements such as water, moisture, vapor, dust and dirt.

Leading distributors in every industrial and electrical market are ready to serve you quickly from their ample stocks. They’re as near as your phone—why not call today?
For years Southern has consistently and successfully created special food serving equipment to meet the most unusual performance demands. “Custom-Bilt by Southern” equipment can be designed, engineered, fabricated, installed and expertly fitted to available space for any food service operation. Get expert help today—call your “Custom-Bilt by Southern” Dealer, or write to Southern Equipment Company, 4550 Gustine Ave., St. Louis 16, Mo.

terials Division at Muncie, Indiana (announces E. P. Lockart, Vice-President of the Division and General Manager of Kimble).

Mark Andrews, named General Sales Manager, and William F. Scott, Eastern Division Sales Manager of Virginia Metal Products, Incorporated, Orange, Va., by Nicholas C. Gianakos, Vice-President.

Frank W. Curtis, new President of Lexsucq, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, national roofing-engineering firm.

C. H. Ferguson, appointee Manager of the San Francisco regional office tile flooring.

SOUNDSHEET

TRANSLUCENT ACOUSTICAL ELEMENT — ONLY Soundsheet successfully combines acoustical and light-diffusing properties! Today's important new architectural tool, Contrex SOUNDSHEET can be used effectively with most wall-to-wall or area lighting systems for remodelling or new construction. Available from coast to coast through the nation's leading manufacturers of lighting and acoustical equipment, Soundsheet can also replace or supplement other acoustical or lighting media now installed.

Because of Soundsheet's unique versatility, many applications are being developed, such as functional sound absorbers, back-lighted wall treatments, duct-lining to reduce sound ... and space dividers. Also it can be produced to equipment manufacturer's specifications in patterns and COLOR, translucent or opaque.

"SOUNDSHEET . . . for new ideas in sound and sight"

WRITE today for more information about the many advantages — the many applications for Soundsheet and how they can benefit you.

MAIL TO:

CONTREX COMPANY
Chelsea 50, Mass.

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City ————— State —————

Developed for Contrex by Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

AVAILABLE FROM COAST TO COAST THROUGH AUTHORIZED MANUFACTURERS OF LIGHTING AND ACOUSTICAL PRODUCTS.

Materials Division at Muncie, Indiana (announces E. P. Lockart, Vice-President of the Division and General Manager of Kimble).

Mark Andrews, named General Sales Manager, and William F. Scott, Eastern Division Sales Manager of Virginia Metal Products, Incorporated, Orange, Va., by Nicholas C. Gianakos, Vice-President.

Frank W. Curtis, new President of Lexsucq, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, national roofing-engineering firm.

C. H. Ferguson, appointee Manager of the San Francisco regional office tile flooring.
Specify Curtis
HIGH EFFICIENCY
AIR COMPRESSORS

AIR COOLED—SINGLE OR
TWO STAGE • 1/4 to 50 HP

When specifications call for an air compressor that will perform at top efficiency, with minimum maintenance and operating expense, engineers are finding the answer in Curtis air cooled air compressors. The Curtis "CV" unit is easily and inexpensively installed. Competitively priced, yet unsurpassed in performance.

Attention Engineers:
For a copy of the CURTIS 4-page Bulletin CAS-18, published in Sweets Plant Engineering File, write on your letterhead to: Chief Engineer, Curtis Manufacturing Co., 1966 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis 20, Mo.

REMEMBER, you can count on

Curtis
OUR 104TH YEAR
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
PNEUMATIC DIVISION
1966 Kienlen Ave., St. Louis 20, Mo.

Air Cylinders  Packaged
Packaged Liquid Chiller  Air Conditioning Units

picked by professionals
Reach for a Venus drawing pencil... and get the clearer, consistent, precision line blueprint and drafting work demands. The lead in all 17 degrees of Venus drawing pencils is homogenized by the exclusive Venus Colloidal Process. Results: sharper prints... smudge-free tracings. Clean erasures are easy to make.
And because Pressure-Prooofing seals the lead to the wood along its entire length, the Venus is stronger, holds a needle point longer. See why Venus sets the standard for fine drawing pencils. Also try Venus Refill drawing lead that fits all holders.
SEND FOR the Venus Technical Test Kit. State degree wanted—also choice of pencil or refill lead.

VENUS
drawing pencils
VENUS PEN & PENCIL CORPORATION, HOBOKEN, N.J.
How to Create Color Effects for Exteriors and Interiors

New Horizons in Color
By FABER BIRREN

Now you can make the most of color, through the guidance of this complete treatment of all problems concerning color in architecture, decorating and building. Never before has a book offered so much in understanding of the esthetic, psychological, physical and functional aspects of color.

This valuable book will prove the outstanding reference work for solving the problem of color in architecture and decoration. It brings you over 20 years of the author's practical experience in writing color specifications for all types of buildings, interiors and exteriors.

220 pages, over 120 black and white illustrations, charts, diagrams plus 6 full color reproductions and a two-page chart of color chips for reference. $10

Write today for your 10-day-FREE examination copy.

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. 5253, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Beautiful and distinctive lounge area of the Forum Restaurant

NEW YORK'S NEWEST COSMOPOLITAN RESTAURANT,

Conceived by the noted designer, William Pahlmann, A.I.D. and created in the grand tradition, the Forum derived its name from twelve heroic sized 17th century portraits of the original Caesars. The paintings form part of the exquisitely lighted decor of tile, cherrywood and bronze which distinguish the entrance, bar and dining rooms of this most unusual restaurant.

William Pahlmann Associates made extensive use of Kliegl Architectural Lighting throughout the Forum. Unusual lighting effects were desired and Kliegl Regressed Lens Downlights, Pinhole Downlights, Wall Washers and Lens Strip Lights were specified to provide the spot accent and general illumination required in achieving dramatic, yet functional, effects.

For details concerning the full Kliegl line of Architectural Lighting Equipment, send for Catalog A-11.

Lighting

KLIEGL BROS.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.
321 W. 50th ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
ORIGINATORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF KLIEGLIGHTS
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Not in thirty years has there been a book like this

REINFORCED CONCRETE

IN ARCHITECTURE

aly ahmed raafat

With 240 pages and more than 450 illustrations this new book is the only available bridge between architectural creative design and recently developed engineering know-how in reinforced concrete.

Although REINFORCED CONCRETE was discovered over a century ago it gained architectural recognition only at the turn of the century. Today it is a revolutionary building material, used in all corners of the world for new structural forms, which has created new aesthetics in architecture.

Ever since the publication in 1928 of THE FERRO-CONCRETE STYLE by Francis S. Onderdonk there has been a need for a book which would show how in recent years new technical knowledge of Reinforced Concrete has affected the design and cost of contemporary architecture.

This new book REINFORCED CONCRETE IN ARCHITECTURE by Aly Ahmed Raafat does just this. It discusses the aesthetic and technical manifestations of a promising and revolutionary new material.
The building industry in the United States today is not suffering from any serious lack of efficiency or, as is often charged, from a technological lag in industrial production methods. It is perfectly possible for competent combinations of architects, engineers, manufacturers of products, and builders to produce structures that are both handsome and efficiently constructed.

The fact that this desirable result is often not accomplished is due to confusion as to proper organization of this complicated combination of design and construction processes, which is not so much an industry as it is an art, in the full sense. It is a tremendously complex art, with many functions that must mesh perfectly for maximum efficiency. All too often each part is unsure of its true and complete function, and all too often each part is trying to do the work of other parts. This leads to the danger of each part not doing its own job as well as it might.

We are perhaps too eager to accept the current concepts of team, committee, group, and similar collective terms; and as a result we may have lost individual punch and original creative direction. Not only in the building industry but also in all of American life, we are: (a) too inclined to settle for group action at the expense of creative individuality; (b) too anxious to supervise, or give advice, in areas in which we are not skilled.

There is a lot of joking about the committee attitude, or what has become known as group action. Students of the social scene are seriously worried about some of its imports. A comment which I heard first about a month ago has been widely published since: the one that says that a camel is a horse designed by a committee. And yet, despite joking and worry, we still seem to revere committee, team, group decisions.

Like many other things that have later degenerated, this attitude began as a good move, applauding and stimulating co-operative effort. But it has passed through various phases to low points like the one that is known as brainstorming. Have you ever sat in a brainstorming session? The idea is that the group generates creative thought—the individual is there only as a part of the group. The ideal group leader in a brainstorming session is one who is scarcely noticeable as an individual, but simply serves to keep the group groping.

The point, obviously, is that no one in the group must claim ideas as his own, because he will then be considered un-teamlike; nor must he admit that ideas have come from another, because then he will be admitting his own inadequacy, by comparison, as a contributing team member. The whole idea will, eventually, be self-defeating: the latest book on the technique of brainstorming advertises that it teaches also personal, private, brainstorm methods. Each person, that is, can be a committee of one. Personally, I find that thought enervating; it's hard enough to be an individual today without trying to be a group.

The danger is equally obvious, I think. It is that this technique—the leaderless and coachless team, the brainstorm session, committee decisions, and group action—leads to atrophy of the creative process and general debilitation of the individual. It is, in short, a means of avoiding the decision to let each one do his task without interference and of avoiding the question: Who should do what?

Translating this into terms of architecture and the building industry, I believe that too many architects are trying to poke into the business of contracting and building; too many manufacturers are trying to poke into the business of design of component parts of buildings; too many builders (especially in the residential field) are moving over into the area of design and planning; and too many entrepreneurs and financiers of construction, who have become owners and clients, are messing in design and specification matters.

I could carry this little diatribe even further if I wanted to. I could ask what right a Robert Moses has to function as a city planner—or non-planner. I could ask, on the more constructive side, whether many branches of design engineering have really been given their due places in the building-design process. I could ask also whether any true, demonstrable function is being served by some newer "elements" in the industry: the package dealer, the ladies-finishing-school decorator, and so on. I could question whether these committee members should have any voice at all in building-industry collaborative efforts.

I think that the reason these questions must be asked is that the loose concept of a "team" that both designs and constructs buildings leaves no one an apparent responsibility of his own. And the architect, or the architect-engineer, knows that he has, in the long run, both a moral and a legal responsibility for design—for design concept, design expression, design specification, and design supervision. If the users and the viewers of buildings don't like those buildings, they're not going to blame any committee; they're going to blame the architect. And if legal questions arise, no argument that a decision was group judgment is going to free the architect from legal hooks having to do with items in his contract documents.

At the moment there seems to be a hesitation on the part of some architects to do their full design jobs with authority. (A prominent, highly respected member of our profession recently said for publication: "Architecture today is produced by men sitting around a table, and the man who makes the most intelligent suggestion is in point of fact the architect, whether or not that is his title.")

There also seems to be a hesitation on the part of some builders to develop the most efficient construction and job-management techniques. (A large builder recently said in a meeting that I attended that he knew the least efficient way to build curtain walls was to split them up into a dozen trade divisions, but, he said: "That's the way the architects organize them in their specs.")

And there seems to be a hesitation on the part of some producers of building components to find the most efficient production techniques. (A large producer of millwork products wrote us recently: "We will produce anything the architect wants. If an architect insists on standardized modular products, we'll make them for him special.")

That last one is worth dying awake worrying about at night. In short, it might be said of the building industry, as I believe it can be said of any aspect of productive activity in life:

If each creative individual uses his own productive function to the fullest, and if each profession makes its collective achievement the proud aggregate of those individual creative fulfillments; then society as a whole and the various co-operative groups and collaborative committees which develop in society will all benefit.

If, on the other hand, the individual is thought of only as a unit in a group, and is made to feel hesitant about individual effort and boshful about individual accomplishment, then no part of collective activity will be accomplished to its optimum potential.

Thomas H. Leighton

designing a camel